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| 

OVFICE OF THE SECRETARY, 

} Wisconsin Burrer Makers’ ASSOCIATION, 

Madison, Wis., 1920. 

To His Excellency, Emanven L. Priuipr, 

| Governor of the Stale of Wisconsin. 

I have the honor to submit the report of the nineteenth an- 

nual meeting of the Wisconsin Butter Makers’ Association, 

showing the receipts and disbursements of the past year, also 

containing papers, addresses and discussions had at the annual 

convention at La Crosse, February 10-12, 1920. 

: Respeetfully submitted, 

G. H. Benkenporr, 

Seeretury. 
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: PROCEEDINGS 

OF THE 

NINETEENTH ANNUAL MEETING 

OF THE 

- . , S = 

- Wisconsin Butter Makers’ Association 

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE BUILDING 

TUESDAY, FEB. 10, 8 O'CLOCK P. M. 

ADDRESS OF WELCOME 

Mayor A. A. BentLey or La Crosse, Wis. 

“Mr. President, Fe.low Citizens: This is one of the pleasant duties 

that fails to the lct of a Mayor. We are here primarily to extend .o 

you a weicome, heartily, warmly, sincerely. We will try to make your 

stay among us so pleasant and profitable that you will want to return 

again. 

You are here to study a special line of work and of course I am not 

expected to discuss anything touching on that work, and in fact it has 

been thirty-five years since I was engaged in butter making. 

Way back that long ago, in the northern woods of Minnesota, I used A 

to help my mother skim pans of milk with a hand skimmer, put the - 

cream in the churn and jump the dasher up and down from one to four 

hours to get the butter to come; then when it failed, to turn warm 

_ ° water into the churn. 

Even though in those days, however, with butter at ten cents, my 

mother made the best butter of any one in the neighborhood and she 

received twelve and one-half cents for hers. How often have you
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heard of ladies who received a premium on their butter because it was better than the average butter on the market? ' However, a century ago probably, there was a suggestion at least that there is more profit in better goods; and there is more profit in the butter business today because it is better, partly. However, I am not to discuss butter, because I do not know anything about the mod- 

> r 
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Wy 
d 

MAYOR BENTLEY 

€in method of producing butter. | am afraid to attempt to interest you. If I tried to talk about butter making, I might be justly ae- 
cused or have some discourteous remark made about me similar to that 
made about a young student who was sent out in a rural district to make a political speech. He was told by those who sent him out that he was to talk to fellows who were interested in dairying. They said, “You will find them common, ordinary folks and try and talk sense, if 
you can, on the great political issues.” So this young man, wishing to 
make a hit with his audience and coming from the University, he was 
perfectly dressed; his trousers were creased very nicely, his hair was 
parted in the middle, he wore a high, choking collar, large number 
two cuffs; he was an altogether dandy—long toed patent-leather shoes 
with ping pong hose. He stood up on the platform and talked to those
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men and was controlled by this idea, that he wanted to make a hit 

right away with the audience, so he began: “Mr. Chairman, Fellow 

Citizens: I-think the dairying business is the greatest line in the 

world. The great American cow today is producing more wealth in the 

world than any other animal. Why, the country depends upon the 

cow. Look at me, my education in the University was paid for by a 

cow.” He went on and told about the wonderful American cow. A 

Scandinavian who had recently come to that section of the country, 

4 didn’t understand English any too well. He had received literature 

from the University telling about the value of cows, and how profitable 

3 it was to have thoroughbreds, and when the speaker finished, the Scan- 

5 dinavian stood up, and said: “Vell, I have been hearing about Dur- 

j ham bred calves, Jersey bred calves, Holstein bred calves, and Guern- 

2 sey bred calves, but that is the first time I ever seen a college bred 

: calf.” 
I shall not talk dairying or butter making, but you will excuse me 

' possib!y and bear with me a moment if I tell you something about the 

q great city you are now visiting. I believe you, will be glad to hear 

: something about La Crosse and realizing that you will not remember 

3 all I could care to say to you, for your convenience, gentlemen, I have 

4 had prepared a few letters hastily this afternoon, with certain brought 

4 out facts about La Crosse. They are in this package on the table here, 

3 and I hope any and all of you will take one with you, and when return- 

3 ing on the train, if not before, glance through a few of the facts in this 

4 letter. It possibly will serve you as a reminder that you have visited 

a one of the great cities of Wisconsin, one of the great cities made pos- 

7 sible because of the wonderful prosperity in the state of Wisconsin, 

2 largely due to the dairying interest in the state. Anyone can observe 

’ this, I think that prosperity and a plentiful supply of ready cash al- 

ways accompanies the development of the dairying interest. So La- 

Crosse bids you welcome and we are glad that we are a conspicuous 

city in a conspicuous state. Our people are happy, optimistic, progress- 

ive, and La Crosse wants to serve in this great hour in the world’s his- 

tory when municipalities, groups of citizens, governments, and all or- 

ganizations worthy of perpetuation must take hold of the problems 

about us and study them and contribute something to bring about a 

happy solution of the threatening problems, if you please, facing this 

country and the world. 

La Crosse bids you welcome, because we are proud that our city is 

what it is We are not satisfied, we are trying to make it better; we 

are trying to rank among the leading cities of the state, among the
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“ities of the country. It is the city of La Crosse to which you have 
come for the 1920 meeting, a splendid, prosperous, growing city. We 
want you to feel this upon your first day’s visit, while you are herc, 
and we want you to appreciate it that it is a fact when you leave. 

A Socialist mayor in a city west of La Crosse was invited to welcome 
a large convention of editors recently, and he took advantage of the 
occasion to read his welcoming address, occupying two hours and a 
half of the first day’s time of this busy convention—which only lasted 
two days—attended by over one thousand representative editors of the 
country. He read his speech very clearly, pressing his views on So- 
cialism, and criticising severely the attitude of the editors toward the 

idea of Socialism. He spent two hours and a half of the time of the 

Convention and then sat down. The gentleman who was to respond to 

the address of we'come was from Nebraska. The forenoon had been 

spent on a speech on Socialism. The man who was to respond, arose 

and said, “Ladies and gentlemen, I want to announce as my response 

to the Mayor's address, that the scenery in Nebraska is far prettier than 

in Minnesota.” That.was his answer to the two and one-half hours’ 

speech. 

There’s a lesson in that that I have taken to heart, so I am going to 

quit for fear that I may take up more time than I ought to. There is 

much more that could be said about our city, but there cannot be a 

warmer feeling for visitors than this city wishes to express to you. 

We welcome you, we invite you to take not only the key of the city, 

but to take our hand, and let us assist you if possible to make your 

stay as pleasant as possible. Gentlemen, the city of La Crosse bids you 

a warm welcome. 

4 RESPONSE TO THE ADDRESS OF WELCOME 

T. B. Towtr, of Baraboo, Wis. 

Mr. Chairman; Honorable Mayor: I don’t see as I have any need to 

be up here, I think the address just given expresses the sentiment cf 

the organization as well as it can be expressed, but I wish to assure the 

Mayor on behalf of the Association, that we appreciate these words of 

welcome. 

When I was asked to respond to the Mayor’s address, I began to look 

around and try to find out something about La Crosse, I wanted to find 

out something about the city. I asked some of my friends, and one
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of the things they said is, “La Crosse is a brewery city, they have so 

many breweries there in La Crosse.” Well you know what impression 

that made on my mind; of course we are under National prohibition 

now and these great buildings are vacant and lonely and solitary; and 

T. B. TOWLE 

then I found a clipping in a paper I ran across a few days ago which 

read as follows: 

City Is Invaded by Starving Wolves, Foxes Seeking Food 

La Crosse, Wis., Feb. 6—Half starved and desperate with hunger, 

wolves and foxes are invading La Crosse today in search of food 

Armed bands of residents are hunting the animals in the city streets. 

Miss Bernice Stifter, 17, was pursued by a large grey wolf at 10 p. m. 

yesterday, but managed to reach her home just as the wolf ran into 

the yard in front of her home. Armed only with a rope, James McCoy 

captured a fox in the heart of the city yesterday. Most of the animals 

seen in the city are extremely weak from lack of food. Tracks in the 

snow outside the city indicate the animals are crossing to Minnesota in 

large numbers.
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You know I didn’t know what to think of that, but I am glad of these 
words of reassurance from Mayor Bentley, and the hearty welcome 
given. : 

We feel as though we have something in common when he says he 

was a butter maker in his early days, and I believe that he had his 

problems in those days as well as ours, in fact he gave the secret away 

when he said he had to throw water in the churn. In this also, has he 

had the same troubles in his day as we have in ours, the matter of 

quality, and I want to assure him that in this organization, “Associ- 

tion” is to dairying what the term “United States of America” is to the 

world. The Wisconsin Butter Makers Association stands for every- 

thing that is good and true, and the higher things, the better things 

in dairying. On this principle this organization is founded, and for the 

study of these things we are met here in our convention. He said that 

his mother’s butter being so much better than the other butter brougat 

to the markets, received 100 per cent more in price. We do not receive 

that percentage at the present time, but the creameries that are mak- 

ing the best butter, are the most successful creameries.” 

$ PRESIDENT’S ANNUAL ADDRESS 

J. H. Moran, West Salem _ 

Members of the Wisconsin Butter Makers Association, Ladies and 

Gentlemen: This is the place on the program where it becomes neces- 

sary as President of your association to inflict myself upon you for a 

few minutes and in a general sort of a way run over some of what to 

me appears to be the more important problems facing us today and the 

manner in which they can best be met. In this connection I have been 

requested to give special attention to the matter of condensary compe- 

tition. We are just awaking to the fact that we have been taking too 

much for granted, leaving things to shape themselves and the sooner 

we realize that there is no industry having so many advantages that it 

can flourish without the necessary push back of it, the better it will 

be for us. 

This is a hustling age and unless we do our share of the hustling 

some one else is likely to get the business. There perhaps never has 

E been a time when greater opportunities were offered than right now, 

but they are for the man who is willing to go out and tackle the prob- 

lems as he finds them and not for the one who waits for matters to
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shape themselves in the way that he thinks they should be. We must 

meet and adjust our business to changing conditions and conditions 

have changed so rapidly the past four or five years, that it has been a 

real job to keep up with them. 

In butter making, as in other lines of business, it seems to be neces- 

sary to take a broader view of things than has been taken heretofore. 

The o!d idea of a few farmers joining together and forming a cooper- 
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J. H. MORAN 

ative creamery for the purpose of marketing their cream and then an- 

tagonizing everything else, was a very narrow view of cooperation and 

should have gone out of date long before it did. There is as much to 

be gained by neighboring creameries cooperating, as there is through 

the cooperation of individuals and true cooperation will not limit itsel* 

to any particular industry, but is broad enough for them all. We have 

heard much of the Universal Brotherhood the past few years, that 

would mean cooperation jn its broadest sense, a willingness and desire 

on the part of each individual to cooperate with and help every other 

individual, and why not?
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It seems to be so hard for us to realize that there is room for all and 
so hard for us to recognize the right of the other fellow to hustle, in 
whatever legitimate line he chooses, whether it interferes with our 

~ act. ic is this matter of competition that forces us ahead 
and compels us to keep awake on the job and see to it that our methods 
are at least not inferior to his. The tremendous demand created for 
milk by the late war, with no relative increase in the demand for but- 
ter, has given creamery men a sort of competition which has been hard 
to meet, in fact many creameries have been closed down and I think 
that it is up to us right now to show a stronger spirit of cooperation 
and a more united effort, or still others may be obiiged to close. The 
ccndensaiy has done a splendid work, so far as the handling of milk 
is concerned and it is not our purpose to quarrel with them. No doubc 
the enormous demand for milk in this form during the war has given 

them an exaggerated importance and to some it would appear that the 
riat.er had been overdone, yet at least some of them are here to stay 
azd we ought to be glad of it. If it were not for them, the cheese and 
ue ¢c:cam manufaciurers, we would not have churns enough to make 
tue butter and we would likely get so slack that no one would want 

What we did make. . 

There is naturaliy a radical difference in views between the conden- 
sary people and creamery men, yet there is nothing to be gained by 
quarreling over it. The only way to harmonize such differences with 
a ciub is to have either one side or the other completely knocked out. 
The thing tor us to do is to use the farmers for a jury and submit our 
differences to them. There are districts favorable for milk plants, 
while in others the creamery cannot profitably be interfered with and 
it is up to us to get busy on such matters and see to it by putting up F 
such a strong fight in an educational way, that these plants get no 
cncouragement where not wanted. The great trouble all along with our 
industry has been, that too little atténtion has been given to the eda- 
cational side. We have found that by determined systematic effort 
along such lines, it is possible to hold the patrons of a creamery in 
spite of the tempting offers that have been made for milk. . 

One of the first and the all important requisite of the dairy industry 
is dairy stock and in butter making alone can stock raising and stock 
improvement be carried on at its best. This is one very important ad- 
vantage that we have and to the dairyman looking to the future, this 
point alone, by far exceeds the difference between the amounts that 
have at any time been paid to the man selling milk or the man selling 
cream. We have here a full page ad of a milk plant which says: “Our 

.
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patrons know that they are getting $1.40 per hundred for their skim 

milk. Do you?’ Now the facts are that at the time this paper was 

;rinted in November, this company was paying one dollar per pound 

ior butter fat. At the same time our home creamery was paying 8: 

cents. The condensary charged twenty-five cents per hundred for 

hauling milk, while the creamery charged fifty cents per hundred for 

Lauling cream. If you will figure the matter out on this basis, you 

wij : md that the c.ndensary patron delivering 3.5 milk was gett:nz 

app.cximately .<5 cenis per hundred for his skim milk. Now the 

man that wrote that ad was either sorely in need of some enlighten- 

ment or e!se he was a crook who well knew that the people whom it 

was intendcd for would not know the difference. Whose fault is it but 

ours if such untruths are flagrantly displayed and let g2 unquestioned? 

‘The farmers in that lecality already knew that they could not afford 

to cizpose of their skim milk at forty-five cents a hundred and it is our 

place to show them by examples worked out with their own milk how 

far from the truth such a statement was. Now did the person who 

wrote that ad misstate the case knowingly, or for the reason that he 

did not know any better? Our part should be to make it clear to the 

farmer that neither tie fool or the liar is a safe person to do business 

with and we need go no further than to make clear the facts in orde: 

to mect such competition. 

We contend that butter making is the all important division of the 

ca‘ry industiy, notwithstanding there is reason for criticism at times 

for our not making the best posisble us2 of our by-products. It is 

vitaliy important that somewhere the matter of stock raising and stock 

improvement be looked after and nowhere is this carried on. with so 

vriform a degree of success as in the creamery districts. The man 

who forg-ts the future of his herds and sees no further than the im- 

médiate cash returns for milk, represents a dairyman to about the 

fame extcnt that the old grain cropper represented a real farmer. 

The ccndensazy people claim to be wonders at dev2loping the daicy 

inductiy, they claim to put two cows where one was before and this in 

a measure is true, for the seller of mitk as a rule drifts to the on? 

source of income method and he must of neccseity increase that line in 

order to exist, but who ever heard of a condensary locating where 

dai ying was not already well estakl’shed by the creameries or cheese 

factcrics, wko have always been the pioneers? New York was known 

as one of the most flourishing agricu!tural states of tae Union at the 

time when it was pointed to as our great butter producing state. Now, 

since the milk business has replaced the creamery about all that we
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hear of its agriculture is, that farms are selling for less than it would 

cost to replace the buildings. 

Here in the butter making section of Wisconsin, we have the best 

system of agriculture known and we need only to make the necessary 

investigation and comparison in order to be convinced of it. We need 

to educate ourselves as to the merits of the business we are engaged in. 

The sum and substance of it all is, that all along we have been neglect- 

ing the educational side of the butter industry. We have taken it for 

granted that butter was a good enough article to fight its own battles 

and at this late day we learn that it has still other virtues that until 

now we knew nothing of. On the farm there is still much room for 

education along the line of furnishing a more perfect cream. While 

the very great importance of perfect barn ventilation is not realized to 

the extent that it should be, this is a matter in which every one is 

interested and every one should make an effort to have some part in 

< bringing about improved conditions. The dairyman and stock raiser 

should be made to feel, if they do not already know, that they are en- 

gaged in the best business possible. 

The public needs educating to at least that point where they will un- 

derstand that they cannot permanently reduce the price of an article 

by discouraging its production and to the point where the well mean- 

ing housewife and mother will not pay thirty-five cents for twenty cents 

worth of oleomargarine, thinking she is getting a bargain, while in 

reality she is making a fifteen cent donation to a conscienceless cor- 

poration and cheating her own children in order to do it. The press- 

ing need of the times is education of the kind that will arouse the spirit 

of enthusiasm in the producer and manufacturer and a realization of 

the importance and indispensible nature of our product to the con- 

sumer. 
Tal.ing this matter locally, the most practical way to carry on such 

a worx is for one or more creameries to have a field man right on the 

job for this purpose. While an occasional meeting of the creamery pa- 

ticn:, with some good speaker to talk matters over with them, has a 

splendid effect in creating an interest in the work. So far as the gen- 

eral public is concerned we have exactly what is needed in the Dairy 

Council, which has already done a splendid work, although I am obliged 

to say with regret that it has not been given the whole-hearted support 

of the dairy industry that it deserves. For the sake of the penny we 

have been losing the dollars. Now let us each one resolve to take 

some part in putting a little more push into the business and work for 

the betterment of this worthy industry which is the greatest home 

builder known, at the same time we will be advancing the interests of
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our Grand Old State, which is deserving of the best that we can give. 

Pres. Moran: The next number on our program will be “The Wis- 

consin Dairy Council and Its Work” by Mr. A. J. Glover, President of 

the Wisconsin Dairy Council, Ft. Atkinson, Wis. 
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A. J. GLOVER 

THE WISCONSIN DAIRY COUNCIL AND ITS WORK 

By A. J. GLover, Editor Hoard’s Dairyman. 

The purpose of the Wisconsin Dairy Council is to promote the dairy 

industry of our State, to further educate the public regarding the ne- 

cessity of dairy products to the welfare of the human race, to encourage 

adequate production of high quality dairy products, and to improve 

marketing methods and conditions. 

Our main purpose is to educate the consumer regarding tlie necessity 

and food value of milk and its products. It is not the purpose of the 

Wisconsin Dairy Council to duplicate or usurp the activities of other 

dairy and agricultural organizations already in existence. It is our 

desire to cooperate with all associations organized for the purpose of 

2—B., A.
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developing our dairy and agricultural interests and with those devot- 
ing themselves to educational activities and such agencies as have to do 
with the general welfare of our people. 

Our constitution requires the Board of Directors to be composed of 
four actual and bona fide milk producers, one breeder of pure-bred cat- 
le, one butter manufacturer, one cheese manufacturer, one manu- 
facturer of condensed milk, one manufacturer of cheese, creamery, ur 
dairy farm machinery or equipment, one dealer in dairy products, one 
milk distributor, one representative of the Wisconsin College of Agri- 

_ Cuiture, one representative of the Dairy and Food Commission, one rep- 

lesentative of the State Department of Agriculture, one representative. 

0. the State Department of Public Instruction, one representative of the 
Press, one representative of the Consumers (preferably of the State 

Women’s Clubs or Child’s Welfare League) and ten members at large. 

We have, besides these mentioned, in the membership of the present 

Lcard of Directors, representatives from the Society of Equity, Wiscon- 

sin Dairymen’s Association, Wisconsin Cheese makers’ Association, 

S Wiscons'n Butter makers’ Association, and the Wisconsin State Grange. 

Earnest endeavor has been made to have the Wisconsin Dairy Council 

truly representative of our dairy and other agricultural interests, and 

to biing into its service men who are interested in the development and 

piogress of our dairy industry and who thoroughly believe that dairy 

products should form a larger portion of the consumer’s diet. 

Producers and manufacturers of dairy products have been silent too 

long conceining the necessity and value of their products. Thinking 

and observing men of every age have recognized the superiority of 

dairy products as foods. A few nations have made milk the chief diet. 

We find that the Jewish mother under all circumstances will provide her 

chiidren with an adequate quantity of mitk, but our American mothers 

do not hold the same views, for if they did we would not have so many 

children who do not receive any milk. 

In 1900 W. D. Hoard, in testifying before the House Committee on 

Agriculture in Congress, made this statement: “Butter fat is found in 

the milk of all mammals. It is chemically and physically unlike any 

other fats in existence. It was designed by nature for the food and 

sustenance of infant offspring having the most delicate of all diges- 

tions.” He took this position long before scientists discovered vita- 

mines and before investigations had been made to demonstrate the dif- 

ference between milk fat and other fats. His reason and common sense 

told him what neither he nor the chemists could prove. Since that 

time it has been proven that milk fat does contain a growth producing 

substance not found in vegetable fats, oils, or in all animal fats.
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‘se oFscisu bood Journal, November, 1919, contained tne foliowing 

iraGweu.: “Us. HOuuay Suther.and, consulting tuvercuiosis otticer 

w we ou. mary.eOune Lubercuosis Dispensary, 1ecturing recentiy on 

“The Kariy Diagnosis of Tubercwosis’, made a strong plea ior tue 

avOiutson Of tne control of butter. ‘During the war,’ he said, ‘1 have 

uoucea mo.e cases of acute torms of tuberculosis than before. And tue 

mo.ai is this: Ir it is necessary to control our imports, the last thing 

vnat should be controlled is butter. At present the country is living oa 

lua:galime, and yet 1 am told that in Holland there are hundreds of 

ws O¢ Duiter waicn could’ be imported into this country. That is a 

very shoitsighted policy on the part of the Government.’ Dr. Suther- 

land said that during the last five years the death rate from puimonary 

tuveicuiosis had risen 12 per cent. The reason is to be found in a 

tremendous change that has taken place in the dietary of this nation 

ior the past five years, and that was due to the lack of animal fats. The ; 

epidemic of influenza last winter was attributable to the same cause, 

Locause without animal fats the people were less resistant to infection.” 

Dr. E. V. McCollum has for more than a dozen years carried on 

dietary investigations with rats at the Wisconsin Experiment Station 

and at Johns Hopkins University. He used these animals to demon- 

strate the relative value of foods, the part they play in the human diet, 

and the combinations required for growth, health, and development. 

Through his study of the various diets of people, he has come to the 

following conclusions: 

“There can be no doubt but that the small stature and poor physical 

development of many people, especially the poorer classes in the Orient 

and in various tropical regions throughout the world, are the result «f 

faulty diet. I have shown very clearly by my investigations in nutri- 

tion during the last decade that it is impossible to make a satisfactory 

diet from cereal products, legume seeds—peas and beans—tubers, edible 

roots, and lean meats of the kind representing the muscle tissues of 

animals. We can make reasonably satisfactory diets by the use of 

food-stuffs just enumerated, together with very liberal amounts of the 

leafy portion of plants, but this type of diet does not prove entirely 

satisfactory for those species which have the omnivorous type of di- 

gcstive tract with its limited capacity, which prevents the consumption 

of a sufficient amount of bulky foods. Vegetarian diet is successful only 

in those types of animals which can consume quantities of leafy foods. 

It is because of the use of what we should term extraordinary liberal 

amounts of leafy foods together with a certain amount of eggs that the 

Chinese, Japanese, and most tropical peoples have succeeded in main- 

taining existence.
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“will experimental animais we have been able to make up success- 

sus ulelS Oly vy Le Use Of Lhe secds, LuDers, rvOls, and Meals, ellner 

simg1y Or in comomation, supplemented either wita fairly lperas 

amounts OL muk Or eggs, or with very i1berai anfounts of leaiy fooas. 

rurcoermore, oniy those peopies who have made use of dairy products 

have attained hign standaras or physical development, togetner witn 

10oW imant mortaiity, and mental kKeenness and aggressiveness whica 

nas enabied them to succeed im science, literature, or invention, and 

only those peop.e who have had dairy products as an abundant source 

of food have ever developed such political systems as offer opportunity 

ior the individual ot humble origin to develop his natural taients. 

“1 have repeatedly stated in my public utterances during the last 

year that the promotion of the dairy industry is the greatest single 

thing we can do as a public health measure, and the more I correlate 

: the results of animal experimentation with human experience the more 

1 am convinced that this is true. lt is indeed up to the dairymen vf 

tue country to educate the general public as to the wonderful qualities 

of milk as a food.” 

It is perhaps well to consider some of the properties of milk in order 

to bring clearly to mind the important part it plays in the human diet. 

The protein of milk is what may be termed a complete protein, com- 

plete because protein from no other source is required. The protein 

of wheat, oats, peas, and beans isn’t a complete protein. It has been 

demonstrated at our Wisconsin Experiment Station that cows fed on 

a ration made of wheat alone became physical wrecks and never gave 

birth to living calves. Because milk protein is complete, it is a splen- 

did supplement to the ration for all kinds of young, and it is impor- 

tant in the diet of the child and of the adult. 

Milk sugar is believed to be of importance in preventing putrefactive 

fermentation in the digestive tracts. 

Milk is rich in lime and it is especially important for children for 

bone development. A quart of milk contains more lime than a sat- 

urated solution of lime water. Milk is rich in phosphorus which is 

also needed for the building of bone. 

It has been shown through experimentation that milk fat contains a 

growth producing substance called Soluble A, because this substance is 

soluble in milk fat. Besides, there is another substance known as 

Soluble B, which is soluble in water, and it is also important for 

growth. Diets that do not contain Soluble A or Soluble B do not pro- 

duce growth and certain diseases follow. The cow is the concentrator 

of these important substances. She gathers them in the grasses of the 

fields and meadows, from the leaves of alfalfa and clover.
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Milk, besides containing all these essential elements for growth, 
health, and reproduction, has other highly desirable properties. No less 
authority than Dr. Percy Stiles of Harvard University states that in 
the digestion of milk an alkaline residue is left in the body. There is 
a greater resistance to disease when the alkalinity of the blood is main- < 
tained. In the treatment of influenza the doctors prescribe soda to 
produce an alkaline condition of the blood. This is the most effective 
remedy at the present time. What a wonderful food product we have 
in milk and what a splendid opportunity is before us for furthering its 
consumption when all these facts about it are known to the consumer. 

Our present consumption of milk in this country averages about one B 
glass per person per day; cheese about .01 of a pound or 3.3 pounds 
per year; butter about .02 or about 7% pounds per year; and ice cream 
about one tablespoonful. In other words, we do not consume one- 
quarter as much dairy products as we should. 

Recently the Oregon Dairy Council made a survey to determine the 
amount of milk consumed by all of the school children in that state up 
to and including the eighth grade, which shows that about one-third of 
the children receive no milk to drink, one-third receive a glass, and 
about one-third a pint or more a day. Professor Brandt, in writing me, 
said: “The remarkable part of the survey is that the children from the 
small towns receive less milk than those in Portland, and the children 
in the country drink less than those in town.” 

It was discovered in one public school in Milwaukee that only a few 
children received any milk to drink and that a large part of them came 
to school on a breakfast of bread and coffee. The physical and mental 
development of those children was not up to standard, so provision was 
made to give each child a glass of milk and a graham cracker each 
day. With this small quantity of milk, the children not only improved 
physically but mentally. 

it has been stated that we have a surplus of dairy products. We have 
never had a true surplus, but we do have an under-consumption. If 
people would consume the proper quantity of dairy products that their 

bodies require to be properly nourished, instead of the United States 
having 23 millions of dairy cows we would require from 75 to 100 mil- 

lions. Our leading authorities, men not connected with the dairy in- 

dustry, urge that every-child be given at least a quart of milk a day 

and every adult a pint. 

Many dairy farmers use oleomargarine instead of butter and in this 

way show neither wisdom for themselves nor for their industry. The 

members of a local milk producers’ association recently agreed to use
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no oleomargarine and the local creamery in the following month sold 
1,700 pounds more butter than any month since its organization. There 
is need at all times for the milk producers to support their own industry 
and particularly now in view of the loss of our foreign market for dairy 
products and the importations that are being made. If every creamery 
could sell 1,700 pounds more butter per month locally, there would be 
little danger of the present production of milk depressing the prices of 
dairy products below the cost of production. Our so-called surplus of 

dairy products can be easily taken care of if the producers will do their 

part. They must use their own products and contribute to the sup- 

port of the Wisconsin Dairy Council to permit this organization to 

carry on its work effectively. 

The total value of live stock production of Wisconsin for 1919 totaled 

272 million dollars, of which two-thirds is credited to milk. This is 

from the crop reporting department of the federal and state authori- 

ties, which has previously reported the total crop value for 1919 as 396 

million dollars. 

An estimate of the production and value of milk produced on farms 

shows that 88,785,000 hundredweight valued at $250,596,000 were pro- 

duced in 1919, as compared with 87,229,000 hundredweight in 1918 

valued at $215,465,000, and 57,075,000 hundredweight in 1909 valued at 

$65,064,000. The average price received by producers for milk in 1919 

was $2.82 per hundredweight, as compared to $2.47 in 1918 and $1.i4 

in 1909. Average production per cow in 1919 was 4,926 pounds, com- 

pared to 4,870 pounds in 1918 and 4,780 in 1917. 

The ready market for milk and dairy products is reflected in the num- 

bers and value of milk cows. The number increased 3% over a year 

ago, while the farm price per head increased 18.3%. It is estimated 

that there were 1,846,000 cows on Wisconsin farms on January 1, 1920, 

compared to 1,792,000 in 1919, 1,549,000 in 1914, and 1,493,000 in 1910. 

Farm price per head in 1920 was $97, as compared with $82 last year, 

$60 in 1914, and $35 in 1910. Total farm value was $179,062,000 in 1920, 

; $146,944,000 in 1919, $92,785,000 in 1914, and $53,912,000 in 1910. 

The value of skim milk and whey for feeding purposes would bring 

the total value of dairy products to over $277,000,000 for 1919. 

An industry bringing this return annually to our state is of tremen- 

dous importance to not only those engaged in dairying but to all other 

enterprises and to every individual. We must set forth the relation- 

ship which the dairy industry bears to the welfare of the state and the 

part that dairy products play in providing a well-balanced diet for 

human beings. 

We must not expect the dealers in dairy products to bear all the
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expense of advertising them. If we observe the practice in other enter- 

prists, we find the manufacturer of the product advertised bears the 

adyertising expenses. Who advertises Ivory Soap? The manufacturer. 

Who advertises Wrigley’s spcarmint chewing gum? The manufacturer. 

The purpose of all advertising is to acquaint the purchaser with the 

wares of the manufacturer concerning their use and value; to create 

2 demand tor their particular product. 

The producers of dairy products have a duty to perform toward their 

industry and the consumer in making known the food value and merits 

of dairy products, if we expect to receive for them what they are worth 

und to extend a demand for them. No manufacturer ever had such im- 

nertant facts to reveal to the public concerning his wares as those 1n 

possession of the dairy manufacturer of milk and its products. Manu- 

facturers of so-called butter substitutes are continually advertising their 

products and they have increased materially the sale of their products. 

Shall we remain silent concerning the merits of our dairy products 

as we have in the past or shall we cooperate and raise sufficient funds 

to educate the consumer regarding the wonderful merits of dairy 

products? 

Pres. Moran: As it is customary at this time to appoint the commit- 

tee on resolutions, I will announce that now. I will select this com- 

mittee to try and cover this state as fairly as possible. It is hard io 

do this. 

On the Resolution Committee, I wish to appoint,— 

R. J. Mert, Grand Rapids, Wis. 

S. B. Oakes, Platteville, Wis. 

Avrert Erickson, Amery, Wis. 

On the Legislative Committee, I wish to appoint, 

G. H. Benxenporr, of Madison, Wis. 

Pres. Moran: Mr. Fess, of the Tri-State Ice Cream Company of this 

city has a message, I believe. 

Mr. Fess: I desire to extend an invitation to you gentlemen on be- 

half of the Tri-State Ice Cream Company. I don’t know whether many 

of you are interested in that business, but we desire to extend an in- 

vitation to you to visit the ice cream plant. You might be interested 

in looking it over and we would be glad to have you come in and see us. 

Mr. BeNKENDoRF: I have been requested to announce that a resolu- 

tion will be presented tomorrow in regard to a change in the constitu- 

tion. As it is necessary to announce such an intention twenty-four 

hours in advance, I hereby do so in order to comply with the regula- 

tions. 

The film entitled: “Value of Milk as a Food” was then shown.
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Second Day’s Session, Wednesday Morning < 

PRESIDENT Moran: Mr. Colwell who was the first on our program 

this morning, with the subject, “Better Salaries for Wisconsin Butter 

Makers,” is sick and cannot be here, so we will have to depend on a 

general discussion of the subject. I will call on Mr. Albert Erickson 

to lead in the discussion. 

Mr. Erickson: “What we had in mind last night when we proposed 

a change in the constitution, was an amendment changing our consti- 

tution along the lines of the Minnesota organization. Now, we know 

that over there it is not an experiment, as they have proven it to be 

a great success. From present data, I understond that it will mean 

for the Minnesota operators over $100,000 increase in salaries for the 

coming year. . 

As it was proposed last night to change the constitution, I thought 

perhaps that we could arrange to have that voted on this afternoon at 

the afternoon session. I have no doubt that everybody realizes the 

change is necessary, that most butter makers’ salaries are way below 

what they ought to be. Some of the large industrial companies in the 

other lines are paying their employees a minimum of $6.00 a day; no 

doubt their more Skilled labor twice that much. Most of the butter 

makers are working for less than that, and it would seem that with a 

skilled profession such as a butter maker’s, that we should have an 

organization that will look after that. An organization like this would 

be of great benefit. We do not believe in antagonizing any industry; 

at the same time efficiency is the watchword for us now, more so than 

ever. The butter makers are doing more work. I have been attending 

conventions for 22 years and have never yet heard them discuss less 

hours; it has always been more work and more efficiency, which dis- 

tinguishes them from the labor unions. We are not trying to create 

more jobs, but we are trying to create better salaries for the work that 

is being done. Butter makers have been coming to these conventions 

for years, trying to learn more efficiency, and today we find ourselves 

working for less money than we did in 1914, considering the buying 

power of a dollar. 

Pres. Moran: Any further discussion? There are many interested 

in this, and it will be your own fault if you don’t discuss this. 

Mr. H. B. Horsera: Mr. Chairman, I would like to say a few words 

in regard to this organization. We organized twenty-one years ago
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tuis month and the organization as formed at that time, stands prac- 

vically tne same. It was made a part of the Constitution and by-laws 

that every one who paid a dollar should become a member and have 

voting power. It perhaps was necessary at that time to have it that 

way. ‘the butter makers were few and scattered all over Wisconsin, 

but today the creameries are close together and more depends on the 

efficiency of the operator and it becomes necessary that we should be 

more closely united. 1n other words, form a sort of a union, not a 

union like, for instance, the coal, or steel workers; not to go on a 

strike, but as a union to help ourselves and help the creamery industry. 

We have with us today in this state, as in other states, many men work- 

ing as operators who should not be there. They are losing money for 

the communities where they live. They go into a creamery and accept 

whatever they can get. Today there are men working for $75 and $80 

a month, which means a purchasing power of about $40 a month. For 

that reason, we have organized this Association, and we have a good, 

strong one. One of the things that has been suggested to me by a 

traveling man is, let everyone who is a member today, be a member, 

but unless they are creamery operators let them be honorary mem- 

bers. Let everybody make his place, but let them pay dues enough to 

sustain the organization. I think there are enough butter makers in 

Wisconsin to support the organization. Our aim is to lift ourselves 

out of that old rut where we have been since the year one, we might 

say. Give the farmers and creamery owners better work, and at the 

same time help ourselves. It isn’t intended to start an organization 

or a union such as “Pay me $30 more a month or I strike.” That isn’t 

the idea at all; but to impress upon the owners that we are worthy of 

a little increase in wages, that we have got to buy for our wives and 

children and for ourselves, and a good many in this room today are not 

getting anywhere near decent money. 

Pres. Moran: Any further discussion? Don’t wait to be invited, 

just step up and go after it. 

Mr. Grover: I do not know as I am fully in order in discussing this 

subject, but the splendid spirit that is expressed by the two gentlemen 

who have just spoken leads me to have a little something to say. I 

like the spirit in which they have expressed themselves. I know that 

it Is trne what they have said. I have attended Butter Makers’ Con- 

ventions for twenty-five or more years and I have never once heard the 

remark that we must have shorter hours, higher wages, we must form 

a union in order to focus our will upon the creamery owners, the oper- 

ators of this country, or we will strike. All butter makers’ conventions 

have had subjects that have led to a discussion of how we can im-
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piove ourselves to be more efficient, how can we be woith more to the 

uian WhO UWns Uhe Creamery. Sucn an organization is the kind thai 

au Of US Can support. it 1s an American institucion. We have lost 

s.gQt LO @ Ceriain eXteNt OL Wwe reai purpose of hie. We have bee: 

suuggling for the almighty dolar rather than to find out how muci 

service we can render. “‘lue wages of butter makers have not kept 

pace, as 1 unaerstand it, with the advance of other things, and it would 

seem to me tor the good of the creamery industry, that it would be oniy 

wise that the managers would be led to understand that if they are to 

ixcep men capable ot making the butter we ought to make, and meet 

coupetition of foreign countries, that we must pay wages sufficient to 

u.eey a certain class of intelligence in the conduct of our creameries. 

Young men are not going to become butter makers if they cannot get 

a reasonable compensation for their services. The managers ought to 

appreciate that. I served on a school board for a number of years and 

i woke up to the fact that teachers’ wages were too low, that it wasnt 

inviting to the talent to go into our schools to teach our youngsters. 

{t is a great problem for us to face, when we see our wages are 8) 

low that itis not inviting to the young women and young men to take 

up that occupation,—say with the creamery business. We cannot ex- 

pect to make higher quality goods with inferior help. My attention 

was called to this last week. A butter maker asked for an increase of 

$25 a month in his wages. The board of directors saw fit to not 

grant that request. He quit and the creamery last year lost more than 

three thousand dollars because of poor workmanship upon the part of 

the butter maker. That is not good business on the part of the cream- 

ery management, and while I do not know the details of why butter 

makers should be raised, I do know that unless the creamery mana- 

gers and operators see the necessity of paying a reasonable compensa 

tion to the men who make the butter, they will wake up some day and 

find that their creameries are losing several thousand dollars just be 

cause they cannot secure competent service; and an organization that 

wili iay these principles competently, fairly, before the creamery oper- 

ators, I believe will work for good. I do not like the spirit of the 

American organization of labor—shorter hours, less efficiency and uni- 

form wages for a man whether he earns it or not. I believe a man 

should be paid wages according to what he earns. - 

Mr. CARSWELL: I would like to say one word in regard to Mr. Erick- 

son, who is from the northern part of the state: The boys that he 

speaks of are right there at the gates, and it is a little different than 

in the middle west or eastern part of the state. The place where on? 

of our boys is, is five miles from the line. The gates are at Osceola
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where you can cross the line. Those gates are closed to Wisconsin 
butter makers unless you can go over there and make that your home. 
That is the organization of our sister state that is doing such wonders 
over there at the present time. If we don’t do something at this meet- 
ing today, it is up to the boys in the northern half of the state to get 
their two county organizations and go down on their knees with their 
sister state and see if they cannot get in with the Minnesota organiza- 
tion because the time is coming now when our good boys have got to 
look to Wisconsin for positions. They cannot go over there and take 
a position because they boost their own boys. Why shouldn’t Minne- 
sota boost their own boys who made this organization? The member- 
ship of that organization is upward of 600 members and they raised 
the allottment $10 to $15. The butter makers one to one in Minne- 
sota belong to that organization. The man who is worth so much has 
to go up before his Board and let them know. He has got to be-man 
enough to go before his association and make the plea himself. That 
is the right principle that they are working on. I met the manager in 
St. Paul a few days ago and asked him if I could become a member of 
the Minnesota organization, and he said, “No sir, you are in Wiscon- 
sin. You don’t live in Minnesota.” “I do,” I said. “I live there two 
nights a week.” “Well,” he says, “If you are a citizen of Minnesota, I 
might let you in but you have got to come over here and live.” Mr. 
Erickson’s plea is a just one because the boys are there where the gates 
are closed. 

Mr. Micuetson: I think the subject has been pretty well covered by 
the former speakers. Mr. Glover spoke about some of the boys who 
would be seeking other employment if the salaries were not raised. 1 
am sorry to say that I am one of them. I have been studying for the 
last five years on a side line and the past year have made almost half 
as much on my side line as I have made in the creamery, just during 
my spare moments with a little help, and I have come to the conclusion 
that unless my salary will be raised in the creamery in another year, 
I will go into that line for good and I have felt for a number of years 
that something along this line would come up. 

Pres. Moran: It seems as though the sentiment is pretty much one 

way in this matter. It seems as though it would be a good thing for 
someone to offer something definite to get this in shape to vote on it. 

Mr. Erickson: I move to leave it for the noon hour and talk it over, 
and at the afternoon session take this matter up and vote on it and 
then I believe that it should be—that if this Association is reorgan- 
ized along those lines, that we should have a committee appointed for
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reorganizing, of active creamery operators and that they should be em- 
powered to call meetings all over the state and discuss this, and then 
have a meeting the first Part of June and have a definite program and 
everything outlined, and everything approved by the next convention. 
1 presume we could start this during this summer, but I believe we 
have to have a committee to go over that, and if we appoint three 
creamery operators for that purpose they could meet sometime this 
summer, : 

‘Mr. Lee: A short time ago a young man came into my office before 
going back to the territory where he came from. When I got that man 
pinned down to actual facts, he had one month in a dairy school and 
didn’t finish up on examination, and prior to that time he had worked 
off and on for a very few months; yet he felt he was a full fledged 
butter maker in Wisconsin. You cannot take a man off a farm some- 
where and put him in a creamery and expect him to earn the wages 
that a creamery pays at the present time. The average farmer in Wis- 
consin is willing to pay a reasonable wage to the butter maker if he 
understands that service rendered is worth the money they are ask- 
ing. The farmers have not seen the point from the right angle. 

Mr. Erickson: All that is necessary is to show them in a nice way 
that the salary we ask will be earned. Perhaps most of the farmers 
are a little slow in appreciating these things and volunteering them. 
The butter makers are slow about asking, that is why we need an or- 
ganization like this to back us up in support, and help us to get it be- 
fore the Board of Directors. If he has an Association to help him out, 
I feel he will be more confident. I believe that the future of the pro- - 
fession is at stake. If we can show that it is worth while to get an 
intelligent man to stay in the business, we can get others to start in. 
We have to interest the young men in the business. If they can get 
more at other work they won’t start making butter. 

Mr. Towle: What I want to say is this: from my point of view I 
would like to see the butter makers come to an understanding of their 
Wages in terms of cents per hour. I believe that would clear up many 
insinuations against us. If we could determine what our time is worth 
and get paid according to the hours we put in, it would bring our di- 
rectors to a sense of efficiency. Then they would not compel the men 
to work two or three hours over time to repair a bad piece of machin- 
ery, if they had to pay that man by the nour for his time. I was talk- 
ing with a butter maker who has been in the business for twenty years 
and he says he has been working fourteen to sixteen hours a day. A 
man working in the business that long should not be compelled to 
work that long hours, and if he was paid according to the hours a
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reasonable amount for his time, he would not be compelled to work 

those hours. It would not be to the interest of the company to work 

him that long; but he says it would not pay them to put in another 

man to work those few extra hours. I asked him what he figured he 

would get. He said about 32c an hour. Compare that with the other 

skilled labor we have today. It is way out of proportion and shouid 

not be. 
Pres. Moran: I will appoint Mr. Hoiberg chairman of a committee 

to draft resolutions on the subject of reorganization. 
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F. L. ODELL 

THE COOLING TANK AND THE CREAMERY 

Mr. F. L. Ope. 

Mr. President, and Gentlemen: I might say in the beginning of my 

talk that the butter makers of Iowa are organizing like they have in 

Minnesota, and this is the way they did it. At their Convention they 

appointed a committee and also their secretary to go to Minnesota and 

get all the information they could, and they came back and have had 

@ meeting with some of the butter makers in the state, and are getting 

along with their organization just the same as they are in Minnesota. 

I would like to see the states of Wisconsin, Minnesota and Towa get 

together on this proposition.
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I am exceedingly glad to be with you today and meet in this Conven- 
tion, and feel sorry that I have never met with you before. I am so 
Lappy in the thought that I can bring before you today the subject that 
has been foremost in my mind for some time, the subject, “The Cool- 
ing Tank and the Creamery,” and if you will pardon me,-I would like 
to rephrase that and say “The Creamery and the Cooling Tank.” 

I would like to say a few words more which will lead up to this, the 
value of our dairy products, good, clean, wholesome dairy products. I 
want you to know just where I stand on this subject, that I stand for 
pure, unadulterated dairy products and butter. About three weeks ago 
I had the pleasure of attending a lecture given by Jane Addams. You 
all know who she is. Jane Addams is one of the greatest American 
women; everyone knows her and everyone knows of the great work 
that she has done. She was appointed by Mr. Hoover with two or three 
other ladies to go to Europe in the war districts and find out the coa- 
dition of the food situation over there. Her mission was to find out 
the milk situation. When she said “the milk situation” I stood there 
and listened attentively and she told stories that made the blood al- 
most curdle in my veins. When coming from the lips of Jane Addams, 
cne must know that it is the truth. She told of children that were 
starving to death, that they looked like they were in the last stage of 
consumption because.they did not have the proper food, because they 
did not have any milk, and she said that the war cry was “Milk, more 
milk, for the starving children of Europe!” 

During the war a great many of the cattle had been killed off for food 
purposes, and because they cou!d not get the proper feed for them the 
cattle had to be killed, therefore the milk supply was cut off tremend- 
ously. Here is a lesson that everyone ought to learn, that it is impos- 
sible to rear the younger generation, the children, without milk, the 
great food supply of the human family. She said the children were 
coming into Switzerland by the carloads and were farmed out to fami- 
lies that could take care of them. Those children were in the last 
stage of starvation. Only last week I read in the daily papers that a 
consignment of 2500 children had been shipped out of Austria to Milan 
to be fed. In that article it said that the United States under Hoover 
had saved the life of 100,000 children. Miss Addams said she was in 
Austria, Hungary, Germany, and Armenia;. she was also in the devas- 
tated districts of France and Belgium, and the children were taken and 

put into families where they could be fed milk, a small quantity. She 

was in a hospital on the borderland, and their milk supply had been 

cut tremenduously. This is what she said: a child that was very low 

and it was thought that it could not live, the milk supply was taken
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away from it and given to one where there was a little hope for its 
ite. The mothers with nursing babies, their food supply was so short 
that they were literally starving to death, and the children themselves 

were starving for the want of milk. 

She also said that in a town in Austria, a gentleman was passin? 
down the strects and he noticed children standing on the streets that 
were hungry, and he handed them a piece of bread and before h> 
could think, the children came rushing from every direction and 
pounced upon him and tore his clothing all to picces, hunting for some- 
thing to eat. 

. We can believe those things, but the battle ery is “Milk,” and unles3 
something is done to relieve the situation for the children, and younger 
generation that is growing up, what will that generation be; starved 
mentally and physical'y, and how are they going to take care of that 
country? ; 

Lis‘ening to all of these things I think I am a mighty lucky man 
that I live in America and I often thank God that I live here and I 
tell this story often because it is absolutely true: jt happened in a 
litt: .own where I once lived. It was during the Spanish American 
war, the time that Dewey was “sashshaying” around the Phillipin> 

islands; and one morning in this town there were a few of us standing 

en the street talking about the war. A gentleman lived in that town, 
Fiank Hensley by name, who owned and rode a beautiful horse, ani 

he came over there, riding his horse, and entered into conversation 

with us. It wasn’t only a few minutes until a young fellow came up 

fiom the depot with a telegram, and in that it said that Dewey had 

stn the Spanish fizet. What did he do? He turned his horse around 

aud put the spurs into h'm and rode up and down the street and said, 

“Thank God I am an American citizen!” I never forgot it; that is 

ene thing in my life that I never forgot, and I thank God that I live 

in ‘merica. 

Mest people have some ideals, or some excellent purpose—and idea's 

may be classed with the word “excellent”; and where excellence exis‘s, 

ticre are sure to be ideals; and a dairyman that has good, ideal cows, 

end barns a good clean, sanitary place to keep his milk and cream, 

and a nice good clean place for his hand separator, if he shoud owa 

cn2, end then delivers his product to the same creamery in a cleaa, 

ideal condition, should be distinguished for his excellent attainment. 

In this country, go with me into any city, or into any thriving, pros- 

ierous farming community, and there you will find people that live 

surrounded with luxury, and in the same city and same farming com- 

munity you will find people not so well placed with worldly goods.
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This same is true in any line of business. You will find the thrifty, 
Prosperous business man and you will find the easy, happy-go-lucky 
fellow that lets tomorrow bring what it may, and the world is never set 
on fire by ony attitude of his to excel or shine in his line of work. By 
this, I mean the ones who have attained some ideal, who have attained 
to some excellent purpose, are the ones who are raising the standards 
of civilization, and these, when applied to dairying, are the ones who 
are raising the standard of our creamery operator. 
What is the definition of a creamery? I have a little definition of my 

own, I don’t know whether it applies rightly or not; a creamery is an 
institution designed for a community’s good. In the line of coopera- 
tion, there is nothing more simple than the cooperative or the local 
creamery. It does not take a vast, extensive building for its operation, 
or a vast amount of machinery to manufacture its product, but this is 
what the creamery does; it offers a fair opportunity for the small and 
large producers, and it opens up a perpetual market for as much or 
little milk and cream as the patrons have to sell, and the more they have 
to sell the better it is for them as well as for the creamery. The troubl2 
seems to be along the line of cooperative creamery movement that so 
often the farmers are urged into the organization for the profits. The 
creamery is an organization designed for the community’s good. The 
statement has been made that people should learn to work together for 
their common good before they try to work together for the common 
purse. It is also a notable fact that where you find creameries that are 
the most successful, you will find that the people are working together 
for their common good along other lines. It is also a notable fact that 
where you find a creamery that is not successful to the fullest extent, 
you will find that the people don’t, or at least won’t cooperate. 

Go back with me about forty-five or fifty years ago and note the prog- 
ress in the creamery’business. At that time very little of the business 
was known and a creamery in the community was a rare thing to find, 
and the trade in itself did not comprise very much volume. The 
trade in dairy products comprised chiefly home demands and the prices 
of butter varying from six to fifteen cents a pound,—lucky was the 
groceryman who could sell butter for fifteen cents a pound, and many 
the jealous neighbor who would be willing to make a sacrifice to secure 
such a market. I remember those days when we paid six cents for eggs 
and ten cents for butter; there was no market, nothing but the local 
market. Eggs were packed in barrels and the butter was all done up in 
a barrel or shipped to some refining company or somewhere. Look at 
the changes today in the market conditions, the facilities, etc. and 
everything that has developed along these creamery lines. Last year
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the butter averaged fifty, sixty and sixty-five cents a pound, and this 

winter it has been as high as eighty-five cents. The demand for but- 

ter seems to be unlimited still, although it seems that in the larger 

cities the people with moderate means were unable to procure butter; 

then they used what is called a substitute. I am not going to take up 

any extra time but this leads up to the cooling tank; however; I want 

to say that these substitutes are creeping in and they are going to des- 

troy our industry unless something is done. They are working and 

advertising and doing a whole lot more than the dairy industry is doing, 

but I hope the dairy industry will continue the way they have started 

and advertise their products. 

Only a short time ago I went into a meat market at Des Moines to 

buy a piece of meat, and when I went in a lady was standing there; 

she had trays of substitutes on a table and she said, ‘Do you use sub- 

stitutes at home?” I said, “No.” “Why don’t you?” “Because I dont 

want it in my home.” She started to argue and I said, “I don’t want 

it and I wouldn't have it.” Then a lady followed me in and she stopped 

her and she said, “Do you use oleomargarine in your home?” “No.” 

“Why don’t you?” Well she had always used butter, had never been 

accustomed to using oleomargarine and so she didn’t buy it. This lady 

started in to give a little spiel and she said, “This is made in an abso- : 

utely clean place; government inspected, spotlessly clean; did you ever 

go into some of the small creameries in the country? Go in that 

creamery and you will find it dirty, unclean, the flies around in the 

cream vats and in the cream and the butter is made from that; do you 

want to eat that?” She sold her some of the oleomargarine on that 

basis, and they are using other tactics, they are doubling their ads. 

I have had quite a time with Mrs. Odell at home. She says that she 

could hardly afford to pay these prices. I said I wouldn’t have it, but 

she went to the grocery and bought a pound of this nut margarine, 

and she tried to fool me but I wasn’t so easily fooled. This is how it 
came about. She thought then she would use it for cooking purposes, 

and we had a little piece of steak; she thought she would use this 
Margarine to fry it with. She used it and the meat stuck to the 
platter so she could hardly get it loose, and I said, “What would you 
do if you had that in your stomach?” That piece of nut margarine is 
laying on the refrigerator now. If it cannot fry meat without getting 
a crowbar to get it loose from the platter I don’t want to eat it. 

Forty-five years ago, down here in Jones county, the second creamery 
in the state of Iowa, was operated by a boy, H. D. Sherman, afterward 

dairy commissioner of Iowa. It was a crude affair. It was before the 

3—B. A.
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manufacture of dairy machinery and the power that they used was 

a horse at the end of the street. The churn was a box churn. The 

milk was delivered to the creamery twice a day. The trouble we have 

today is to get the cream delivered twice a week. How to raise that 

cream—how should we get that cream; what did they do? They built 

a cooling tank and the milk was set in the tank to raise the cream. 

The milk was set in these tanks twenty-four hours and the cream 

skimmed off, cnd this was one of the first cooling tanks. Cooling tanks 

were used years and years ago in the pioneer days, because people 

knew that it was impossible to raise cream unless it was cold. They 

were used way back to the time I was a youngster and now we go out 

and advocate the cooling tank; it is nothing new, it is an old thing 

brought out. It ought to be used on every farm, but as time advanced, 

the cooling tank was discarded. What has the cooling tank done so far 

in its use? It has done a great deal toward improving the quality of 

cream and quality of our butter, and I believe in time it will come 

into general use. 

Four years ago out in Lincoln, Nebraska, a firm manufactured a 

cooling tank. They sent two of these tanks up to the Iowa State Col- 

lege. As I was connected there, I took one of those cooling tanks on 

my work. I would take it to the creamery and demonstrate it. I got 

them interested in it. We put some cooling tanks in use and the results 

were so startling that I could’t help but take notice of the wonderful 

- imprevement. At one creamery we took the cooling tank that sum- 

mer, and the proprietor had a truck and we put that tank on the truck 

and we started out over his territory and explained it to them and they 

said, “That is exactly what we want, we have been looking for some- 

thing like that.” 

What do you know, we established two sweet cream routes where he 

had never recéived any sweet cream before—simply by the use of that 

cooling tank. At a little meeting we decided to start a campaign and 

we consulted just how we were going to do it and we wanted to offer 

prizes, and there was no one outside the school sufficiently interested 

so the teachers and faculty went down in their pockets and put up the 

money, and we offered cash prizes to the butter makers who could show 

t®e greatest farm improvement. We had such wonderful results from 

that one year’s work that the next year the commission houses, silo 

people, ever so many firms were interested and the supply houses came 

forward with quite a sum of money. They did that last year and this 

year they will conduct a campaign again and the Butter makers’ Asso- 

ciation, the Iowa State Dairy Association and the Iowa Dairy Council 

are going to take care of it.
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We called it a farm improvement campaign and gave all the credit 

to the butter makers. It has been in Iowa the same as in other states, 

that the creamery depended on the inspectors to do all this outside 

work. They expected the inspectors to go out and look after the ma- 

chinery. They have never tried to do any of these things themselves, 

they want somebody else to do it. We wanted to get somebody else 

interested in this. It only takes a little tact, and therefore we gave 

these prizes to the butter makers. We gave points to the butter maker 

that put out the most cooling tanks; for every cooling tank he gets ten 

points. For every separator that he took out of an unclean place, ten 

points. For every milk house that he could get built, twenty points. 

He was to keep a record of all this and the one that had the greatest 

number of points received the first prize; and last year we had nine 

prizes, but the second year we had ten prizes the first was $50, ranging 

down. 

Now we didn’t start out to interest manufactureres of cooling tanks 

to increase their business, but it was a business proposition. If we were 

going to improve the quality of the product of the farmer, they must 

have something to do with it, and we said to the butter maker,“If the 

farmers don’t want to buy a cooling tank, have them make one and get 

the same number of points; have him fix up his old one and take your 

ten points just the same.” Last year we had about two hundred 

creameries in the state of Iowa that were working on the cooling tank 

game. That comprised about half of the creameries in the state so that 

you see we have made wonderful strides, and there have been some 

concrete examples. The creameries that have these tanks distributed 

know where the cream comes from by the quality of it. 

Here are one or two things that we were up against. A creamery 

that had routes where they dropped everyone’s cream into a can, the 

cooling tank did not do very much good, because there were some who 

had poor cream, which was dumped in with the good cream, therefore 

it spoiled the good. We had to separate that; the driver had to know 

the quality of cream and if there was some that was poor, he had to 

keep that by itself. 

This year they are going to conduct a campaign with more energy 

and there are a great many that are interestd in it, and there will be 

thousands of tanks put out among farmers this year, and our motto 

is, “A cooling tank on every farm.” 

Then they had separators. If a man had a cooling tank or a hand 

Separator in the barn, or in an unclean place, what good was it for him 

to put that cream in the cooling tank under those conditions; so we
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gave ten points if he could get out to that farm and remove that hand 
separator out of the barn and put it in a nice clean place. Some of us 
Say we are condemning the hand separators, that they are the fault 
-of a poor quality of cream: It is not, although by statistics we see 
that about 85 per cent of the butter coming on the eastern market was 
below standard on account of its quality. A hand separator is simply 
a machine made out of iron and steel. 

The milk houses—we wanted them to build milk houses, and where 
they could interest them in building milk houses we would give them 
twenty points. We had some that objected seriously to these things; 
they would say that it was impossible for them to get away from the 
creamery to go out and talk with these people; they’d say, “I haven't 
the time, impossible to do this or do that.” 

I have a couple of cuts here of the cooling tank that is most generally 
used, and I wish to expiain in closing my talk, that if you have one 
made, there are two points that you want to remember; that the inlet 
pipe must extend down towards the bottom, that is, when water is 
pumped in that the cold water goes to the bottom; and the overflow 
pipe stays up at the top. In getting out over the territory and in- 
vestigating those things, we find that a good many patrons say “We 
have one” and they have one of the most crude affairs that you ever 
say; and if they have any at all, it is probably some box without any 
cover, and the water coming in, goes right out. The water on the 
bottom hardly ever moves and gets stale and is not any good. You 
must have a good cover. There are so many cooling tanks found with- 
out a cover, and when the atmosphere is warm, it warms the water 
and the water becomes the same temperature and the milk and cream 

becomes sour. * 

We have a square and a round tank. The cement tank is good, too. 
If you were using a cemeat tank, I would have it set down and have 
a good cover on it, and the water ought to flow through these tanks 
winter and summer. So many think that in a cooling tank the water 
will freeze. 

The square tank is becoming a great favorite now. It is equipped 
with all the features of the other tanks, and is more handy and easily 
taken care of. We hope this year that we are going to have a good 

many thousand cooling tanks put up and a lot of separators taken out 

of unclean and put in to clean places. 

Taking up all the side issues, you will find that the cooling tank is 
the greatest asset for the improvement and quality of the American 
butter, and if I haven’t done anything any better than to get a few of
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you to organize, I feel that I have been well repaid and I hope to see 

the time when there will be a cooling tank on every farm. 

I will end my talk by giving a little story. A theatre troop was in a 

certain town and they gave the same bill every night and made a town 

a week. The first night, there was an old gentleman who sat in a seat, 

and he became deeply interested in that play, and he was there night 

after night. The third or fourth night the manager noticed that this 

old gentleman occupied the same seat and he wondered why he would 

come there every night and sit in the same seat. The manager thought 

there must be something attractive about the show that they had not 

thought of, and he decided to ask him about it. The next night the 

old gentleman was there all right and the manager went down and 

said, “I notice you attend this show every night. You have become 

deeply interested at certain points and we would like to know what 

there is about this show that we might use for an advertising feature.” G 

“Why, yes, I will be glad to tell you. Do you know in one of the 

acts where another man comes in and makes love to the man’s wife?” 

“Yes.” “And just as he goes out the husband comes in?” “Yes.” 

“Here’s the point: sometime that husband is going to catch that son- 

of-a-gun and I want to be there when it happens!” 

Wednesday Afternoon Session 

1:30 P. M. 

Butter is sold in lobby of Hotel Stoddard to Gallagher Bros., of Chi- 

cago, at 58 cents a pound. Meeting called to order by President Moran, 

at 2:30. 

Secretary’s Report read by Mr. Benkendorf. 

SECRETARY'S REPORT 

Mr. President: I am now presenting the secretary's report for the 

past year. “Owing to new state regulations the report will be somewhat 

different than formerly. These regulations are: that all moneys re- 
ceived by the association must be turned in to the state treasurer within 

two weeks after the receipt of the same; this went into effect late in 

the fall. As is well known, no money can be drawn from the state 
treasury except by voucher. This regulation applies to all associations
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receiving state aid. We receive six hundred dollars per annum. It was 
not obligatory for our association to comply with this state law, but if 
we did not we would not receive the state allowance. The officers 
decided it would be to the best interest of the association to come under 
this regulation and the money in our treasury was turned over to the 

state treasurer. 
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G. H. BENKENDORF 

A further regulation provides that no printing will be authorized 
if it contains any advertising. As a part of our revenue is derived 
from the sale of space in our convention program we felt that this mat- 
ter could be handled as a private fund. I assure you that all moneys 
received will be duly accounted for and a report of the same will be 
printed. The sum on hand in the state treasury is less than it was 
last year because it does not contain any of the money received for 

advertisements in our program. Next year I think the state will 

change its regulations in this regard.
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General Fund. 

Receipts 

1919 = 
Feb. 5—Reported Balance Eau Claire Convention...............-$ 1770.56 

© 6—Coyne Bros. Advertising. ..........--+--+++eeeeeeeeeeee 10.00 

a 6—Hunter Walton & Co.. Chicago, Adv. ........--.-.-++-+-- 10.00 

“ 6—C, H. Weaver Co., Chicago, Adv.....-..-..-----e-eeeeeee 10.00 

«  6—S. S. Borden & Co., Chicago, Adv.....-.-.--+---++e++-eee 10.00 

«" §—Union Casein Co., Chicago, Adv...........--.-.e.esee0e+ 5.00 

“ 6—Dairy Record, St. Paul, Minn., Adv........----.--+--+-+-+ 5.00 

«  6—John McCarthy, Chicago, Contribution ...........-.-..++ 10.00 

«“  §—Creamery & Milk Plant Monthly, Chicago Donation...... 10.00 

f 6—J. B. Ford & Co., Wyandotte, Mich., Adv.........-...---- 10.00 

* 8—Union Storage Co., Pittsburg, Pa., Adv...........--.++++ 5.00 

«“  §-Manhattan Refrigeration Co., N. ¥., Adv.........-+-+++++ 10.00 

«  §--Fred Mansfield Co., Johnson Creek, Adv.........-.++++-+ 5.00 

< 8—Spangenberg & Co., Chicago, Adv........------+++++-+++ 5.00 

* 8—Quincy Market & Cold Stor. Warehouse Co., Boston, Adv. 20.00 

“ Torsion Balance Co., N. ¥., Advertising.......-.-..-+++-+ 10.00 

< 8—Wm. J. Haire Co., Boston, AdV.......--6--6e seer eee eee 10.00 

“ 40-—Blov Ericsson, St. Paul, Minn., Adv.........-.+--++++++ 5.00 

“  10—Sharpless Separator Co., West Chester, Pa., Adv.....--.. 10.00 

“ 12—The Dairy Ass’n Co., Lyondonville, Adv.......-.--++-++++ 5.00 

“ 12—Van Tilburg Oil Co., Minneapolis, Adv........-.--+++++++ 5.00 

“ 12—-Chris Hansen Laboratory, Milwaukee, Adv.........----+-++ 10.00 

“  12-Geo. W. Linn & Son, Chicago, Adv......----++..eeeeeeee 5.06 

“  15—Fairbanks & Morse Co., Chicago, Adv..-..--.-++++++0e00+ 10.00 

“ 15—Refrigeration Sales Co., Milwaukee, Adv...........-++++ 10.00 

“ 19—Mlwiaukee Corrugating Co., Milwaukee, Adv.........--- 10.00 

“ 19—General Laboratories, Madison, Wis., Adv...-.-.------+-> 10.06 

“ 21—Colonial Salt Co., Akron, Ohio, Adv......-..++-++--++-++ 10.00 

“ 25—Blyria Mameled Products Co., Elyria, O., Adv.......-.+-+ 10.00 

“ 25——‘Alwood Sales Co., Milwaukee, Wis., Adv.....--.--+---++++ 10.00 

“~ 26—Creamery Package Mfg. Co., Chicago, Adv......----+--+++ 109.00 

“ 20—Louis F. Nafis, Inc.,-Chicago, AdV.......---+-++++++e055+ 5.00 

Apr. 5—Geo. W. Bull & Co., Chicago, Ady....-.--++--+++eereeere 10.00 

“ 14—Milwaukee Corrugating Co., Milwaukee, Adv........---4- 10.00 

3 19—A. H. Barber Creamery Supply Co., Chicago, Adv........- 10.00 

19—A. H. Barber Creamery Supply Co., Chicago, Contribution 10.00 
June 30—Cash Memberships ...........-..csecceeccescceeccecess 194.00 
Oct. 11—Jalco Motor Co, Un‘on City, Ind., Annual report........ 1.00 
Nov. 12—Henry Donner, Swalesdale, Ia., Posters.....'....-.+++-+++ 1.00 

i, 144. C. Christians Co., Johnson Creek, Contribution........ 15.00 
i 24—A. H. Barber Cry. Supply Co., Chicago, Contribution. ..... 10.00 

25—Monroe H. Bullis. Nashua, Ia., Posters.........-..-..-+- 3.00 
Dec. 2—Joha Pi-rson, S:. Paul, Minn., Annual report............. - 1.00 

i |4—Menasha Printing Co., Menasha, Contribution .......... 10.00 
. 29—Boomer Fry Co., Iowa City, Ia., Contribution........... 15.00 

30—Farmers Creamery Co., Carlton, Oregon, Posters......... 1.50 

Total Receipts, General Fund.................00.0ee0++ $1332.06 

Expenditures 

Feb. 10—E. J. Morrison, Expenses to convention...............--.$ 9.24 
i 30—G. HL Benkendorf. Offics Expenses..................... 218.63 
. 10—Tracy & Kilgore, Circular letters......................5 8.25 
“ “Ik—O®, Grin, Mt. Horeb —-.o.5.----sc.sesvaceccececes ce 24047 
“TEE: 0. Strozinsky, Menomonie. 0-200 coe ec ees 12.08 
i —S. G. Gustafseen. Delano. Minn., Expenses as Judge........ 

“ 156. J Dade. Windsor, Exvenses ae Supt ss ssl) aBLaS 
) 15—Fred Werner, Waterloo, Expenses as Treas............. 22.42 

15—0. B. Corn‘sh, Ft. Atkinson, Conven‘ion Expenses ........ 26.71
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: Expenditures—Continued. 
“  17—C. E. Lee, Madison, Convention Expenses.......--++++++ 18.29 
* 19—Roy Hastings, Marshfield, Convention Expenses........- 9.44 

“  25—E. H. Farrington, Madison, Convention Expenses.......- 18.18 
“ 25-——E. M. Henwood, Madison, Clerk........--+++++e+Feeeeee 27.32 
“ 20—Haber Printing Co., Fond du Lac, Programs........---- 234.50 

4 Mar. 11—Clara Hanson, Eau Claire, Convention reporter.......... 45.50 
~  - 29—J. H. Credicott, Freeport, Ill, Convention Expenses......- 26.65 
“ 29—F. W. Bouska, Chicago, Convention Expenses.........- 28.50 

“  20—Allan Carswell,, Clear Lake, Wis., Convention Expenses... 12.65 
“ 29—G, H. Benkendorf, Secretary, Office Exp........+...+.++) 25.65 

Apr. _1—G. H. Benkendorf, Secretary, Office Expenses...........- 7.08 
“ 18—Tracy & Kilgore, Madison, Printing.............+..++++ 6.75 

Total Expenditures, General Fund...................-- $832.70 
Balance on Hand, General Fund.............++-eeseee $499.36 

State Fund 

1919 Receipts 

Feb. 6—Reported Balance on hand at Eau Claire Convention....$ 650.61 
July 1—By Bounty of State ......... 2. eee ee eee ete eee eens 600.00 

Total Receipts, State Fund ........6....e eee eeeeeeees $1250.61 

Expenditures 

Feb. 6—State Printing Board... 0. 5..cee. cs oe ceets eee ees ee ston (22.78 
= 8—Theo. Dresen, Madison, Convention Prizes.............. 24.00 
“ 10—Salaries :—Dodge, Supt.; Werner, Treas. anc Benkendorf, 

saa rasp ea ae aces On Sas Pee Pe CENT Es eS See 
“"-10—Office Expense ~ . <2. os snes ee ne ete ee eee Sete see ewes 17.68 
“ 20—vVictor Maurseth, Madison, Honor Prizes.............-.. 10.00 

Mar. 8—State Printing Board, Printing.........-...0+++s+e+00+ 5.72 
Apr. 29—State Printing Beard, Printing............-.--+--+--+- 9.07 
Aug. -'27-—Printing, Board,, Printing... - 6505.25 Seco siee Se dese es wae 7.39 
Ort. 2—Printing Board, Printing... ....... 2.65.6 b eee cee cece wees 5.21 

ie €—G. i Bewrendart Seey. oa. > ew hae 3 ess ey we ne cnet 83.11 
SE Prine Boge. OC MUN ono os siciwn ee eatin esos gates 31.96 

Nov, 30—Printing. Board, Printing ... 2.2... .eceec cece essen neecee 187.98 

1920 : 
Jan. 2—Victor Mavrseth, Madison. Prizes................0.20005 223.44 

2 2—G, H. Benkendorf, Secy., Office Expenses................ 19.55 
Sitka: Printer, RAGA Ss a siccaie ate hysteria Sb owt be Cee 19.22 

Total Expenditure, State Fund...................:.+.$ 1002.11 
Balance on Hand, State Fund.........2.....-....+...$ 248.50 

Premium Fund 

Receipts 
1919 

Feb. 8—Reported on hand at Eau Claire Convention............$ 137.47 
“ 15—Eau Claire Creamery Co., Butter..............-..-+.++- 1136.06 

Mar... 27-—Otto Kiclemeler, Batter 30 \-. «sei vie Cress ocdeeseceestpss 10.00 
“ 30—Genoa Cry. Co., Genoa, Contribution. .................4- 20.00 
“ 29—Hustler Co.-Op. Creamery, Hustler, Contribution........ 10.00 
“ 29—Lykens Co.-Op. Creamery, Lykens, Contribution......... 10.00 

May 1—tiherty ‘onde Interest. so fis sete ne oe hs eee eens 10.00 
Bees 10-—-Literty Bonds Tatereet (0.6 3.5/5 s-ss/ok5 seas $2 ocRe ids 10.00 

Total receipts, Premium Fund.....................+.-$ 1343.53
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Expenditures 

1919 
May 29—J. L. LeFeber, Sec’y. Wis. Dairy Council................$ 500.00 

Ce B= CON IMMER OT UOMO 0s 87g BES POT eo ee wie ee ew bs 20.80 
= UO NE an oo 8 6 ora ois Sins Sale wie oSid Wa vee Secs ees aceces 54.60 
* BRE ONO Gani ois wis oo ee wicte esse cect teciees >. 84890 
“  3—J. L, LeFeber, Sec'y. Wis. Dairy Council, Bal. fund...... 210.40 

Total Expenditures Premium Fund.....................$ 1182.60 
Balance on Hand Premium Fund...................... 210.93 , 

: SUMMARY ; 
Feb, W—Premium Pand ...:...052.0..60605 6000) Nove ccetees $210.93 

MI UU arin esate Galea acs Cowal’ csc taoaelly foe th 499.36 
I OI 5 Fo aie ene bo pe ok wir caso 55s sec cee > S488. 

Liberty Bonds Tt teehee eee eee eet e cece cence ee eeesers 500.00 

stat MOMBtN Seema og sca ANSE TD 
Note—This does not include moncy received for this year’s advertising as 

explained when report was presented. 

G. H. BENKENDORF, Secy. 

. .
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TREASURER’S REPORT 

: General Fund 

= Receipts 

Balance Eau Claire Convention........'........-..-..$ 770.56 % 
DAME FUG | og dv ass Wane eta nsa eniet tek e ress pesky 2.00 

ENIRUEVONN os 6's cn Fenian AU pO RRR NECOS AES Poi mws ni bo 60.00 
ee Claire Convention.....4...-..+--.+.- phy 

melt Mershepamip =. <5.52- cons enn tos oaee canes ace ests . : . : $1808 
Disbursements 

Orders drawn by Secretary ...- 5... /g cas Geab ve ncs cos os evs stevccee | BSS2I0 

PBIB i oon Sn 30 Set Velo th akin ote needa Vi cbag eee ae 

Premium Fund 

Receipts : s 
Balance Eau Claire Convention .................+..+-$ 187.47 
been EE Cr EE Oo nbn eee 50.00 
Interest on Liberty Bonds............0.0..eeseeeeeees 20.00 

E Convention Butter 5... 2-2: sects est sods eveceessces 1166.06 
: —_——__ $ 1343.53 

Disbursements 
Convention Butter 5 5.54.2 teacpdarsiee 03s se seesas coh BASS 
Bis ere ER ss do nck Se Rasa OE ese > 54.60 
Complimentary Butter: o's. ago 5 ss lon hase wae ae 20,80 
Wisconsin: Dairy. Cotuell ©. 5. 5:. «.. 5 c06<kocasoc acct 710.40 

SS Se. 

BRMANOG 5-55 Sesh Seog a av ctabi cede ease ia oes Sop ee 

State Fund 

Receipts 
Balance Fau Claire Convention .....................-$ 650.61 
Allowed by-State wn, cscersepescusaume ce Belek eS eS 

|S SO ae 
Disbursements 

Orders drawn by Secretary.............0.02-0eeeeee 1002.11 

BRANES tng ae biedueect «arcu esa 248.50 

SUMMARY 

General Fund Balance treet tec e tee cess ewececeene eG 499.36 
Prennistsie: MORN RMR CS ow oe ics cies Saco os aun 210.93 
State: Pune MMAMC eae os oo cave las cece pewter wees 248.50 ‘ SARCEIER RMON 56.6 ang cola aia OW ants We oan LAS LL 500.00 

Balance in treasury ..............+........$1, 458.79 
F. M. Werner, Treasurer.
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THE RELATION OF THE CREAMERY AND THE DAIRY 

‘ COUNCIL 

W. A. McKerrow. 

Gent!emen: I am sure it is a pleasure to have the opportunity to 

come over to Wisconsin from Minnesota and talk to the people that are 

doing such splendid work in the advancement of dairying. Sometimes 

: we get a little cocky in Minnesota and try to say we are doing things 

s 

W. A. McCKERROW 

better than in Wisconsin, but after all we must take our hats off to 

I Wisconsin when it comes to the advancement of the entire dairy in- 

y dustry. There is no question but what it is leading every state in 

the union. 

My topic today is something that has 10t yet been developed and 

you will have to pardon me if I ramble around at various angles. 1 

am interested in the industry the same as you are, in its constructive 

development, and the maintenance of this industry on sound and con-
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ai 3 x structive lines. You have seen changes during the Past five years with ae the relative condition of the industry as it exists throughout the world, et You have seen in 1914 that this country was importing approximately 4 F a six hundred million pounds in various forms of dairy products. Then i Mie we found world ‘war conditions and a right-about face in the condi- i ie tion of where the Products of the dairy industry of America were to 4 ne be consumed. We have found that in 1919 according to government ed. reports there were two and one-half billions pounds of milk ‘in its We various forms exported to other countries, d 1 a It is needless for me to say to you people what is the present condi- ae tion of the export trade in this country. We find that Canada is now 4 i pee exporting into the United States, high grade butter; we find the Dan- a | ish butter coming on to the American markets; Argentine has in- j i oe creased her production of butter 177 pei cent, and it is my opinion | ea that the future market for American dairy Products is going to be in i America. Therefore it has come to rest with you people to try and ie he make the most of it. 
ae We are proud in Minnesota, that we are producing the high qual- ; Hey ity butter, equal or superior to that produced anywhere else in the es United States, and there are reasons for it. It is being produced i aay | a through the local creameries, We are proud, and when we take the 4 i ioe ; reports of Minnesota creameries for last year, we find according to re- iiveite) ports that the local creameries paid the farmers seven cents a pound r Hel more for butter fat through co-operative and local creameries than ! ia ee through the other settlements. In my opinion the butter manufactur- { ee : ers of this country must depend on quality butter if we are going to i Hs maintain our places in the Production of dairy products in this % sa country. 

° o i Last night it was my opportunity to listen to the Miinister of Agri- y Ht J culture of the Province of Alberta, and you people can say that west- i | ern Canada is not the producer of quality butter, or butter. at all as e ‘ concerns dairy products of the world; this gentleman made the state- be. |} ment that something like twelve years ago he took over his present iy ay Position and one of the first things he was interested in was develop- Hi ing the butter industry of that province. Prior to that time all types i of cream and all types of manufacture were in vogue, and he said, i | “Gentlemen, the first thing we must do in order to put this butter in- { i . dustry on a permanent basis, is to establish a Policy of manufacturing f i quality butter.” As a result, they put in a standardization of creain ne 80 that every pound of cream according to law is purchased according i i " to its quality. And is there any reason why butter should not be 
ae 

‘ i 

he 
(a : 
H 
i 
By
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graded just the same as number 1, 2, 3 and 4 wheat on the market, 

any reason why I should say cream is not graded accordingly and pay 

tne purchaser accordingly? 

As a result of that regulation in Alberta, at the present time or 

something like four months ago, they made their final shipment to 

Great Britain, and he made the statement that that butter was mar- 

keted in Great Britain at a good margin of profit because it was qual- 

ity butter, because it could compete with the very best markets or 

sections that are manufacturing butter for export to that country. 

i am not going to say anything about the future of foreign markets 

and you listened last night, I understand, to an address that perhaps 

should be read by every citizen of America, “The Food Values of Dairy 

Products;” and it is my opinion that there lies the future of the mar- 

ket of dairy products, convincing the people that butter has no sub- 

stitute, that milk is important and necessary in the diet of the hu- 

man family, and cheese should be consumed to a much greater extent 

than it is now. 

Statistics showed that the per capita consumption of butter was 17 

pounds per year when in Australia it was 25 pounds; when the per 

capita of cheese was a little over 3 pounds in America, and in Den- 

mark over 12 pounds and I expect we could go on with the other prod- 

ucts of the cow in this country and find that this exists. 

You are milking in Wisconsin, 1,306,000 cows. We are milking in 

Minnesota 1,250,000. We are shipping out of the state probably 80 per 

cent of the products we produce in that state, yet we have overlooked, 

or neglected letting the people know the importance of this product in 

the diet of the human family and it is surprising to me when I pick up 

the daily papers of Minneapolis and St. Paul and find there half pages 

and full pages of advertising—not of the product of the greatest manu- 

facturing plant of the state of Minnesota, but of the products of other 

manufacturers outside the state of Minnesota, offering a so-called sub- 

stitute for that most wholesome product, butter, that we are manu- 

facturing in our own plants in the state of Minnesota. It is surpris- 

ing to me. I becatne interested in what we might possibly do by visit- 

ing some of our greatest dairy sections in Minnesota. 

Some of you people have heard about Northfield, Minnesota. I hear 

about it in the great northwest part of the country. The banks of Rice 

County and of Northfield, have a per capita deposit of more than any 

other banks, or rather more than any other banks in the state of Minne- 

sota with one exception, and what has made it; it has been the manu- 

facturing plants of that county, the old dairy cow. Yet as I go into the
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stores of Rice County the only advertising that I see as far as butter, 

or rather substitutes is concerned, is advertising the products of the 

cocoanut trees of the southern climes, and yet these stores and these 

banks are all supported by the dairy production of that country, : 

I became interested, the same as you people are in Wisconsin, as to 

what we were doing after all to maintain that important industry and 

I want to say first of all that the most important thing, and the real 

reason why we should maintain the dairy industry is because this 

product is known by a great many peeople to be the future product of 

this country; the second reason is because dairying is the most import- 

ant adjunct to profitable farming that there is in America. 

S You know as I go into such counties as Rice county and see this 

advertising, as I go into the grocery stores and hear possibly the gro- 

ceryman saying to the housewife that butter is pretty high, “and you 

know we are selling a lot of Ole, don’t you want to take some home and 

try it?” At that very same moment, if Mr. Farmer adjoining North- 

field would be picking up a box of goods from Montana or Sears-Roe- 

buck, the groceryman would say, “What are you going to do to this 

town if all of you patronize these mail order houses?” 

So we are interested in the development of the dairying industry, and 

getting to my subject, which is “Relationship of the Creamery to the 

Dairy Council, “I feel as though I am hardly capable of taking on that 

subject, because you know when we try to develop cooperative interests 

in any line of business, it is one of the hardest things to get a thousand 

or ten thousand people to think alike, and work together. As I say, 

we have cooperative creameries and are organizing a dairy council in 

Minnesota that is building on a firm foundation and will last for time 

to come, but is slow in progress. 

But you know, I think of that story—I might have heard it from 

Glover—I think we will be a good deal like that southerner that lived 

down in the Virginia hills and had never seen a train; he started to : 

town to see a train and he saw this big mammoth engine with a long 

train of cars standing at the depot, and he said, “Well, by Jove, if that 

old thing ever starts that train, I don’t know what I’m talking about; 

she’ll never do it.” A moment later the old engine started to puff and 

go, and got going about forty miles an hour, and he says, “She’ll never 

stop her?” 

I predict that will be the future of the dairy council if we build it on ~ 

constructive lines in the future. Our plan of organizing in Minnesota 

may be a little different. We have already sent into five counties our 

organizer who visits each creamery board and talks to them about join-
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: ing the Minnesoia Dairy Council for the purpose of spending one-tenth 

. of a cent per pound on all butter fat, on all butter fat manufactured 

: during the year. We have not had over eight per cent of the creamery 

: boards that turned the proposition down when presented. The big 

: problem is to get the money to start the thing with, in the first place. 

ithe big problem is to get the money, and then after that, to get the 

man. We find it difficult even to get the creamery manager to take 

the time and effort to present it to the creamery board. After that, 

we have the difficulty of sending someone out, which will cost from ten 

to twelve dollars per day to present the idea; then it is hard to get the 

fe.low to make every creumery in the county and probably make two 

creameries a day. 

So then I say the future of this problem rests with you and if we 

could get every man in the states of Minnesota and Wisconsin that 

r.ally had an interest in the dairy industry that could build this thing 

and build it firmly, within the next year, so that we could have, say 

in Minnesota, $50,000 to $75,000 a year for the purpose of advertising 

that product of the greatest manufacturing plant in America. We 3 

could have then, and put into the field, a lot of constructive and educa- 

tional work. 

I fee! as though probab:y you are making a lot faster progress than 

we are in Minnesota, but there is one thing, that great old cooperative 

creamery of Minnesota, when that once gets to going, she will stick, and 

she will put a proposition of advertising over that will make Swift and 

Armour look like two cents. (Applause). The cooperative creamery 

and the Dairy Council are going to work together. The local creamery 

and the Dairy Council are going to work together. 

We are going to cement if possible, also, the milk producers which 

are now with us, and I want to say that we have in the Twin Cities, 

one of the most sound and logical milk producers’ organization any- 

whei¢ in the country. It is built on a cooperative basis; it is built 

with the idea of getting a fair price for the product of the dairy cow. 

They are with the advertising idea and they are going to accept the 

work of the Council and what we are going to do in the future, and 

gentlemen, if we can put over an advertising campaign which will 

double the amount of butter consumed in this country from seven- 

tenths of one ounce, to one ounce per day, we are going to find enough 

to take care of the export trade of our present, or past exports of 1919. 

If we take care of the producing and quality, I predict we are going 

to find that the consumers are not going to accept any substitutes for
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butter, but will demand higher quality butter and will not accept sub- 

stituies which are being put on the market. 

It has occurred to me that when Wisconsin develops her Dairy Coun- 

cil, and Minnesota develops hers, we are going to be able to cement 

these states together and advertise the products where the products are 

consumed. One of our difficulties in Minnesota at the present time 

is that we are only consuming a small percentage of our product in the 

state, and we must advertise better where the product is sold, and the 

time is coming when you people, when the product you are producing 

and shipping to the eastern market can be advertised with the product 

which we are producing, and cut down expenses. The splendid work 

of the National Dairy Council is taking care of this. 

If you are running a local creamery, if you are running a cooperative ~ 

creamery, when you go home, don’t forget to talk over the proposition 

and the importance and necessity of advertising dairy products, locally 

and nationally. Don’t forget to try and get your people, even thougi 

your creamery is small, to donate, or in fact to furnish money to sup- 

port this Dairy Council that you have in this state, and if you all do 

this, it is going to cut down the cost of organizing a State Dairy Coun- 

cil, I want to say at least fifty to seventy five per cent and that is what 

we must have, the support of all the people that are interested in the 

indusery. 

DISCUSSION - 5 

Mr. Glover: You know that they are organizing their Council in 

Minnesota on a different basis than ours. They are requesting ten 

cents a hundred pounds of fat contribution. We are asking for one 

cent. Quite a different basis. The reason they are asking that is 

because they are sending men out to every creamery and a house to 

house canvass, and that takes money. You cannot hire a man to go out 

and pay expenses for anything under ten to fifteen dollars a day at 

these present prices. We may have to change. It may be necessary 

before we can get the creamery industry of this state to appreciate the 

work we have before us, to adopt the Minnesota plan and, instead of 

going out as I did last year with the Holmen Creamery of which Mr. 

Kepple is secretary, ask for $560; that is what Minnesota would ask. 

We have been perhaps a little bit conscientious in asking for large 

amounts, because I do not want it ever said that we have misappro- 

priated this money, and if I should go to the Holmen Creamery .and 

ask for $56 and they send it, they know that it isn’t very much as com-
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- pared with the volume of business and they will never ask me; but if 

i had taken $560 from this creamery and $720 from Mr. Moran’s cream- 

ery—as his was $72 last year—that’s a different thing. 

We have adopted this plan, that if we put on a campaign in a cer- 

tain piace, we will raise the money there to do it. It will take, say 

$008 in Oshkosh. I will ask the producers, or the farmers, of Oshkosh 
to raise the fund of $500, and we will spend that $500 right in Oshkosh. 
‘Now those men have an opportunity to see how we are spending the 
money. Now this penny for 100 pounds that I am asking for is to 
keep a man in the field and provide literature. I hope our scheme will 
work. If you were in Minnesota, instead of giving a penny for a hun- 
dred pounds, it would be ten cents. We will spend just as much money 

- as we will in Minnesota, but we will make each locality, where the 
money is spent, contribute. In Milwaukee, for every can of milk that 
comes in there, one cent goes into our treasury. That money is being 
spent right in the city of Milwaukee and they will contribute their 
share toward overhead expenses, which are, the support of a man in 
the field and the printing of material. Both associations are raising 
money for the same purpose. This scheme of ours is different than in 3 
Minnesota, and in the future unless we can get the manufacturers of 
creameries to respond we will have to adopt the same plan as they are 
following in Minnesota. 

Mr. McKerrow: Mr. Glover realizes that we are going to keep accu- 
rate account of our books and be able to give account of whatever we 
spend through the Dairy Council. Bear this in mind that our method 
of organizing—as soon as a creamery signs up to our contract, that is 
a continuous contract, so we simply say the initial cost will amount 
to about ten per cent if we are obliged to send an organizer out to pre- 
sent the idea to the various creameries. That could be supported over 

a period of ten years and it is only one cent for each, so our expenses 
are not so heavy. We have already four counties that have 92 per 
cent of the creameries that are in the Council; Meaker County has six- 
teen creameries out of seventeen in the Council; DeSoto County has 
fifteen out of seventeen, so we are going to get them all when we get 

through, and I hope you people will accept Mr. Glover’s proposition and 

say to him in about a year, “We want to put in one-tenth of a pound 

because we want to have more money spent in more advertising.” 

President Moran: The next subject, “Cooperation versus Competi- 

tion Among Creameries,” we will have to omit at present, for Prof. E. 

H. Farrington who was to deliver it, is confined at home by sickness. 
4—B. A.
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* However he has favored us with a paper which will be taken up later on. 
In place of this number I am going to call on Mr. J. J. Farreil, Presi- dent of the National Creamery & Butter Makers’ Association, who is quite familiar with the doings at Washington and ask him to tell us how things are going on down there, 2 Mr. J. J. Farrevi: Mr. Chairman; Gentlemen; I feel very much honored to be a substitute for our old friend Mr. Farrington: I am sure he will be indulgent with me at least to undertake to fill out his place even, 

CONSIDER THE ADVISABILITY OF MORE 
LEGISLATION 

By J. J. Farrer 
It is my understanding that a bill defining butter has been, or is about to be, presented to Congress. It has also been stuted ue De- partment of Agriculture is preparing a bill for the Same purpose. If these reports are true, would it not be well for the creamerymen and dairymen to carefully consider the advisability of more legisla- tion on buttcr, without the repeal of some of the legislation we al- ready have? One of the bills is as follows: 
“Be it enacted by the Senate ang House of Representatives of the United States of America in Congress Assembled: Section One. But- ter is hereby defined to mean that food produce which is made from milk or cream or both, with or without common salt; with or with- 2 out additional coloring matter: ang containing not less than eighty (80) per cent of milk fat and Icss than sixteen (16) per cent of water. Provided: The determination of the fact of compliance with the standard herein fixed, in every case of contest hereunder shall, under the rules and regulations made by the Secretary of Agricul- ture, be based on a fair system of averaged tests.” 

It will be seen the above bill not only defines butter, but sets a 3 : standard therefor, and not only a standard, but two standards— one for moisture and one for the fat content. This double standard would not be so objectionable were it not for the specific statutes now governing butter. The Statute of 1886 defines butter as fol- lows: 
: 

“Butter is a food product, made from milk or cream’ or both; wi.h or without common salt; with or without additional coloring matter.”
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i ; 
j This definition of butter by Congress was enacted with a view in 

mind that it would embody normal butter wherever made. At the 

time of this enactment by far the largest amount of butter was 

i made on the farms of the country. Sixteen years later, or in May, 

3 1902, an Act was passed by Congress defining adulterated butter. 

: y 

@ | W : 

J. J. FARRELL 

This Act mentions several things that would cause butter to be 

adulterated, and in the closing paragraphs it states: 

“It shall not contain abnormal quantities of water, milk or 
cream.” 

The Act states to engage in the business of making adulterated 

4 butter such persons must take out a license, and all butter made 

4 under this license is subject to a stamp tax of 10c per pound. No 

A person or manufacturer making butter ever qualified under this Act. 

: It is needless to say, no one could afford to make butter under 

FE such penalties. 

by It is to be noted that Congress in neither of these Acts set a 

id standard for the composition of butter, but in 1903 the Secretary 

a of the Treasury and the Internal Revenue Commissioner made a 

|
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ruling that 16% of moisture is abnormal, and all butter found to 

contain 16% of moisture is subject to the penalties of the Act, ex- 

cept farm or dairy butter. This, of course, was a wise exception, be- 

cause in making butter in the usual normal way on the farms the 

butter would contain anywhere from 10% to 20% of moisture, and 

. the good women on the farms would not stand for such a ruling 

because they knew not the moisture content, and cared less, for 

they were making normal butter. 

For sixteen years this moisture ruling has been applied to 

creamery butter, and creamery butter may not contain 16% of 

moisture. The creamery people have always shown a disposition to 

comply with fatr rulings, but the seizing of their product and the 

penalties applied under tbis ruling does them a great injustice. The 

less than 16% of moisture ruling has resulted in establishing a 

standard for butter, and the only standard of composition the 

creamerymen «ver worked under. This automatically gives us a 

fat content of about 80%, depending upon the variation of. salt and E 

casein, and about 8214%4% of fat where no salt is added. 

Now the Department of Agriculture is demanding a fat content 

i for a standard. It is to be remembered that this Department has a 

ruling, calling for 824%4% fat content in butter. Why the Depart- 

ment of Agriculture ever adopted an 824%% fat content is a 

mystery. No other country that produces butter to any great extent 

has such a standard. If butter is to be salted to suit the tastes of 

our various markets, the creameries cannot comply with an 82%% 

fat standard without adopting abnormal methods in the manufactur- 

ing process, besides the injustice that. would be done to the pro- 

ducers of milk fat in competition with other countries. But sup- 

pose the above bill defining butter and setting a standard therefor 

: becomes a law—what will happen to the creamery where part of 

the same churning of butter contains 80% of fat, and another part 

contains 16% of moisture? Will it mean the butter is subject to 

a tax of 10¢ perv pound in one Pepartment of Government, and legal 

in another Department of Government? Or, we will reverse the sit- 

uation. Suppose we have only 151%4% of moisture in part of the 

churning and 3%% of salt, which is reasonable to assume, and al- 

low a full variation for casein of from 1% to 2% %—we will then be 

deficient in fat, or “Milk Fat Subtracted’’ as the Department of 

Agriculture terms it. Will butter then be subject to sefzure, ai- 

though according to the moisture clause in the bill, which states 

less than 16% of moisture, we would have legal butter? 

Our position is unique, to say the least, for no other country has 

a taxable adulterated butter Act. There is, however, a regulation
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for what is known as “Blended Butter.” The blended butter of 

England ig about the same product as would be made undef our 

Adulterated Butter Act of 1902. The Adulterated Butter Act is as 

follows: 
“Adulterated butter is hereby defined to mean a grade of butter 

produced by mixing, reworking, rechurning in milk or cream, re- 

fining, or in any way producing a uniform, purified or improved 

product from different lots or parcels of melted or unmelted butter, 

or butter fat, in which acid, alkali, chemical or any substance 

whatever is introduced or used, for the purpose or with the effect 

of deodorizing, or removing therefrom, rancidity, or any butter, or 

butter fat, with which there is mixed any substance, foreign to 

butter, as herein defined, with intent or effect of cheapening in cost 

the product, or any butter in the manufacture or manipulation of 

which any process or material is used, with intent or effect of 

causing the absorption of abnormal quantities of water, milk, or 

cream.” 
It will be seen, by the analysis of this Act, the men who com- 

posed the Congress had in mind the adulteration of butter which 

had already been churned and placed upon the market, and which 

was collected and veprocessed, or butter which was reworked with 

some process whereby it was made to absorb abnormal quantities 

of a cheaper product. The Commissioner of Internal Revenue veri- 

fies this contention by his ruling of June 6, 1906, where he states 

as follows: 
“It is well understood that butter produced on a farm is often 

loaded with water, but it will be seen by reference to the reguta- 

tions these small individual lots are not taken into account in con- 

nection with the taxing question, but when these are gathered up 

and manufactured or manipulated so that they lose their identity as 

a farmer’s product, they enter the sphere where surveillance of the 

law becomes operative.” 

Again on May 25, 1911, the Commissioner ruled that although 

the butter of farmers, who make small quantities of it and sell their 

surplus above family requirements, contains more than 16% of 

moisture, yet it is not taxable as adulterated butter, either in their 

hands or in the hands of merchants or dealers who receive and 

dispose of it in its original form. ; 
: It is plain to be seen that should the proposed bill become a law, 

the Internal Kevenue ruling will be in operation; therefore, are we 

not re-enforcing this ruling by a Statutory Act, and legalizing the 

- Internal Revenue Collector’s taxing operations? True, it does not 

mention this, but the bill calls for the same moisture content as the
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Internal Revenue Department’s ruling without making any provision 
for the repeal of the taxing clause in the present law. On the other 
hand, would it not legalize the seizure and condemnation proceed- 
ings of the Department of Agriculture, under the Food and Drug 
Act? Thus we will have two Departments of Government attempt- 
ing to control a product, technically speaking, that no one has been 
able to completely control because of its nature. Why should 
American creamery butter be subject to two standards supervised by 
the same Government, but separate Departments—one Department 
subjecting the butter to a tax, and the other subjecting the butter 
to seizure and condemnation proceedings? 

The Food and Drugs Act does not set a standard for composition 

in any article of food. We are not denying the jurisdiction of the 

7 official who is charged with the enforcement of the Food and Drugs 

Act the right to seize food that is in a state of decomposition, or 

that is dilatorious to health, or where a foreign material has been 

added to a product for the purpose of adulteration. If water is 

added to butter for the purpose of adulteration then the product 

enters the sphere where surveillance of the adulterated butter law 

becomes operative, and if foreign oils are added to butter it be- 

comes subject to the penalties of the oleomargarine law. Does the 

Department of Agriculture seize oleomargarine under the provisions 

of the Food and Drugs Act because it varies in composition? No, for 

the reason there is specific legislation governing oleomargarine. If 

this is true of oleomargarine it should be equally true of butter, as 

we have a Federal Statute defining butter, and a Federal Statute 

defining adulterated butter. But suppose the Food and Drugs Act 

did define butter, or the composition thereof, would not the Food 

and Drugs Act then automatically annul the moisture ruling of the 

adulterated butter Act of 1902? But the Food and Drugs Act does 

not mention butter; therefore, it does not apply to butter so far as 

standards are concerned. Following is the action of Congress 

authorizing the Department of Agriculture to make rules and reg- 

ulations: % 

“By the Ast of Congress approved March 3, 1903, authority was 

given to the Secretary of Agriculture to collaborate with the Asso- 
ciation of Official Agricultural Chemists and the Interstate Food 
Commission ‘to establish standards of purity for food products and 
to determine what are regarded as adulterations therein.’ As a 
result of such collaboration, the Secretary of Agriculture on June 
26, 1906, announced the following definition and -standard for 

butter: 2 

“Butter is the clean, non-rancid product made by gathering in
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any manner the fai of fresh or ripened milk or cream into a mass, 

which also contains a small portion of the other milk constituents, 

with or without salt, and contains not less than eighty-two and five- 

tenths (82.5) per cent of milk fat.” 

It will be seen by this rule and definition of butter if butter is 

rancid it is not legal butter, and if it does not contain 82%4% of fat 

it is not legal butter. This ruling, however, was never attempted to 

We enforced until recently. It is needless to say that it cannot be 

enforced where butter is salted. Under the above rules the Depart- 

ment of Agriculture seized unsalted butter containing as high as 

83% of fat.. They undoubtedly also had some that was much lower 

in fat content. Under the same ruling the Department seized salted 

butter which the Internal Revenue Department’s chemists analyzed 

and released as normal butter. But the Department of Agriculture 

held this car as adulterated butter. I am not attempting to say the 

analysis of the few samples made by the Department of Agriculture - 

from this car of butter was incorrect, but it proves how totally il- 

logical it is to label a car of butter as adulterated on the showing 

of a few samples, It also proves that two sets of chemists arrived 

at opposite results, again proving butter is not constant in composi- 

tion. Laws or regulations that cannot be lived up to mean one 

of two things, either the demoralization of the thing they seek to 

control, or the ignoring of the law or regulation. 

What is there about the creamery and dairy business that at- 

tracts the attention of people whose chief aim is to make rules and 

regulations governing the actions of others? Surely the dairy bus- 

iness is handicapped enough without placing more upon it. It is a 

business in which there is constant drudgery, and because of this 

drudgery, nearly everyone connected with it gets out of it as soon 

as possible, and turns to other occupations. It is getting so it is 

unsafe for persons. engaged in the distribution of dairy products to 

continue because we may turn in any direction and find rules and 

regulations confronting the distributor which it is impossible to 

comply with. 

I attended a milk Inspector’s meeting at Springfield, Mass., during 

the late world war. While at this meeting I discovered that out of 

120 cities and towns in the New England States there were 120 dif- 

ferent ordinances governing the milking of cows and distribution of 

market milk. In order to comply with the various ordinances, a 

farmer who sold milk had to milk his cows in about 120 different 

ways or locations in order to live up to the stone wall of ordinances 

he found ahead of him. Finally, one old Yankee thought he would 

beat the ordinance game where it was unlawful to milk a cow on
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the ground, so he got up a contraption which enabled him to sus- 
pend the cow in the air while milking. Then the Chairman and 
Chairwoman of the local Humane Society had him arrested for 
cruelty to animals. He then told them in his Yankee fashion where 
they could go and milk their cows, if they wanted milk, and he went 
to raising tobacco. Raising tobacco is what the Connecticut Valley 
is now doing. So it will be in the West soon if we are not allowed 
to churn butter in the natural way, and salt it to suit the tastes of 
the various markets without being branded as adulterators. Then 
butter (because that is what the oleomargarine manufacturers 
want to call their product) will be churned in the oleomargarine 
factories. It will not matter then whether it has an eye of fat more 
or less or a drop of water too much because everything under the 
sun is in it anyway, and the persons enforcing the rules and regula- 
tions are silent on the fat content of this product. 

5 Is it not about time the dairymen and creamerymen get together 
for mutual protection of the industry, and unload a ton or two of 
Tules and regulations, and see to it that a few ounces of common 
sense are applied? 

J. J, FARRELL, 
National Dairy Products Committee, Washington, D. C. and Dairy 

Products Association of the Northwest. 
The following States have regulations of 82 16% fat standard, and 

eight of them also have 16% moisture ruling: 

District of Columbia, 83% ~--------By Act of Congress 
Missouri; $24 G5 By Act of Congress Wisconsin, 824%2% ---.____________ By Act of Congress 
Georgia, S306 oe ee ee By Ruling 
IGRRGs Bie ey soe ae ae ie de By Ruling Tne RS eG oe ee ee ee By Ruling 
Indiana, 8212% >----------------------... By Ruling 
Louisiana, 821446% --------------------.... By Ruling 
Maryland $26 % oo 32 By Ruling 
Montiina, 82 4a Go So a Sy By Ruling Mississippi, 8214% ~_.--__...._________. By Ruling 
New Jersey, 8216% ---------------------.. By Ruling 
North Carolina, 821% -------------------. By Ruling 
Oklahonta, 33369) 22 32 ee es a By Ruling 
Rhode Island, 84%,—.16 --------------.-_. By Ruling 
WOrMOnt, BAG 0G Xe ee aa eek By Ruling Z Wrowite. 82163 Se By Ruling 

The following countries have 82144%, by regulation, and also 
16% moisture: Argentine, Australia, Queensland, South Africa, 
Victoria, Tasmania, West Africa, Belgium, Italy, Roumania, Switzer- 
land.
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President Moran: We dislike to cut this short, butewe have a very 

energetic secretary who gets out a program about twice as long as time 

given us. There are some resolutions to be offered I understand, at 

Jeast one of these must lay over twenty-four hours before being acted 

upon, and that necessitates our giving it consideration now. : 

Mr. Erickson: I don’t know as I understood you, but I believe the 

proposition was brought up last night for a change in the constitution, : 

and that has given us practically twenty-hours notice for a day, and as 

this is really butter makers’ day, as most of them are here today, I be- 

lieve that we should vote on it. 

President Moran: Yes, but the Constitution says the proposed 

amendment itself must be read at least twenty-four hours before being 

acted upon. 

Mr. Erickson: In the first place I wrote to Mr. Colwell and asked 

him to be here at the first’session and have somebody bring that up, 

and I understood it was brought up last night; technically, according 

to those words, it was not, but I believe if we put it off now that nine- 

tenths of our butter makers will be gone twenty-four hours from now 

and they ought to be here to vote on it. I believe every man from the 

northern part of the state will be gone. I don’t believe a little techni- 

eality like that ought to put it off for twenty-four hours. 

Mr. Dopce: I make a motion that under the circumstances, we sus- 

pend the rule and vote on it. 

President Moran: This is the constitution under which you are 

incorporated. 

Mr. Ertcxson: Who will hold it up? I don’t see that there is any 

great injustice done to anyone if we don’t follow it out technically; it 

was announced at that time that there was a change in the constitu- 

tion and it should have been read at that time. s 

Mr. Grover: I understood last night that the announcement was 

made last night so as to take up this very thing. : 

President Moran: It was, the subject is the same, but technically 

it was supposed to be read; but if your convention feels it is all right 

to proceed, it is all right so far as I am concerned. 

Mr. Moore: | I suggest that we have the resolution read and adopted 

today and confirmed tomorrow. That would make it positive. 

Mr. Erickson: That would satisfy the butter makers, I believe. 

Mr. Towie: As I understand it, the purpose of providing 

iwenty-four hours between the presentation of the amendment and 

adoption of it, is to give us a chance to talk it over and discuss it; and 

would it be possbile to read that resolution now and act on it later at 

our next session, to give us a chance to discuss it. The objection, 1 4
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understand, is, that a number of the butter makers must start for home 
this evening. 

Mr. Erickson: This matter was brought up this morning and every- 
body can see the drift and understand what we mean. 

Mr. BENKENDoRF: After the resolution is read, I think everybody 
will understand Mr. Moore’s suggestion is all right. 

Mr. Erickson: then presented a resolution, as follows: 

RESOLUTION 

The amendment of Article 3 and Article 4. Article 3 reads as fol- 
lows: “The Association shall be a corporation without capital stock. 
Any person who is a practical creamery operator and such other per- 
sons as are connected or interested in the manufacture and sale of pure 
butter, may become members of this Association by paying one dollar. 
($1.00) annually in advance, and signing the Roll of Membership.” 

I would suggcst that Number 3 be amended to read: “The Associa- tion shall be a corporation without capital stock. Any person who is a practical creamery operator, and is engaged as such, and who has at least three years actual experience in the manufacture of butter in a creamery, may become members of this corporation by paying $1.00 in advance and signing the Roll of Membership; provided, however, that 
members who, at the time of adoption of this amendment, are not en- 
gaged as creamery operators, but who have had at least three years practical experience as creamery operators, shall be permitted to con- 
tinue their membership in this corporation.” 

Article 4 should be amended by an addition requiring that a!l officers and directors shall be members actually engaged as creamery operators in the employ of a creamery, or creamery company, except the state Secretary, who may be a member not so engaged.” 

President Moran: What is your pleasure regarding that resolution. 
Mr. Moorz: I move, adoption of the resolution. 
Motion is made and seconded that the resolution be adopted. 
Mr. Erickson: Does this mean that we shall vote by ballot or by 

acclamation on it. 
Mr. Moore: The Constitution says by two-thirds vote. It really should be by ballot, but not necessarily. 

DISCUSSION 

President Moran: Is there any discussion, or are you ready for the 
question? 

Mr. Erickson: I would suggest that we take a rising vote on it. Mr. CarsweL: Could we ask Mr. Erickson or some of the Minnesota
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boys to give us a little line on how much the Minnesota boys, the man- 

agers and operators, have got in their association in the last two years 

since they organized. 

Mr. Moran: Is there anybody able to report on that? 

Mr. Ertcxson: I don’t know for certain, but it is a large sum of 

money, unusual for the Butter makers’ Association anyway. 

Mr. Crump: In the first year they had in the neighborhood of a little 

over 400 members, and they paid ten dollars, and it has now been in- 

creased to fifteen dollars and they have 625 members today—or the day 

I left home—so you can figure out how much money they have received, 

and in all probabilities they will put the fee up to $25 or $30 for mem- 

bership. Quite a good many wanted to do that this year, but the officers 

thought best to hold it down and get them to come in. That is for join- 

ing, and they have fixed dues—they are paying, I believe, six 

dol'ars for dues. Now in all probability they will have a hired secre- 

tary that will do nothing but that work and the dues will be higher and 

then they will charge $25 or $30 for joining and the dues will be ad- 

justed to what their expenses are. I believe I stated it wrong, I forgot 

what the dues were last year—I am not a member so I have not fol- 

lowed their work very closely, becatise my work is business manager 

ef the Dairy Record; I know nothing about the moneys received. 

Mr. Moran: A question was asked back there and it was, “Does this 

include creamery helpers?” 

Mr. Erickson: No, unless they have three years experience. 

Mr. CarsweLt: That doesn’t bar them from these open meetings? 

Mr. Erickson: Only at the business sessions. 

Mr. Carswett: We are all allowed in the discussions, like our other 

meetings, except just the business sessions. 

Mr. Grirrin: If you don’t belong to the Association, will they t-7 

to work you out of a job? 

Mr. Erickson: I don’t believe so; it is for the betterment of their 

own association; there is no record of adopting labor union met*~ 

that isn’t the way we want to work it. It is an association to b-i17 

out the butter makers together, and where they can get better salaries. 

It isn’t labor union methods we are trying to organize, or try to rv~ 

man out of a district, but I suppose they would try to get them t> ' 

member. 
Mr. Grirrin: Well supposing a creamery where a man isn’t gettin~ 

the wages he should, is that secretary going to try to get more wages 

for that man. 

Mr. Ericxsén: Well, if he asks for help, I think the Association 

will send him literature showing that his salary is too low. A man
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may be working for $100 a month and his neighbor getting $150 for his 
work. In 1914 wages paid to butter makers was three per cent of wha’ 
is paid to the farmers, in 1919, two per cent. These things are broug’* 
out and studied out. They can do lots of work that way, that is not 
really according to labor union methods of trying to force anyone, > 
antagonize anyone, it will be done in a nice way. 
Memser: Does Minnesota license her butter makers? 
Mr. Erickson: No. 

Memser: The Minnesota association has established a min‘--- 
standard for wages, whereby they are not allowed to pass under a ce~- 
tain amount. No member belonging to that association can work for 
less than $1,800. 

Mr. Crump: Supposing that you are working in a creamery there 
and you are trying to get your work to come up to $1,800; the other 
members have got to go in there and put their wages at $1800 and you 
think you are willing to work for $1700, you are allowed to do it, 
but the other members are not. They have taken this method so as to 
bring the creamery up; some of the members over there object to it, 
some say they will not hire an operator, saying they would rather pay 
more salary for some outside man. We are not trying to force some 
men into this association; we are trying to get these butter makers 
these wages. A great many are going to pay, and lots have been raised 
from $800 to $1600, over the price they were getting last year. Mr. 
Griffin asked how they help; the secretary has prepared a letter we 
have studied over very carefully, sending out this letter to every but- 
ter maker in the state, showing him a letter we would address to every 
member of the board of directors of the creamery and ask them if sat- 
isfactory to send it to them. In that, we ask what the butter maker 
has to do to qualify for this association. If he does not give the effi- 
ciency, the board of directors are requested to report him to the state 
secretary. We expect to have men to go out and show the butter 
maker, if he isn’t giving this efficiency, to teach him how so that he is 
getting the money the creamery is paying. Since we have started this 
association, and the boys are getting this pay, they are taking a great 
deal more interest in their work. The creameries are satisfied; lots of 
them are endorsing it, and are writing in to the office asking fora 
member to apply for their position, if we can recommend a member. 

Member: That's what I wanted to bring out, that the association by 
their united efforts had established this school and were trying to get 
it to work out universally throughout the state. 

Mr. Crump: We are bringing them up gradually, and’ as one comes 
up, others will be forced to come up, and the butter makers not mem- 
bers, they are not working against them.
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Ss By a unanimous rising vote of 100 members, the resolution was de- 

* clared adopted. 
. Pres. Moran: Are there any other resolutions? 

t Mr. Erickson: Mr. Hoiberg has a resolution to offer. J 

RESOLUTION 

WHEREAS, it was the sentiment of those present at this morning’s 

session, that a complete reorganization of the Wisconsin Butter Makers’ 

2 Association was desirable, therefore be it 
, RESOLVED, that a committee of three active butter makers be ap- 

: pointed to study the plans reported to be working successfully in Min- 
c nesota and Iowa and adapt them so far as practicable to our require- 

= ments. 
5 Said committee to be prepared to report at a meeting of this Asso- 

E ciation to be called on the second Tuesday in June at such place as in 

: their judgment seems best. 
, Said committee is also empowered to secure such legal advice as is 

necessary, and the necessary expenses of the committee incurred in 
: working out this reorganization, to be paid for from the funds in the 

treasury of this Association. 
H. B. Horserc. 

Pres. Moran: That committee I understand should be elected by the 

Convention. 

Mr. Horserc: Yes, that’s the sense of it. 

Memser: Mr. President, I nominate Mr. H. B. Hoiberg, Mr. Albert 

Erickson and Mr. R. P. Colwell. 

Mr. Moore: I move the adoption of resolution and committee. 

Motion carried unanimously for adoption of resolution and commit- 

tee. - 

ELECTION OF OFFICERS 

Pres. Moran: It has been customary that someone else preside dur- 

ing the election of officers and I will ask Mr. Moore to take the chair 

during that session. Motion is made, seconded and carried unani- 

mously for the election of Mr. H. B. Hoiberg of Coon Valley, as presi- 

dent. 

Mr. Moorr, Chairman: The next to be elected is the Vice Presi- 

dent. 

Motion is seconded and carried unanimously for the election of Mr. 

T. B. Towle as Vice President. 

Mr. Moorr, Chairman: The next to be elected is Treasurer; who 

will you have for treasurer?
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Motion seconded and carried unanimously for the election of Mr. 

F. M. Werner of Waterloo, as treasurer. 

Mr. Moore, Chairman: Next officer to be elected is the Secretary; 

: whom will you nominate, gentlemen? 

Member nominates Prof. Benkendorf. 

Mr. BenKeNporF: I beg to say that I have had this position for ten 

years,—a long while, but I am not a candidate this year; I have al- 

ways enjoyed the work and the officers have helped me very much in 

every way, but I do not wish to be considered as a candidate this year. 

Mr. Erickson: Inasmuch as Prof. Benkendorf does not feel like 

serving us any longer, I believe I would urge the Association to con- 

sider a man from the northern part of the state, Mr. R. P. Colwell. 

Vote by ballot is taken; result of ballot, Mr. Colwell received 96 

votes, Mr. Mott, 17. Mr. Colwell declared elected secretary. 

Mr. CHarrMaAN: Gentlemen, there is one more to be elected; a mem- 

ber of the Executive Committee. Who will you have in place of H. E. 

Griffin for the next three years? 

Motion made, seconded and carried unanimously for the election of — 

Mr. Alfred Erickson of Amery to the Executive Committee. 

Mr. BENKENDORF: The Executive committee is Oscar Cornish, Mr. 

Dodge and Mr. Erickson. I would like to have a meeting of the 

Executive committee in my office tonight to look over our books. 

Mr. Moran resumes the chair. 

Mr. Moran: We will continue with our regular program. 

CO-OPERATION VERSUS COMPETITION AMONG 
CREAMERIES 

E. H. Farrineron 

One of the secrets of sucess in butter making is uniformity in quality. 

Many illustrations might be cited to demonstrate the truth of this 

statement. Every butter maker, as well as every butter buyer, knows 

that higher prices will be paid for a carload or two of butter that is uni- 

form in quality or made at one factory than can be obtained for the 

same amount of butter made up of the churnings from several cream- 

eries, no matter how expert the butter makers in these creameries may 

be. 

The general market likes to recognize a taste in butter that the con- 

sumer has become accustomed to, and any variation from the familiar 

: flavor, arouses suspicion and provokes expressions of dislike. These
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, may not always mean that the butter is inferior in quality but that the 

familiar butter taste is lacking. 

. A uniformity in the salt, the color and the texture of butter is obtain- 

ed by careful and uniform workmanship. This is largely mechanical 

but when it comes to obtaining a uniform flavor in the butter from sev- 

, eral creameries, this require; scmething more than a mechanic; some 
: attention must be given to the condition of the cream delivered from the 

farms. 

¢ 3 
} 
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4 E. H. FARRINGTON 

The effect of a variety of farm conditions on the flavors in the cream 

is much more apparent in raw cream butter than in butter made from 

pasteurized cream. When the cows receive sound and wholesome feed 

7 and are milked in a clean way as is generally the case after a rain in 

June, the butter made from such milk will often have a different flavor 

4 than that obtained from the same cows only a few months later when 

4 they may be standing all day in stagnant pools of water, fighting flies 

in a pasture that has been barren of feed in consequence of a continued 

drouth. There is a great difference in the purity of the milk produced 

under these two conditions and in the kind of bacteria found in the 
cream, 

t
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One of the strongest arguments in favor of pasteurizing the cream for 

butter making is the fact that it aids in obtaining a butter that is 

uniform in quality because the great variety of bacteria and ferments 

found in the cream from a number of farms are destroyed by pasteuriz- 

ing the cream and the butter maker has a better chance to obtain a 

uniform butter than from raw cream. 

Every butter maker knows that the flavor of such pasteurized cream 

butter is likely to be less pronounced than that made from raw cream, 

but he will soon find that his milk, sweet flavored, pasteurized cream 

butter will be more satisfactory to his trade because of its uniformity 

in flavor, than can possibly be the case with butter made from unpas- 

teurized cream. . 

This brief reference to the importance of pasteurization in making 

butter of a uniform quality, I could not fail to mention, although pas- 

teurization is not the topic which I am supposed to discuss at this 

time. é 

“CENTRALIZED CaRLoTS” CoMPARED WiTH Butter From One CREAMERY 

There are a number of other things that aid in the production of 

large quantities of uniform butter. One of these is illustrated by the 

effect which standarized methods of manufacture have on the quality 

of butter. 

Those of us who follow the creamery butter, market reports have 

noticed that the market quotations of so-called “centralized carlots” of 

butter scoring 90, are occasionally a cent or more above the quotations 

for so-called “whole milk” butter, scoring 90 points. 
I was interested in making comparison of the prices of these two kinds 

of butter, and gave a graduate student the job of making a diagram 

that would show the way in- which these prices followed each other 

from day to day during an extended period of time. The figures used 

in making this diagram were taken from the “butter market reports,” 

published daily by the United States Department of Agriculture, from 

the office of the Bureau of Markets located in Chicago. 

This diagram of prices was begun in May, 1918, and it shows that all 

through the summer and up to about the last of September, there was a 

difference of nearly one cent between the market quotations of “cen- 

tralized” and “whole milk” butter scoring 90. In October and November 

the difference was only about one-half a cent, while in December, the 

price of “centralized” butter dropped below that of “whole milk” but- 

ter scoring 90, and then for the remainder of the year, the differences 

in price fluctuated, but as a rule, the price of “centralized” butter in 

a
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carloads is usually higher than that of the “whole milk” butter of the 

same score. 

This, it seems to me, shows that there is an opportunity for our co-" 

operative creameries to increase the prices they are receiving for butter, 

by adopting a practice of co-operation rather than of competition. One 

can easily understand that if the creameries in a given territory would 

work together and compare their methods of manufacture so that the 

butter in each one of several factories is made by exactly the same meth- 

ods, it would be uniform in flavor, texture, color, and salt, and the sev- 

eral carloads of butter made daily by such a group of creameries would 

undoubtedly sell for a higher price than the same amount of butter 

manufactured and sold from each of these creameries independently of 

the other. : 

RepUcTION IN THE NuMBER oF CREAM ROUTES 

“There are always some patrons at co-operative creameries who du 

not understand the difference between competition and co-operation.” 

This statement was made to me not long ago by the president of one of 

our largest co-operative creameries. He said that he had noticed a 

tendency among some farmers to think that when competition is remov- 

ed or when they are so situated that only one cream wagon drives by 

the farm, they are not receiving the benefits they would obtain if there 

were more cream wagons on the same-road. They have an idea that 

two or more routes will compete with each other and because of this 

competition, the farmer will receive a higher price for his cream per 

pound of butter fat than would be the case if he was located on a farm 
where only one cream wagon passed by it. 

Some farmers he said, “seem to forget that the expense of operat- 

ing these wagons must be paid out of the receipts for the butter made 

from the cream and they also fail to understand that the greater num- 

ber of cream wagons passing a given farm or the more competition there i 

is to get his cream, the greater will be the cost of gathering it.” 

The president of this creamery cited a locality where four cream wag- 

ons passed over a certain highway and several of the farmers on that 

road seemed to think their farms were favorably located because of 
these four routes. He said further, that some farmers seem to have an 
idea that a creamery can pay any price it chooses to pay for cream, 

but they fail to realize that the cost of operating a factory must come 

out of the farmer in one way or another. 

Another mistaken notion which some farmers seem to have is that 
when they live near a creamery they ought not to pay so much for haul- 
ing as those farmers living several miles away. Such farmers do not 

5—B. A.
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; seem to understand that the men living near the factory must necessar- a ily help to pay the running expenses of the factory and that the cream fh hauling is one of these expenses. As a rule, there are not a sufficient FE number of patrons living near the factory to make it profitable to oper- i” ate the same, but by taking the cream from farms ten miles or more i away, the volume of business is increased so that those farmers living, if near the factory profit by the reduced cost of operating a large factory } and in this way both the far and the near patrons are financially bene- H fitted by having factory in operation no matter what distance away i from a factory the farm is located. o ii) 

i. Tue Use or a Fretp Man i} 
Hl i The way in which some of the large manufacturers of dairy products H have built up their business during the past four years ought to con- i } vince the patrons of co-operative creameries that some of their methods 1 could be profitably imitated by the farmers in the management of their | own creamery. 

| One of the things the large manufacturers are doing that the co- | operative creamery patrons might profitably imitate is the employ- ‘gi ment of a field man who is capable of doing two things; first, giving in- | struction to the operators in all the creameries of a given group; ani i second, visiting the farms, supplying the cream, and finding out how H | well these are equipped with milk houses, cooling tanks, clean stables 1 j and profitable cows. 
il The work of such a man with the butter maker at the creamery should ' A include the standardizing of methods of manufacturing the butter. In i i order to do this, he should spend at least one week with the butter mak- He er and during this week, he would get an idea of the condition of the | cream when it is received. This information would help him in his ! later inspection of the farms supplying the cream. He would also, at i ri the creamery, make suggestions in regard to the equipment needed and | methods of doing the work that would reduce the losses of manufacture ih! to their lowest terms and turn out a quality of butter from the cream- or } ery, that is uniform from day to day. 

ei The importance of the work a field man might do among the creamery 1 i patrons is well understood. He must become acquainted with what each vi farmer has and what he needs. This should enable him to suggest : a - changes that would help the farmer deliver to the cream haulers, a iat cream entirely satisfactory both in test and in sanitary condition. One iil of his duties would be to demonstrate and to convince the patrons that ii it is absolutely necessary to have a milk house or some method of cool- f Hi ing the cream on the farm. He also would inspect the methods of milk- Hi 
rae 

i) 
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ing the cows and suggest the whitewashing of stables and many other 
things which it is hardly necessary to enumerate at this time. 

The value of the work of such a field man was impressed on me 
recently by a superintendent employed as a general manager of the field 
men working among the patrons of a large dairy manufacturing plant 
in this state. He informed me that he had convincing evidence of the 
great value that the field men had been to the firm in raising the quality 
of the product manufactured. (He quoted from his records to show that 
in one locality there had been reported by the field men an increase of 
80 per cent in the milk houses and 48 per cent in the whitewashed cow 
stables during a period of two years that this field man had been visit- 
ing that territory, 

In one of the localities where a field man had been employed for a 
year or more, one of the important things accomplished was the abol- 
ishing of four cream routes. This naturally reduced the cost of making 
the butter by a considerable figure. Another thing accomplished was 
the establishment of an agreement among the factories that they would 
refuse to take cream from the patron of another factory unless he had 
a good reason for leaving the creamery he had been patronizing. 

One of the field men working among the patrons of a certain group of 
creameries, reported that he had many evidences of the benefits his 
work had been to the creamery patrons. These benefits were noted on 
the second and third trips made among the patrons when he nearly 
always found an increase in the number of milk houses, whitewashed 

; cow stables and improvement in the cleanliness of the dairy utensils as 
well as in the cleanliness of the cow stables. Many of the improve- 
ments, he stated, would not be noticed by the average person but they 
were easily seen when the conditions at the farm were compared with 
those existing before the field man visited the farms. 

It is natural to expect that the work of a field man is not always 
pleasant and his efforts are sometimes misunderstood by the farmers. 

‘ He must occasionally put up with some disagreeable situations, as he 
is expected to accomplish his end without prosecution. In nearly every 

case, however, it has been demonstrated that a great deal can be ac- 
complished by the right kind of a field man, as it is undoubtedly true 
that inferior grades of cream are sometimes the result of ignorance on 
the part of the farmer as to what he ought to do in order to supply the 
factory with cream of a satisfactory quality. 

A field man who has worked among a group of factories In this state 
reports that when the idea was first suggested to the creameries, some 
of the directors objected, because they claimed it would be a needless 
expense. A few of the creameries, however, finally decided to try out 
the idea of employing a field man among their patrons ana the man
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‘ e % selected for this work states that he became very much interested in 
he : it. He concluded that the creamery part of the work was fully as im- 
as portant as visiting the farmers and that the secret of success 1n earry- 

i ss ing out this plan depends first, on the type of man who has charge of 
i : the work and second, on the uniformity of the product made in the 

Ht iS. factories over which this man has general supervision. 

i . Our Wisconsin OpsERVATIONS 

. Some of the members of this association will remember that a few 
i i years ago we began discussing the plan of forming Mutual Benefit Or- 
ia ganizations among the co-operative creameries and cheese factories in 

Se FF sections of this state where a good opportunity was afforded to make it He Possible to derive the benefit of such an organization in that locality. ‘gat F One of these organizations was started in the La Crosse river valley 
i E and the other among the Co-operative Creameries near Chippewa Falls. 

‘ae The Associated Co-operative creameries of La Crosse River Valley in 
‘ae cluded eight creameries, and the Chippewa Falls Co-operative Associa- 

ae tion started out with {12 creameries in the Association. The method 
Bahl of starting these associations was the same in both eases. <A public Saal F meeting of the directors of all the creameries in each group and as 

\ + E many of the patrons as cared to attend, was called for the purpose of 
fen | organizing a central association which would draw up the necessary 

i E constitution and by-laws for making such an organization harmonious 
| and effective. 

4 fy : } Briefly stated, the purpose of these associatoins were: first, to pre- 
: vent the duplication of milk and cream routes; second, to employ the Ha Service of a field man who will visit all the farms supplying either milk 

ie or cream to the factory belonging to the organizations; third, to co- 31 is operate in buying the supplies for all the factories in each group; e i fourth, to co-operate in selling the product of these factories. 
mei Such an organization and co-operation among the factories in each 

i Hl group was designed to make the patrons of the factorles better ac- 4 Fit i quainted with each other and by so doing, establish and maintain co- “a operative instead of competitive relations. This would reduce the cost Hi f of operating the factories, and by manufacturing a large quantity of : Hi | ; butter having a uniform quality, to obtain a better price for such butter / ih : than could be obtained by each of these creameries when operating Hl under their own individual management. 
: 4 1 f Such organizations would be called upon to adjust any differences or | a controversies that might arise among the creameries, and by so doing , i j the entire membership would reap the benefits of such co-operation to li a marked degree. 
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One of the methods of accomplishing this end that has been suggest- 

ed, is to make a house to house canvas of the farms in a given terri- 

tory, and talk over the matter with them, explaining its importance 

and profits to each individual farmer. After this is done, call a meeting 

of these farmers and have the plan explained in all its details at this 

é meeting. In order to make the project successful, it will be necessary 

to get the co-operation of all the stockholders of the different factories 

* in the locality where such a piece of work is undertaken. A good way 

of doing this, is first, to get the directors of every creamery to meet and 

talk the matter over after which a meeting of the stockholders may be 

called to discuss the plans outlined by the directors. Still another way 

would be to have the directors and stockholders at the annual meeting 

of their creameries vote authority to their directors to act at the gen- 

eral meeting, when such an organization is to be formed. 

This organization of a central board of directors and the employment 

of a manager for a number of creameries in given territory, will help 

to establish cordial relations among all of the factory operators, as well 

as among the farmers. It also will help to advance the common inter- 

est of everyone connected with the enterprise. 

In a certain locality on the Pacific coast where this general idea has 

been tried, and is now in operation, the results have proved to be very 

satisfactory. Some 26 dairy manufacturing plants are now under one 

general management, which has the duty not only of buying the sup- 

plies used by all these factories, but the product made is sold by one 

Management. The seller of the product knows what prices ought to be 

paid and also what markets are available for buying it. By keeping 

himself well informed of the market conditions he is much better able 

to dispose of the products from all the factories at a price above that 

which could possibly be obtained by the management of each creamery 

selling his products separately. 

The experience of this organization to which I have referred, shows 

further that bad debts of the various factories have been greatly re- 

duced, and the regularity with which the money is received from the 

sale of the products manufactured is a source of great satisfaction to 

the patrons. 

It is further claimed that 90 per cent of the factories have received a 

much higher price for their products than was the case before they 

joined this central organization. 
Uniform butter in large quantities, places the creameries in a po- 

sition where it is possible to name the price they must receive for but- 

ter. It is not necessary to meekly inquire from a butter buyer, the 

price he will give, but there will be buyers eager to get the butter and 

after discovering its evenness in quality, they will undoubtedly be glad
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to pay a premium above the market and will be always looking for 

more butter. 

There is no danger of overcrowding the market with good butter. 

During the past few years it has been demonstrated that cows are 

one of the safest investments a farmer can make and that butter of 

good uniform quality will always be in demand. 

Briefiy stated, the plan suggested for increasing the supply of uniform 

butter that will command high prices, is to adopt’ 

1. Pasteurization of the cream. 

2. Standardization of the methods of manufacture. 

3. Reduction in the number of cream routes. 
4. Employment of a field man for visiting the farmers and a mana- 

‘ger for buying supplies and for selling the butter. 

Many people who are interested in the creamery business have 

doubtless noticed the figures printed occassionally by a dairy extension 

worker showing the great variety of prices paid the farmers per pound 

of butter fat in a given month at different factories. When there is 

such a great variation as these figures indicate, it is very evident that 

high prices may be obtained and that co-operation of the creameries in 

a given territory will aid in securing these high prices for all the 

factories. 

THE IMPORTANCE AND THE USE OF STARTERS IN 

CREAMERY BUTTER MAKING 

Martin H. MEYER 

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen: The question of starters has 

occupied our attention during the last quarter century and it is still 

new and a live subject for the reason that it is directly connected with 

the making of 400,000,000 Ibs. of butter annually, and with the salary of 

the butter maker. 

Berrer Burrer MApe 

It is not too much to say that the discovery of the value in the use 

of a pure lactic culture in butter making was hailed with genuine de- 

light and its results received with satisfaction. 

It was soon found that a pure culture added to cream, especially 

when pasteurized, showed marked improvement and the resultant, but: 

ter had a cleaner aroma and flavor with better keeping quality.
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Recognizing that a good starter had a wholesome effect on the qual- 

ity of butter, made the use of a pure lactic acid starter a necessity, 

and became general, dispelling any doubt that existed as regards the 

| Leneficial effect on the quality of butter. 

It is necessary to use a starter in unpasteurized cream in order 

that the unwholesome fermentation be checked. 

a 
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M. H. MEYER 

It is likewise necessary to use a starter in pasteurized cream for the 

reason that when cream is pasteurized it is void of fermentation and, 

therefore, needs the addition of a starter to increase the aroma and 

give character to the butter made. 

After having recognized the fundamental importance of the use of 

fi a pure culture may we not, for our benefit, review a few fundamental 

principles upon which rests the care, its use and results obtained. 

Tue Care or STARTERS 

The surroundings should be clean, the air as pure as possible, and 

the utensils used should be clean and new. Copper or iron should not 

: come in contact with the milk used, or the starter at any time. Both
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copper and iron are destructive to the finer flavor and aroma of the starter. Of the two, copper is the worst offender and is destructive to the life and propagative quality of the starter. The ultimate effect on the quality of the starter by the use of copper vessels is a complete change in the quality of the acid and a Separation of the solids of milk from the liquid. Such a physical condition Makes the use of a starter valueless and detrimental to the keeping quality of butter. The milk should be of the best obtainable. It should be carefully pasteurized and the temperature must be uniform during the ripening period and in accord with the vigor and per cent of startoline added. The amount of inoculation and the temperature to be employed must come through experience. 
Until experience has been gained, wherever employed, it is well to Set at 70° F. and use about 1% inoculation. Later continue exper- ience with local conditions to suit your environment and methods, Guard against over ripening as such leads to the production of acids that cause greasy, oily and rancid flavored butter. - It will be found that there is a great benefit in setting several ves- sels for mother starters from which the best can be selected. A criti- val starter judge will detect slight differences and by having different lots to draw from the best can be selected and used to inoculate both che new mother starter milk and the starter milk. We do most all judging by comparison, and lack of comparison leads to unconscious errors. 

AbpiNe Srarrar To Cream. 

Test of Cream Before Herik x me Test of Cream After Adding Starter 100 lbs. of Cream | Adding Starter 
SS eee a em tee 
Per cent of Butter ~ Pounds Per cent of Butter fat 40 50 | Test 26 40 25 | ae 35 40 | “25 35 20 ee 30 25 “24 30 20 | “95 25 15 | ‘522 25 | 10 | ‘* 23 See 
In order that cream may churn well it should test not less than 25% butter fat.
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. ‘TEMPERATURE AND TIME 

The best temperature for ripening cream at the average creamery is 

67-69° F. in summer and 69-710 F. in winter. Where a large per cent 

of starter is used in cream, lower temperatures may be used than when 

small quantities of starter are added. 

Due to these and other variations previously mentioned no definite 

length of time can be given in which to ripen cream. Considering the 

possible action of lactic acid and other fermentations on butter fat dur- 

ing the ripening period it seems that the shorter the period consumed 

in ripening cream the better is the quality of the butter. Try to ad- 

just things so as not to ripen cream for a longer period than eight 

hours nor for a shorter period than three hours before the cream is 

cooled to churning temperatures. 

Benerir ProveN By RESULTS 

Reviewing results in the art of creamery butter making during the 

last twenty years it is found that the use of starters is general and 

that the results are gratifying, especially when considering that nearly 

all prize butter was made with a pure lactic acid starter. This again 

impresses us with the fact that it pays to use a starter and its use I 

must urge in view of those facts. 

REMEMBER 

That heat may very easily destroy its life. 

That cold does it no injury whatever. , 

That high acid weakens and finally destroys its value. 

That a temperature between 68-74° F. is most favorable for the pro- 

duction of a good quality of acid. 

Always use a thermometer when setting a starter. 

Never pasteurize without knowing the time and temperature applied. 

Never use old acid or unclean milk. 

Never use anything but glassware, best tinware or enameled ware 

for handling your startoline. 

Have a well tinned starter can. Copper is poison to the good flavor 

of lactic acid. Pay proper attention to the details of the handling of 

the startoline and a good quality of lactic acid will be the result. 

Try to be a good judge of conditions as they arise. 

Do not think that the starter will take care of itself. 

Do not think that any kind of sweet milk is good for making a first- 

class starter. 

Do not shake up the startoline until it is to be used. This also ap- 

plies to the starter unless it be cooled immediately at the same time.
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HIGHER IDEALS 

GeorcE J. WEIGLE, 

Wisconsin Dairy & Food Commissioner 

1am glad of the opportunity which is mine today to address the but- 

ter makers of Wisconsin; you men are interested in the work of the 

Department which I represent and as bead of that Department I am 

very much interested in what you are doing and what effect your ac- 

tivities are to have upon the dairy industry of Wisconsin; and I sin- 

4 3 
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GEO. J. WEIGLE 

cerely hope that this convention will be the means of solving some of 

the troublesome problems which are confronting you today and will 

inspire you to the production of more and better Wisconsin butter. 

I have attended many conventions in the course of the last few years. 

At some of these conventions I have been more or less of an onlooker, 

at some I have been a speaker upon the program and at uthers 1 have 

sat in the convention as a delegate. These meetings have covered a 
wide range of subjects and their programs have been varied, but I have
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been impressed by one outstanding characteristic of them all—the re- 

marks some of the speakers have in almost every case, been laudatory. 

Whether custom has decreed that when a person is asked to address a 

meeting he must studiously avoid v!l 1eferences which mighi be con- 

strued as criticism, whether the program committees carefully avoid 

any subjects which might precipitate trouble, I do not know. But I do 

know that if such an unwritten law exists I am going to violate it this 

afternoon. Like the physician who burts that he may heat, Tt intend te 

say very plainly sonie things which are unpleasant to hear in the hope 

that my words will bring home ‘e you facts whieh perhaps you do not 

know and will help you to realize the necessity for concerted effort to 

raise the quality of the butter manufactured in this state. 

The dairy industry—and that t«rm embraces not only butter making 

but also the manufacture of cheese of all kinds, ies eream, condensed, 

evaporaied and powderel rilk as well as the production of milk for 

consumption as such—the dairy industry in its entirety is, if not the 

dominating factor, at least one of the most inipertant elements of 

Wisconsin’s commercial growth. As the men who ‘determine ihe quality 

of the butter produced in Wisconsin, and who therefore eontrol cone of 

the major divisons of the dairy busine*s, you, the butter makers of the 

state, occupy a position in which you can maintain awd advance the 

reputation which your state enjoys as a producer of dairy products of 

quality or can destroy that reputation and replace it with one which 

will be a credit neither to yourselves nor to the state. 

I have sufficient confidence in you as men and as butter makers to 

believe that you would not wilfully follow any course which vou believ- 

ed inimical to the best interests of the industry as a whote; T believe 

that many errors are committed igncrantly—ihe result of a lack of 

knowledge of some of the details and frequently some of the funda- 

mentals of your business; I know that there are good butter 

makers and poor butter makers and thar this distinction ean afways 

be made because we can never hope to eliminate all of the careless and 

otherwise objectionable element from the butter business any more than 

“ they can be eliminated from any other business: but I do maintain that 

there is no excuse for the thousands upon thousands of pounds of 

low-scoring butter which is being made in this siate today. 

Perhaps I may be criticised for exhorting the members of your pro- 

gressive organization in this manner, but my defense will be to cite 

the minister who roughly scolds the good people of his congregation for 

the shortcomings of that part of his flock which stays away from meet- 

ing. The minister wants to waken his congregation to ictivity in bring- 

ing the erring ones into the fold and I want to enlist your co-operation 

so that between us we may bring to the butter maker who has forgot-
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= ten the duty he owes to the dairy industry a realization of the error of He his ways and may thereby turn what is now a liability into a future Ss asset. 

on” . A skilled workman is required for the manufacture of good butter. E 2 No man can make good butter unless he first makes a careful study of Fe the subject and then as carefully applies the knowledge he has acquired Be to each successive step of the manufacturing process. To be able to E meet the varying conditions with which he is confronted and still turn e out a product of uniform quality, he must understand the theory of i butter making, must know why cream of a certain acidity should re- i b ceive a certain kind of treatment, must know the exact kind of manip- 1 rE S ulation necessary to produce a particular result. And knowing these = things he must constantly utilize his knowledge in adjusting his meth- E ods of work to accord with the changing conditions from day to day. E To supplement these requirements it should be unnecessary to add what E you already know—that scrupulous cleanliness must be observed t throughout the factories and throughout every step in the mianufactur- | ing process. 
f You may say to me that all this is being done, that the factories and ' Ee utensils are clean, that the butter makers are men of experience who : know their business well and are demonstrating that knowledge py the ; 5 quality butter they are making. I will grant you that Wisconsin has \ creameries which are models and butter makers who are thoroughly i i versed in the theory and practice of butter manufacture and that high Fe scoring butter is produced here in quantity. 5 I know that there are entire sections of the state which uniformly i produce a butter of exceptionaliy high quality und that the entire out- ae put of some of our factories is purchased by certain dealers who have a trade demanding a very high grade of butter.. And I may even say ‘ [ F with assurance, and I am proud to make the Statement, that the bulk . of Wisconsin butter is good. But in spite of all this there is poor but- a ter being made and I reiterate that there is too large a percentage of : our butter which is off in flavor, poor in texture or body, deficient in - at fat or is otherwise not deserving of a score which will put it in the | + “fancy” class. 

There is no good reason for this condition. If there is a man making a | butter in Wisconsin today who does not know how butter should be a made, who cannot discriminate between good and poor materials or 4 who is not sufficiently versed in the technique of his business so that ep he can properly control the quality and uniformity of his product, the i ; fault is his and he should be stopped from making butter until he has Hae acquired the necessary knowledge to make it as it should be made. If va | there is a maker who takes so little pride in his work and has so little 

/
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consideration for the reputation of Wisconsin butter that he careless- 

ly or wilfully turns out a product which he knows is nox up to. the 

standard he is able to attain, then certainly such a man should be re- 

moved from your ranks as a dangerous element. It is my firm belief 

that the majority of our poor buttér can be traced to one or the other 

of these causes and neither presents a problem which should be diffi- 

cult of solution. 

A logical question would be “What are you in the Department doing 

to correct these troubles?” I would answer that we are doing every- 

thing that we can do—inspection, instruction, advice, persuasion and 

as a last resort prosecution. We are making progress in improving 

conditions but we need the help of those we are trying to help. If I 

my revert to my former illustration I would say that the Dairy and 

Food Department is like the physician who finds great difficulty in cur- 

ing the patient who does not want to get well—we have equal gifficnity 

in raising the standard of Wisconsin butter when we do not have the 

co-operation of the men we are working with and for. 

The time is here when an important decision must be made in the 

butter industry, a decision which is of importance not only as it af- 

fects you men today but as it will affect the future of the dairy busi- 

ness. Are we going to sacrifice everything to quantity production re- 

gardless of the quality of the product in an effort to grasp a few 

more dollars? Or shall we decide to make quality paramount, thereby 

taking the broader, constructive attitude that we cannot afford to 

jeopardize our future for the sake of present pecuniary gain? The op- 

portunity is here—the worid is clamoricg for more and more dairy 

products of a high standard of quality. Wisconsin, with her vast re- 

sources, can supply that demand and assure for herself a constant 

market for all she can produce; but this can only be done if quality is 

maintained. With a supply which is insufficient to meet the demand 

we can still sell an inferior product for a time, but such a course will 

surely spell eventual disaster. 

To realize the most and the best from the trade situation of today we 

need a better trained personnel and a higher ideal in the butter busi- 

ness. We need an ideal which will not countenance the poorly trainea 

or careless maker; we need an ideal which will demand an ever high- 

er quality standard; an ideal which will enable us to build somewhat 

for the future and not alone for the present moment; an ideal which 

* will raise butter making to an art and will demand a skill which takes 

pride in work well done and scorns anything but the best as something 

unworthy of the workman; in other words, an ideal which will place 

Wisconsin butter upon a pedestal as an achievement worthy of the 

greatest dairying state in the Union.
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= Wednesday Evening , 

: In accordance with arrangements, a smoker was held at the conven- ii}. tion hall. 
f Pres. Moran: It is indeed my good fortune and honor to preside at iH this meeting and to introduce to you a man so well-known to all dairy- i - men in this country. The dairy industry is indebted to many men for ‘u the great strides that it has made in the past. Among these men is i one who is known all over the country as “the great lover of the f cow.” Gentlemen, I have the great pleasure of introducing to you {i Mr. W. W. Marple of Chicago who will now address you. 
i 

BI ADDRESS 
i 

W. W. Magpie i 
; 

; Mr. President, Members of the Wisconsin Butter Makers’ Association i and Visitors: 
i I appreciate more than I can tell you the henor of addressing you. 4 In fact my pésition is similar to the man who was carried on a rail and i when asked how he liked it said he believed if it wasn’t ror tne honor | he would rather walk. This I consider not only an honor, but a priv- | ilege as well as a Pleasure, and I am disposed to regard it as a compli- 1 ment equal to that acknowledged by the old darkey down South who i was met by a gentleman from the North who wanted to get some change i to distribute among some little darkeys, and he said, “Unele, can you / change ten dollars?” The old darkey replied, “No, Sir, Boss, but I thank | you for the compliment.” It is unnecessary to remind you, gentlemen, i that the past two months have been busy ones and they have been suf- i ficiently fraught with vexations and problems to have justified my giv- ing as an excuse for not responding to your secretary's invitation, i. troubles of my own, such as the little boy who was driven away from a) home for swearing indicated. Because of his association with his q father he had gotten in the habit of swearing and it annoyed and dis- 1 tressed his mother very much. She had tried every means she could ) think of to break him of it, but without success, and finally told him if she heard him swear any more he would have to leave home. He de- | sisted for a few days, then broke out again. So when she heard him i one day she said, “Johnny, you will have to go, I have never broken a | promise.” She told the maid to pack up his belongings in his little : suit case. The little fellow was very brave and took his grip and start- 

i 

7
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ed down the street, and his mcther watched him through the front door, 

hoping he would relent and because he had learned his mother was 

determined would come back and sclemnly promise he wouldn’t do it 

any more. He went abcut a block and sat down on the curb and put 

his face down in his hands as if he was crying. The mother couldn’t 

stand it to see her boy in distress, and walked down where he was 

j 

. 
© : 

f 

N. W. MARPLE 

About the time she reached him, a stranger came along and said to 

him, “ Little man, can you tell me where the Scctis live?” And with- 

out looking up he said, “You go to hell, I've got troubles of my own.” 

I see before me, many strange faces, and to them I would like to 

make a confession. I’m not a profe’sor, I'm not a butter maxer, I'm 

not a creamery owner cr manager, but I am in the position of the man 

who got a letter from the black hand organization demanding a thou- 

sand dollars and threatening if the money wasn’t sent to kidnap his 

wife. The man replied by saying, “! haven't got a thousand dollars, but 

your proposition interests me. “I am deeply interested, and have been 

for a quarter of a century, in your problems, your profession, and your 

success and would be made very happy if I could contribute something 

to the interests of this occasion, or send a ray of sunshine into your 

pathway which observation has taught me is a rugged one. I would
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i NS be truly ungrateful and leave a wrong impression if I failed to acknowl- i edge that my experience from my association with representatives of i i : your calling, and the cordial welcome you have given me, relieves me i i a of much embarrassment and convinces me that I will be as well taken ! E care of as the man who was traveling in Europe and stopped in a Hee) strange town and at a strange hotel. 
F % Not being a scientist, I can’t talk to you about butter making, and i) p even if I could, that has been, and will be thoroughly discussed. Bac- 1 F teria, pasteurizing, starter, temperature, moisture, butter fat, grading, Hi quality, and all of the intricate questions that are involved in the i & science of butter making are on your program and the best authorities a i to discuss them. I would not attempt to elaborate on these questions i B or presume to advise you further for { am placed in the position of the fe man who went home late one night under an influence incident to hav- | | ing tarried tco long with the boys. He had so much difficulty in find- ay ing the keyhole that he awakened his wife. She stuck her head out of | i the window just above him and with all the scorn she could command, j i she said, “Well, you little soused shrimp, you’ve come home have you? f i You blear-eyed, staggering, lop eared home dog, you are a nice looking f ' spectacle. Now you cowardly, slinking, shivering hunk of cheese, { i what have you got to say for yourself?” He looked up into the face of i his irate better half, and merely remarked, “I don’t think I can add Ht anything to what has already been said.” ‘ i | Sirice promising to appear on your program, I have been very much i | distressed over the selection of a subject. I appealed to my wife to j tell me what to talk about and I appreciated the compliment when she Suggested “Home” as the subject nearest her heart; and I think we fi all agree the dearest Place on earth, is home and a topic appropriate i i for any occasion. It is acceptable to me for several reasons, and prom- inently on this occasion because of the broad field it covers. It con- ee. templates human relations, personal touch, co-operation, opportunity, 3 ! loyality, union, harmony, brotherhood, and all of those things that Pp. make for comfort, Success, usefulness, efficiency and happiness. i The limitation of a home in its broadest sense is the nation, and next . aa to that as it pertains to our interest is the state, the country, the city 4 } or town, our place of business, and finally the family fireside; the family f circle, the place around which clusters the most sacred memories, the ‘ place from which emanates the purest thoughts, the highest ideals, and 4 where confidence is sacred; where sympathy abounds and harmony | prevails. 

i i Gentlemen, I would have your business life synonomous with an ideal ; i home life. I would have incorporated into your business policy those i fl ideals and practices that go to make an ideal home life. In my talk
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tonight, I want to refer briefly to your business home and your Wiscon- 

sin home; your opportunity, your responsibility, and your burdens, and 

{ am reminded that my time is limited, for I would not weary you, but 

should I presume on your patience, I can’t resist asking you to stick 

around as the man decided to do under similar circumstances. This 

man who had been inbibing freely of near beer with raisins in it, stag- 

gered into a hall where a lecture was being given and took a seat in 

the front row. He sat there but a short time, until he seemed to get 

nervous and fidgety and finally got up and said, “Mr., how long have 

you been lecturin’?” The speaker replied with a smile, “About four 

years, my friend.” The man then sat down and said, “I guess I’ll stick 

around awhile, you must be damned near through.” 

Our national home is a wonder. It may not always be exactly what 

we would have it, but we love it. We love it not alone because of its 

advantages and opportunities, but because it is ours. There is no home 

so attractive as ours. We cross the ocean and visit the countries noted 

for supremacy in art, in music, and in science. We learn something. 

We are stimulated, but finally we yearn for our home, either native or 

adopted, and when our visit is over and our mission is ended and our 

faces are turned towards home, we are all excitement and anxiety and 

impatient, and as we strain our eyes peering through space, when final- 

ly we behold the Statute of Liberty, it is with a thrill we look up into 

that face on which we see in our imagination in big letters the word 

“welcome!” It is then we endorse the sentiment expressed by the dar- : 

key who was returning from France after the war, and as the ship in 

her majesty steamed up the river, when they got near the Statute of 

Liberty, he looked up at this magnificent emblem and said, “take a good 

look at me, old gal, for if you ever see my face again, you will have to 

turn around.” 

Wisconsin is not only a part of this great country, the universal 

home of a hundred and twenty-five million people, but a very prominent 

part. It is a bright star in the galaxy of stars. It is your home, and 

well may you be proud of it because of its resources, its people, and its 

achievements. Wisconsin is an Indian word and signifies wild rushing 

river, and I am impressed with the prophetic vision of those who named 

it, or the attraction of the name that caused it to be populated by a 

wonderful people. You are a rushing people, and like your sister states 

for aught I know you may have some wild rushing people. You do a 

rushing business, you have rushing transportation, and with deliberaton 

and wisdom by rushing you have attained world-wide distinction in the 

industry you represent. You are noted for the diversity of farm prod- 

ucts, including all kinds of grain and fruit; for your manufacturing 

interests, the extent of which is hard to conceive; your wonderful for- 
6—B. A.
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ests; your mineral wealth; and if I could have made this talk a little 

‘ sooner, I could add the article that made Milwaukee famous. But more 
than anything else, yes I think I am within the bounds of conserva- 

tism when I say more than all else, is the dairy interests of Wisconsin, 

and if it is true to whom much is given much will be required, then be- 

cause of your opportunities and advantages is your responsibility in- 

creased and intensified. You are surrounded by four good states and 

you are the center of attraction and the envy of all of them. You are 

favored with the most wonderful, cheap transportation facilities on the 

Great Lakes and the Mississippi River. You have in the interior an 

abundance of water, including mineral water, for which you occupy 

third place of all the states, and the value of this for drinking has in- 

creased wonderfully in the last year. In addition to this, and para- 

mount to everything else, you can boast of a splendid citizenship of en- 

terprising people, and after all that is what makes a desirable home, a 

fit place to live. We are passing through a period of readjustment and 

we are disposed to magnify our troubles and our disappointments and 

forget our blessings. The feeling of uncertainty and the evidence of 

unrest that permeates all classes of people and all kinds of industries 

causes serious reflection and awakens a new responsibility. 

The Missoufi darkey who had been in the habit of helping his neigh- 

bor whenever called on, was asked one day to come over and help fix 

up the fences, and the man added, “we are going to butcher Tuesday, 

and if you come over then, you can have the jawles.” Mose said, “that’s 

all right, Boss, I'll come over and help fix the fence, but since I been 

getting a pension, I’m eating a little further back on the hog. 

A boy discharged from the army across the water wrote to his mother 

that he was coming home and was going to buy a team of mules and 

name one Corporal and the other Sargeant, and spend the fest of his 

life kicking hell out of them. While the Missouri darkey is inspecting 

the hog, rejecting the jawles and determining what part he will eat, 

and while the returned soldier is exercising himself by kicking mules, 

the atmo~phere I am sure will be cleared in Wisconsin. The history of 

Wisconsin is replete with deeds of valor, great achievements, progress- 

ive ideas, gigantic enterprises, benevolent institutions, institutions of 

learning, and the names of great men and great women. The battle 

for right and the service to humanity has always been prominent in the 

citizenship of this great state. In 1861 when the foundation of our 

Government was shaken, when the stars and stripes were threatened, 

when the dark clouds of war hovered over this beautiful country, one 

hundred thousand brave, true, loyal men from this state answered the 

call. One hundred thousand of Wisconsin’s brightest and best men, 

fired with the fire of patriotism, clasped in their arms wives and moth-
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ers and sweethearts, whispered in their ears vows of eternal love, and 

with tears streaming down their cheeks, pressed upon those sacred 
lips a kiss, and in many instances parted from them forever to sacrifice 

their lives in the interest of home. : 

It has been three hundred and fifty years since the forests and prair- 

ies of Wisconsin were invaded, and all of the hardships of the early 

settlers were endured in preparing a home for generations unborn. It 

has been three-fourths of a century since the bright star of Wisconsin 

was woven into the banner of American liberty, and from that day to 

this, it has been prominent in the galaxy of stars and each year added 
lustre has been given it by the initiative of great movements for the bet- 
terment of humanity and the achievements of great men. Shall we 
break the chain today of high attainments? No,-as I look into your 

_ faces 1 see an unconquerable determination to perpetuate the work that 
has made Wisconsin the synonym of greatness. The pioneers of this 
country butlded better than they knew. Their prophetic vision has been 
surpassed. The new modern home has taken the place of the old log 
cabin. The automobile has superseded the ox cart. A net work of 
railroads and electric lines has obliterated the by-paths of the long ago. 
The cross roads store and post office has been torn down and in its 
place has sprung up as if by magic magnificent cities with Government 
buildings. Public Librairies, Academies of learning, and houses of 
worship dedicated to Christianity. In the midst of all these comforts 
and the inexpressible beauty and grandeur of the twentieth century, 
I would stop and breathe a prayer of gratitude for the privilege of liv- 
ing in this age, and I would worship at the shrine of him in whose 
home was conceived the cradle of liberty, and whose willing hands laid 
the foundation and prepared the way for the highest attainment in 
Wisconsin. 

Whatever else may have been said of Wisconsin people they could 
never be accused of ingratitude or a failure to express appreciation for 
service rendered. They have erected in the cities of this great Com- 
monwealth, imposing monuments in memory of Wisconsin’s war heroes 
who have answered the last roll call and passed over the river to rest 
in the shade. 

In that great conflict that for centuries will continue to be the great- 
est event in American history, during the progress of that wonderful 
and never to be forgotten Civil War, in which two of the greatest 
armies of ancient or modern times met on the field of battle; when 
brother was arrayed against brother, and father against-son, when a 
million brave, sturdy men offered themselves a sacrifice for principles 
they believed were right; when during the memorable epoch between 
the years 1860 and 1865 these two zreat armies had marched towards
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the place where they expected to baptize their country with their 

own blood; when the highest tension of bitter feeling had been 

reached; when that state of mind had taken possession that pre- 

cluded every vestige of thought except the one idea of the absolute 

utter and complete annihilation of the enemy, these two great 

armies finally reached the spot where the conflict was to take place 

that would test their strength, and they camped on either side of 

a beautiful southern stream and as each prepared for the morrow all 

anxious for the fray, their minds poisoned, their hearts full of hatred 

and determination to turn the crystal water of that romantic 

stream as it rippled down over the rocks toward the great Gulf with 

the sweet cadence of heavenly music into a deep crimson with the 

blood of the foe. As if to give vent to their feelings and no doubt 

to irritate those on the other side of the creek, the band with one 

of those armies began to play “Yankee Doddle.” Thoroughly arous- 

ed with this indignity and with all the characteristic loyalty of the 

Southern people the boys in gray played that’ old time melodious 

piece so dear to every Southerner, ‘‘Dixie,’”’ each seemed to vie with 

the other in a supreme effort to drown their music. When almost 

exhausted and the bitter feeling at its height one band quit and 

commenced to play “Home Sweet Home.” Immediately the other 

joined and the two great opposing forces as they. waited for the 

hour of battle, moved toward each other and continued to rend the 

air with the angelic strains of that national hymn. Under the gentle 

and refining influence of the sentiment in this song, hearts of stone 

were melted, hatred turned into love and these bitterest of enemies 

visited and talked of that which was paramount and uppermost in 

their minds, the dearest spot on earth and for which they. were 

willing to make this sacrifice. 

Out of the generosity of your nature and the goodness of your 

hearts as an evidence of your appreciation of home and your sym- 

‘ pathy for the homeless, you havé erected within the borders of your 

State magnificent palaces and opened wide the door and bid the 

wanderers enter and abide there without money and without price. 

In the spirit of loyalty and with a desire to liquidate every obliga- 

tion you owe you have built soldiers’ homes and laid out beautiful 

grounds, and with the call of the bugle you have gathered them 

in, and you have said to the old soldier who fought in defense of his. 

home and your home but returned to find himself homeless, “Abide 

here and enjoy the bounty of a grateful people until the final sum- 

mons.” You have built asylums for the afflicted and hospitals for 

the sick, and above all you have provided for the orphans, the 

homeless and motherless child of whom our Master said, “For of
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such is the Kingdom of Heaven,” with shelter and food and clothing 
and filled their little lives with sunshine and their hearts with love 
and from the portals of Heaven the mothers who gave them birth 
look down and smile. 

I had hoped in your interest to make this address as brief as 
Tommy Smith’s reply to the preacher. He had been told by his 
mother that the preacher was coming, and among a great many 
instructions as to how he was to act, she told him the preacher. 
would ask him his name and he would say, “Tommy Smith.” Then 
he would ask, “How old are you?” and Tommy should say “ten 
years old.” ‘He will then ask where bad boys go to and you tell 
him, go to hell.” So when the preacher came, true to his mother’s 
prediction, he called Tommy to him and said, “What’s your name, 
little man?” and the reply was, “Tommy Smith, ten years old, go to 
hell.” While I ask your further indulgence I would not continue 
until you were in the frame of mind of the congregation of colored 
people when the minister was preaching a sermon on the prophets of 
the first and second magnitude. After talking for about an hour and 
a half on prophets of the first magnitude he said, “Now we will 
take up prophets of the second magnitude, what will we do with 
the prophet Isaiah? I say, what will we do with the prophet Isaiah?” 
A tall lank son of Ham on a back seat got up and said, “He can 
have my seat, I’m going out.” 

Wisconsin has more cows to the square mile than any other 
State. It has more farms to the square mile than any of the Middle 
West States. It has more dairy cows per farm. It has more butter 
fat per farm than any other State, and there is more butter fat solé 
per square mile than any other State. I am advised that Wisconsin 
comes nearer having a cow for each inhabitant than any other coun- 
try except Holland. While nature has done much to bring this 
about, and in many instances necessity intensified dairy activity, I 
am not unmindful of the important part you have played in this de- 
velopment, and I would remind you of not only your responsibility 
but your opportunity. The field is large, the harvest is ripe, the pos- 
sibilities are great. You occupy a unique position in the industrial 
world. You are, in my opinion, philanthropists. - You are the con- 
necting link between the producer and the consumer, you are akin 
to both. 

While I appreciate the importance and prominence of your posi- 
tion in Wisconsin, I realize that your pathway is often times -a 
thorny one, and I would that I could strew it with roses. The pro- 
ducer abuses you for a low price, the consumer abuses you for a 
high price, the Commissioner kicks about too much salt or too little,
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i , the Government kicks if there is a little excess of moisture, and the ie Boss kicks if it is not up to the limit, and it would seem perfectly 4 natural if some time you would feel like the Kentucky orator who He) came very near disappointing an audience that he had been adver- ia < tised to address during the Columbian Exposition in Chicago in 1893. ie Notwithstanding evidences of ingratitude that at times may be | depressing and discouraging, the names of your friends are legion. | = The ray of sunshine you have sent into the dooryard of some i struggling victim of circumstances will never be forgotten and its 4 influence is beyond conception. There may not have been so many | Presidents or Vice Presidents, or Senators, or Congressman out of | 7 your ranks as from some other professions. There may not be as a 2 many monuments to the memory of men in your profession, or as H many pictures in the Hall of Fame, but in the hearts of those with | whom you have come in contact, those who have felt the touch of | hand and mind, those to whom you have rendered a great service, | those who in financial straits have been relieved by the market you a have furnished, you have built monuments. 
H There passes before me a panorama in which I see the names of i the world’s celebrities: statesmen, orators, sculptors, warriors, art- ¥ ists, musicians, actors, scientists, singers, authors, philanthropists, a architects, builders, preachers, lawyers, and railroad magnates, and § after contemplating their mission and acknowledging their useful- / ness, I am prepared to say in all seriousness there is not a single one i of them that is more important or more necessary in harmonizing a the interests of this world than the retiring, modest, pure Christian i mother who raised a family of children in a log cabin in Northern i Wisconsin, or the good, true, indulgent, loyal husband and father F who in the obscurity of his surroundings protected that family, pro- F vided for their comfort, and assisted in making that home though a ever so humble the most sacred place on earth and a monument to E the highest type of civilization, a true American home. j Let me bring to you tonight the grateful acknowledgement of the F lonely widow struggling to maintain a home and keep a family of 4 4 children together, the oldest of which was a boy whose one ambi- i tion was an education -that might enable him to render some return [ 5 to her on whose brow was a crown of glory and whose robe of right- eoushess was as spotless as the driven snow. The story of her sacri- , fice and the judicious handling of the product from a few cows in Ei order that her son might obtain the coveted education is a beautiful y story, and a’ monument has been erected in the hearts of Wisconsin people and on the tablets of their memories has been written a story ( of love that will never be forgotten. 

c 
c.
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This young man, ascending the Hill of Fame through scientific 
research at an academy of learning, studied hard. He burned the 
midnight oil and finally graduated with honors. He stood at the 
head of his class and was to deliver the Valedictory. It was a great 
occasion. A representative crowd of lawyers and merchants and 
bankers and their wives were present to witness the graduating ex- 
ercises of their sons. Full dress suits, silk dresses and diamonds 
were in evidence. At the close, this modest, unassuming, awkward, 
poorly dressed country boy presented himself, and as he stood on 
that platform he electrified his hearers with the most eloquent ap- 
peal and covered himself with glory. In the back part of that am- 
phitheatre was a woman, the most interested of all the crowd. She 
wasn’t dressed in silk, the alpaca dress she wore was rusty, it 
wasn’t cut in the latest style. She wore a sunbonnet. Her hands 
were large and calloused from honest toil. Her face was wrinkled, 
but radiant with joy—she wore no diamonds, but there glistened 
on her care-worn cheek tears of joy. When this young man had fin- 
ished he was handed a beautiful wreath of flowers with which he 
was expected to crown the young lady of his choice. He never 
wavered—he walked straight back to the rear where sat the old- 
fashioned woman upon whose face was the picture of satisfaction 
and content, and with this wreath he crowned this mother Queen. 
He pressed on her wrinkled brow the laurels of victory and on her 
cheek a kiss, and the great dairy interests of Wisconsin were given 
a new impetus. 

Knowing as I do your attitude towards Wisconsin’s University, 
that magnificent structure dedicated to the arts and sciences, where 
loyal men are guiding human destinies with the power of wisdom; 
touching human hearts with the touch of sympathy; encouraging the 
highest asperations and crowning human heads with laurels of vic- 
tory, it would seem superfluous to remind you of a debt of gratitude 
you owe this Institution that stands out prominent and preeminent 
as authority in the business you represent. The world owes to Wis- 
consin a debt of gratitude they can never repay for a Babcock, a 
Henry, a Russell, a Farrington, and others connected with this In- 
stitution of learning, and to you, Mr. Benkendorf, and Mr. Weigle, 
and to those associated with you, I realize that your work is a labor 
of love and I know something of your sacrifice, and if I could, in be- 
half of those who are assembled here and the dairy and manufactur- 
ing interests of America, I would from all the languages of earth 
select the choicest words, the most expressive adjectives, and weave 
them into garlands of rhetoric, and with the tongue of eloquence
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. render unto you a tribute of praise, and would then but faintly ex- a press the debt we owe. 
i " As we are on the threshold of a New Year, as we balance our is books to open a new account, let us profit by our mistakes of 1919. } i : Let us avoid them in 1920, Let us do unto others as we would a) have others do unto us. Let our motto be “‘do it now.” The touch 4 bh of sympathy is like sunshine to the drooping flower, Let us lend a { t helping hand to the unfortunate; let us help to bear somebody’s bur- i f den; let us prove to the world that we believe in the Brotherhood of of Man. As the sands of time fall into the graves of the departed HH year let memory plant a few flowers of perennial freshness and beauty, 4 while the hand of love writes the epitaph of unforgotten virtues. i As a veteran in the line you represent; as one interested in your ! EB success and your happiness, I suggest to you an inventory of last { f year’s life and submit the question I have asked myself: In the i | year now gone have I sown tares or wheat? Have I made burdens i - of life heavier or lighter? Have J Scattered sunshine or cast : shadows? Is the world better that I have lived? Above the grave i of the buried past can we see phantoms visions of lost opportunities - and neglected talents? If we have achieved success is the glory of our triumph to be dimmed by memories of bitter and unkind acts? What is your life is a thrilling question, It involves more than oe | gold. 
i There is a beautiful story of a throng of youths setting out in a f race. One thére was who took the lead, but alas he stopped to i raise a fallen child, then a fainting comrade claimed his attention, | and finally he stayed his steps to guide a feeble woman. When i the race was over and the winners were crowned with laurels he H . stood with empty hand and uncrowned head, the real winner, he wore no crown but on his face shone heaven’s serene and holy light, Se I ask you, what is success? What is the goal? Pp On the coast of one of the Orkney Islands lives a lonely woman, ’ : a fisherman’s daughter, who earns her bread by spinning yarn. For 7 years she put a candle in the window to guide the fisherman to te” shore in case of a storm. Years ago her father with whom she was } living went out on a fishing expedition and never returned. Since it that time she has continued to keep the candle in the window (paid a for by spinning an extra hank of yarn) throwing a ray of light to ; guide the lost mariner into the harbor of safety. I would rather Bf carry her passport to present at the portals of the great beyond than i | to attempt to bribe the gate keeper with all of the money in the } world. I would rather lie down on the humblest cot with her con-
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science than to sleep on a golden bed with troubled dreams of ill- 

gotten gains. 

There is a beautiful sentiment expressed in poetry and _ song, 

“Brighten The Corner Where You Are,” take this home with you, 

take it to heart. Burn it into your memory and you will be sur- 

prised at the interest it will pay on the investment. You are build- 

ing for the future and the foundation must be solid or your structure 

will fall. 

It was an insignificant talent in the hands of a country girl that 

was used with the skill of a master under the pressure of want and 

the privation of poverty that gave to America and the world the 

immortal Ella Wheeler Wilcox. Born in obscurity in a Wisconsin ~ 

home, destined through the encouragement and assistance of Wis- 

consin people to electrify the world with her messages of love and 

sympathy that reached every part of the inhabitable globe from the 

seat of learning, the height of civilization, the home of culture and ‘ 

refinement to darkest India; this wonderful woman in a class by her- 

self whose beautiful expressions of human interest has touched the 

hearts of men all over the world; this wonderful character who was 

equally welcome in the salons of the crowned heads of Europe and 

the hovels of the poor and destitute. This human magnet around 

which clustered all that was good and beautiful was appreciated 

because of her love of home and her spirit will continue to influence 

the home throughout the ages to come in which we will remember 
with a sense of pride and gratitude that she was a native of Wis- 

consin, and her early home was a Wisconsin home. 
In conclusion, my mission is not complete, my desire is not satis- 

fied, my-obligation to you and to the world has not been discharged 2 
until I have paid a tribute to the memory of Wisconsin’s Grand Old 
Man of whom it can be said there was none greater in contributing 
to the wealth of this country and the comfort of its homes. He, 
who when this country was impoverished from raising wheat, draw- 

ing on its resources and putting nothing back, when the farms were 
mortgaged for 60 per cent of their assessed valuation, marshalled 
the hosts and laid the plans that brought the people out of the 
slough of despair and lifted them out of the miré of debt and deso- 
lation and led them on to victory. He, who inaugurated the Wiscon- 
sin Dairy Association, the infiuence of which stimulated dairying, 
and the success of your business a possibility. He whose face Was so 
familiar at meetings of this kind. He who was a leader in those 
activities that made better and happier people, a man with intense 
human sympathy, loyal to his associates, his friends and country. A 
man with the courage of his convictions and a man with a wonderful
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Hh. vision, and above everything else, an honest man, he was permitted He to live a life of usefulness, and when he reached the limit of time HK allotted to man, it would seem there came from the Ruler of the a Universe the summons, “Well done, come up higher.” And tonighi is we miss his counsel and his leadership, but his spirit still lives and HY will continue to influence the foundation of the business you repre- | sent; and tonight if Governor Hoard from the parapet of the beau- | tiful Isle of Somewhere is permitted to take cognizance of this meet- i] ing his dearest wish would be for your success and the happiness (a and contentment of your homes. ii 
: 

la Mr. Kerren: We have heard a wonderful address. I want to know H whether that address will be published as a part of our records? bY Mr. BENKENDoRF: It is our intention to incorporate this address in 
t | our records. 
a Mr. Kepret: I would like to move that this association by a rising i vote express its sincere thanks to Mr. Marple for his splendid address, . oe 
r Third Day’s Session, Thursday, Feb. 12, 19920. 
i Mr. Moran: I think we should attend to confirmation of that reso- b lution of Mr. Erickson’s in relation to a change in the constitution i that was passed yesterday. Will someone make a motion to that effect? ‘F Motion made and Passed unanimously for the adoption of the reso- i lution. 
i Mr. Donge: It is reported at this time that the executive committee ql : met last night and found the Secretary’s report correct and would like i to adopt the Secretary’s report. : Motion passed unanimously for the adoption of the secretary’s report. Mr. Towre: Mr. Chairman, I don’t know whether this is the proper time or not, but I, have been instructed by the Commercial Club of Baraboo, Wisconsin, to extend an invitation to this Association to meet H at Baraboo with their next Convention. Baraboo is located on the 4 Chicago & Northwestern line, the main line between Chicago and Min- Leapolis and St. Paul, about forty miles north of Madison. Anyone that i can get to Madison can easily get to Baraboo, We have about ten or q twelve passenger trains a day, and this coming summer we are going j to entertain a convention where there wiil be from three to five thou- ; 

i 

4 
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sand delegates for two or three days, and I think we could handle the 
convention and the Commercial Club stands back of the movement to 
give you a good time. 

Pres. Moran: Your invitation will be placed on file and given con- 
sideration when the time comes. 

THE USE OF ARTIFICIAL REFRIGERATING 
MACHINERY IN CREAMERIES 

Mr. Horsera 

Fellow Members of the Wisconsin Butter Makers’ Association, 
Ladies and Gentlemen: That temperatures are an important factor 
in butter making is an undisputed fact; but it is also a fact that 
little effort has been used in obtaining and maintaining correct 
temperatures in the average creamery which has caused a heavy 

F financial loss to many a creamery and in some instances to the but- 
ter dealer as well. 

I said “effort” meaning that the average creamery does not real- 

ize that instead of holding their own, so to speak, they are gomg 
backwards for there is no such a thing as a standstill in nature. It 
is either an eternal progress or an eternal decay. Therefore, it 
seems to me that those creameries which or who use and depend 
solely upon natural ice and water for obtaining and maintaining the 
proper temperatures so vitally necessary in butter making, are not 

holding their own but are on the down grade. 

We have with us today a far better and cheaper method of pre- 
ducing cold than the ancient water and natural ice way. We have 
the “Mechanical Refrigerating Machine,” or the Ice Machine in plain 
English. The Ice Machine of today is so simplified and so vasy to 
understand that anyone with average intelligence can operate it 
and as to the cost of installing, maintaining and operating an arti- 
ficial refrigerating plant in a creamery, say one making 155,000 Ibs. 
of butter yearly (not a very large factory), I will make the follow- 
ing proposition: You establish a creamery on one side of the road 
and I one on the other side. You build a substantial ice house on 
your property and I will install a suitable artificial refrigerating 
plant in my Creamery. You put up sufficient natural ice each year 
in your ice house at a cost not to exceed fifty cents per ton. At the 
end of five years if it has not cost me less for operating and main- 
taining my Ice Machine I will buy you the best suit of clothes and
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; 
i a silk hat that you can find in La Crosse. It goes without saying He that we manufacture the same number of pounds of butter each il E . year, everything being equal except our methods of cooling. Then ie We come to the most important part of it, namely, the more efficient Hs work we can do in our, that is, in my creamery. | E To begin with, we will take a hot summer morning when the } F cream comes in at a temperature ranging from 60 to 80 degrees Fahrenheit and ripe enough to churn but it must be cooled down | } “: first. You can’t leave your weigh room long enough to crush ice Hy iS for cooling and it ought to be cooled immediately clear down to 45 i E 5 c degrees or lower or you will have an acidity of from 6 to 7% in less \) Ee than two hours. (The little acid producing germs work pretty fast.) E You leave it until after dinner and then you go after it witha big j hammer and a shovel, but the mischief is done. You have too much f acid. You can’t overcome that. There is but one way, “dope it.” F Use lime and kill all the germs by boiling it. If you do not neutral- ; : ize and pasteurize you will turn out a poor keeping butter. It will f show up “fishy” in less than thirty days. | In the meantime, I am receiving cream on the same morning, fT Same temperature as your cream. As soon as I get enough cream in i my ripener to submerge the lower half of the coils, I will slip down H and start my Ice Machine (only a few minutes work) turn on my Bi brine or sweet water as the case may be, and when my ripener is i! full or at least shortly after my cream is down to 45 degrees, at which temperature the little fellows (germs) are not very active, , they have cold feet. As a rule the temperature of cream thus left in the ripener until the next morning will have risen to from 49 to | 50 degrees F. and an acidity of 3 to 4. That will make butter which i will taste good and also keep well and therefore will command and E bring top prices while yours will bring centralizers prices or éven E below, label or no label. This is not fiction, gentlemen. I have : been there. 

Now we have our churning done, the butter tubbed or printed as the case may be and ready for the refrigerator where it is kept be- ; tween shipping days from two to ten days. You have a box either on the side or on top of your cooling room which you fill every se i often with ice. Generally once a week in hot weather. The first day or so after Te-filling it, it is nice and cool. Perhaps you can f get it down to 45 or so but it soon begins to crawl up and before you know it the thermometer shows 55 to 60. Then the fun begins, i for the mold germs one warm day in your refrigerator will start the nice green flowers on your tub linings and if once there they will % continue to grow until the butter leaves the often poorly iced re-
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frigerator car and you are notified that your shipment of such a date 

arrived in a very moldy state and you pay the bill. It is true; I 

have been there also. Thousands of dollars are lost in that way 

every year. 

While you are doing this my machine is working for me and 

keeping the temperature in my refrigerator ranging from 32 to 40 

degrees F. No mold will thrive there and my butter will retain 7 
nearly all the moisture while yours will have shrunk from one-half 

to one pound per tub in a week’s time. If you are making say, 1500 

tubs during the summer months and lose one pound per tub at 50c 

per pound, it means”a tidy sum of $750,00. You cannot afford to 

take that loss year after year and the consumer, the people who eat 

our butter are demanding good butter and they will have it and are 

willing to pay for it. 

There is no earthly use of sitting on the fence and howling at the 

neutralizing centralizers. They have a right to live but drive them 

out; beat them at their own game. Don’t use these methods but 

use their machinery. One of their means of success is their abso- 

lute control of temperatures. You cannot control nature unless you 

use machinery. A short time dgo I read in a magazine, a very in- . : 

structive article written by Dr. Edwin E. Slosson, a noted writer and 

| Scientist, entitled “Back to Nature?, Never. Forward to the 

Machine’’; and to quote a passage from said article he says: 

“Nature is our utisleeping foe. It is only by overcoming nature 

that man can rise.” He said further, “Give me the man made 

machine and I will overcome Nature.” In our case, the butter 

'} maker’s case it is nature we must overcome. Hot weather is natural 

in Wisconsin and we must use man made machinery to overcome 

it with. So I will say with Dr. Slosson, “Forward to the Machine” 

and will add forward with- the Ice Machine. 

j While it will not be a “cure all” of all the evils now existing in 

|} the Creamery business, I do believe it will be a mighty step in the 

right direction for every creamery in the State of Wisconsin to in- 

stall and operate an artificial refrigerating plant. 

Mr. Chairman, Members of Wisconsin Butter Makers Association. 
Ladies & Gentlemen: The subject assigned Why a creamery ought 

to Pasteurize and how a creamery can Pasteurize is an old discussed 

ubject. However the need today of every creamery Pasteurizing is so 

aportant that a discussion of this subject should help bring home its 

vital need. : 
A great deal of study and research work has been done in order to 

educate the creamery men to the need of Pasteurizing and also how 
it should be conducted.
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i I believe this education has informed and transformed our minds to _ i. the extent that we are all of the unanimous opinion that Pasteuriza- Kt tion is one of the most important and necessary factors in the suc- i cessful making and selling of creamery butter. aa -With your kind indulgence will try and point out, i 

: “Way A CReAMeRY OuGHT To PasTeuRIzE” 
i At no time more than now, in the history of the creamery business P| have the times demanded the best grade of butter that can be produced. i Competition with so-called (Substitutes) and the high prices prevail- 

ing in payment of butter fat has created the necessity for a good uni- H form grade of butter with good keeping qualities. Such a grade is a necessary to secure top market quotations and make it possible to meet H competition. It will further bring larger returns to the cream pro- A ducer and thereby act as an incentive to keep him in the dairy busi- i ness. 
i The possibility of importing butter from foreign countries is going H to intensify competition and thereby effect the markets in this country. H This being true, it behooves us to apply and use all the skill and proper | methods available so that we can meet and offset competition of this | nature with a grade of butter superior to what might be imported. If | : we are not awake to the situation, serious losses may overtake us which | the industry cannot stand. 

/ From a commercial standpoint of view proper Pasteurization plays H an important part in three different ways. 
i First: It improves the quality of the butter. 
i Second: It improves the keeping quality of the butter. H Third: It helps to produce a more uniform quality from day to day. : The aforegoing indicates the great importance and need of every creamery adopting a practical pasteurization system if they are going ta operate successfully. If all creameries adopted and applied a suc- cessful system of Pasteurization a great advance would be made in the quality produced in this country. 
i The medium from which butter is made must be rid of harmful and H injurious bacteria in order that a lactic acid starter can properly per- form the function for which it is intended. This can be achieved by i proper Pasteurization. 

If there is one thing the buyer or consumer of butter demands more i than anything else, it is that butter must be uniform, in flavor, body, j color, salt and neatness. Butter that will score 90 to 91 points uni- ‘ormly week in and week out will find and retain a market that irregu-
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Jar higher scoring butter cannot compete in. I believe you understanl 
that I’m not favoring making low scoring butter. If a uniform grade 
can be made that will score 92 to 33 points, we would have a butter 
that would capture and retain the best markets. The great important 
factor in butter making today, is to produce a uniformly good grade 
of butter. Uniformity should be our watch word. A proper system 
of Pasteurization is the greatest aid I know of in producing uniform 
butter. 

4A uniform grade of butter made from pasteurized cream scoring 
90 to 91 will keep much better under the influence of cold storage con- 
ditions than irregular higher scoring butter made from unpasteurized 
cream. 

Commission men today are willing to pay a premium to factories 
Viat will produce, a good keeping, good uniform grade of butter, made 
from pasteurized cream. They know too well that pasteurized butter 
will give them much less trouble and worry, and further they know it 
brings satisfied customers. 

The question facing the creamery man today is not should we pas- 
teurize, but on the other hand, how will I and what equipment must 
I use in order to pasteurize successfully and economically and this 
leads us into our second thought, viz.: 

How a Creamery CAN PasTevrize 

There has been and is today a great deal of discussion as to what is 
the best method or system to adopt to successfully pasteurize cream for 
butter making purposes. I am in hopes that some day we will be able 
in a commercial way to pasteurize by the use of electricity. Down to 
date, however, steam, hot water and cold water have been the mediums 
used; in varying equipment to serve as the purpose of pasteurizing 
cream, 

Some authorities claim that the heating and cooling of the cream 
should be done entirely free from the air, because the air coming in 
contact with hot cream causes the fat therein to oxidize, giving off 
unclean metallic flavors. In support of this principle machinery has 
been designed so that the cream during the heating and cooling proc- 
esses does not come in contact with the air. Good results have been 
obtained with this class of equipment. 

Some authorities claim that the air coming in contact with the 
cream during the heating and cooling processes does not hurt or in- 
jure the quality of butter. They even believe in blowing purified air 
into the cream during the process of heating. This practice is in di-
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Hs rect opposition to the first theory advanced. Some claim to have se- 
Ht Be cured good results through this blowing system. - 

Hy o Some claim to secure the best results using what is known as the 
tH i flash system, heating to a certain temperature and cooling immedi- 
Hi Fes ately. Some excellent results have been obtained by this system and 
i especially adapted for creameries where there are large volumes of 

| butter made. 
{ FE % Some claim to secure the best results by using what is known as the 

sa | vat or batch system. This is by heating to a given temperature, viz., 
at 145° Fhr., holding the cream at this temperature for twenty minutes, 

Hi then cooling the cream to churning or ripening temperature. This is 
l a a splendid system and very adaptable to the average or smaller cream- 
i 2 ery. This is a simple method, requiring no other equipment than ordi- 
on narily would be a part of creamery equipment in general. 
i There are a few features outstanding that makés this system of 
i pasteurization to be more desirable than the other systems alluded to. 

f- In the first place, less steam or heat is consumed due to holding the 
a cream at a given temperature and less cooling medium is required, 
f i (for the same reason). This system lowers the cost of ‘pasteurizing 
| and gains desired results very easily without the constant watching 

of the temperature as is required in continuous systems. This system 
| however, consumes more time than the continuous system, and is not 
| suited to creameries where large volumes of butter are made. It does 
i not require as expert an operator or pasteurizing man as does the con- 
1 tinuous system and needs less care and attention during the operation 

f of pasteurizing. 
| Recording thermometers should be used to indicate exactly the tem- 

' peratures employed in the process and indicate whether or not the 
F cream has been held at a given temperature a given period of time. 

i As holding the cream at a certain temperature for a certain period 
i is a part of this pasteurizing system, so is it necessary to use a re- 
i cording thermometer to check up the work and determine how sys- 
it tematically and uniformly the pasteurizing is being done. 

Hi The vat system of Pasteurization is certainly one of the most effect- 
i ive and thorough systems that can be adopted from a Bacteriological 
i standpoint of view. The capacity of this system can be increased by 
} using two or three forewarmers in which to do the heating and hold- 

‘ ing and then pump the cream over a tubular or some such cooler and 
Fl from there into the vat. This system is very efficient, simple and in- 
i creases capacity very materially, where needed. For average small 
} creameries I am strongly in favor of the vat system of pasteurization. 

Ee The flash or continuous system is the best proposition for large ! 

t 
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il 
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creameries where it is imperative to turn out large volumes of butter 
quickly. This system requires more attention in order to secure uni- 
form results. If the system is properly handled it will bring excel- ; 
lent results and increase the capacity of a creamery very materially. 

. The foregoing deals to a certain degree with the different systems in 
use at the present time. In the following I wish to outline in a general 
manner a few of the details that need to be observed in order to suc- 
cessfully operate either of the systems here alluded to. 

The first step and most important one in conducting a successful 
Pasteurization system is té be positive that all equipment and utensils 
that the cream comes in contact with are clean and have been thorough- 
ly steamed. The cleaning and steaming of all equipment and utensils 
used should be thoroughly done as soon as the pasteurizing for that 
day’s run is completed. The next morning before any cream has been 
run through the system it should be again, steamed and once per week 
a hot lime solution should be pumped through the system. I want to 
impress the fact that properly cleaned equipment is one of the most 
essential steps to be taken and no pasteurization system is efficient or 
effective unless equipment is so treated. 

No matter what system of pasteurization is being used, it is import- 
ant to use a recording thermometer so that records can be made and 
filed indicating the class of work being conducted. This also is im- 
portant and no pasteurizing equipment is complete without a recorder. 
This class of equipment has a tendency to raise the efficiency of a man 
that looks after the pasteurizing because of the fact if he feels he is 
being checked he will secure good charts and thereby increase the 
effectiveness of pasteurization, thus protecting the quality of the butter. 

The next step is the preparation of the cream for pasteurization. If 
the vat system of pasteurization is being used then the cream can be 
pumped, or emptied directly into the vat without any preheating. 
However, if the flash system is being used then the cream needs to be 
preheated in forewarmers or vats to about 100 degrees Fhr. and if the 
acidity of the cream is above 16 degrees Manns’ acid test would add 
enough lime water to reduce the acidity to 16 degrees, lower- 

ing the acidity of the cream helps to reduce curdling and losses 

of butter fat in the buttermilk. Also increases the capacity of 
the pasteurizer because the cooler will take the cream and distribute 
it without clogging the distribution holes. It also improves the flavor 
of the cream and butter. 

When starting a flash pasteurizer the cream should be bi-passed 
back to the forewarmer until the proper temperature has been at- 
tained then the flow of cream can be directed.to the cooler. Bi-pass- A 

7—B. A. 3
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4 ing the first and last cream Prevents any raw cream passing through i the equipment before proper temperature has been attained, thus pre- i tecting it from contamination of the raw or half pasteurized cream and Wi making it possible to maintain efficient, effective pasteurization, It is i necessary in order to secure efficient flash Pasteurization that there | are at least two preheating vats or forewarmers so that the Pasteurizer i can be fed cream of a uniform acidity and temperature. ‘This is very i important in order to secure effective flash pasteurization. If the i vat system is being used, it is necessary to draw off some cream at 1 different intervals during the pasteurizing so that the raw or half i pasteurized cream in the faucet will be pasteurized. =a Pasteurization is of little or no account unless it is done systemati- ; cally and thoroughly. A little raw cream entering the pasteurized ; cream will act as a medium to introduce the very germ life that Pas- i teurization is supposed to kill and this occurring makes it harder for i a starter to perform the function of developing and maintaining the | butter flavor, the markets of today require, viz., a clean, mild sweet i flavor. 
| You undoubtedly have noticed I have not touched on the cost of | pasteurizing equipment or the cost of pasteurizing. The cost of pas- i teurizing per pound of butter is very small in fact so small when con- H sidering returns gained, that the question naturally sinks out of sight. i The cost per pound of butter for pasteurization varies according to the , system being used, existing conditions, price of fuel and volume of | butter made. I believe the price will vary from possibly one-eighth of Hi a cent per pound to one-half cent depending on the efficiency of the i equipment and management. It is policy to use exhaust steam as ij much as possible. Doing this will lower the cost. Insulate steam i pipes and avoid leaks will also decrease the cost. 

i The efficiency of pasteurization can be determined through Bacterio- } logical analysis. The yeast and mold count on the butter will serve ii as a guide of efficiency. 
The different systems of basteurizing will all produce good bacter- q iological results and good keeping quality when necessary conditions ; are complied with. Defects in results are usually due to the short- if comings of the operator and not the inherent defects of the method. f Convenience, speed and cost of installation are the main choices to a be considered when buying pasteurizing equipment. Sores i In conclusion I wish to summarize as follows: 

i} 1. The times demand all creameries to pasteurize. 
i 2. Pasteurization is absolutely necessary in order to produce satis- | factory butter for the different markets. 
| 
1] 

+ 
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3. Pasteurization will help protect the creamery industry against 

so called substitutes and foreign competition. 

4. Pasteurization will help keep the creameries in business and 

the producer producing. 

5. Equipment throughout must be cleaned and steamed daily. 

6. Proper handling and treatment of present day pasteurizing equip- 

ment will render highest efficiency and net best results. 

7. The cost is small, the returns large. 

8. Pasteurize. 

MOLDY BUTTER AND ITS PREVENTION 

By Proressor E. G. Hastings 

Butter must possess certain qualities if it is to meet with the 
approval of the consumer. It must have an appealing flavor and 
aroma; it must show the crystalline texture which differentiates it 
from grease; and it must have an attractive color which should be 
uniform. If the butter is mottled, streaked or discolored, it cannot 
be classed as a high grade product. 

The growth of mold on the butter or its wrappings is certain to 
impair one or more of its properties and thus lower its commercial 
value. The degree to which its quality will be injured will depend 
on the kind of mold present and on the extent of its growth. Iam 
not aware that any data has been collected as to the annual losses 
in the butter industry occasioned by mold. Those of you who are 
actively engaged in the manufacture and marketing of butter are 
far better able to judge of the commercial importance of this 
trouble, than am I. It is sufficient to say that the reports of those 
in contact with the market, indicate its great importance. It is like- 
wise evident that moldy butter is increasing in frequence, rather 
than decreasing. Certain developments in the industry would seem 
to be responsible for the increase, as will be pointed out later. 

Mold on butter can be prevented so easily and with so little ex- 
pense, that the loss occasioned by it may be looked upon as one 
which we suffer needlessly. Many butter makers have erroneous 
ideas concerning the source of the trouble, It is the purpose of 
this paper to point out the sources from which the molds found in 
butter may have come, and how such contamination may be avoided.
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KINDS OF MoLps 

The molds that are able to grow in or on butter are almost 
without exception more or less colored. A small amount of growth 
will therefore give to the butter a discolored appearance, most 
objectionable to the consumer. The most frequent discoloraiion is 
a smudgy or brownish one, which appears as though the butter had 
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been touched with a dirty finger. With increasing growth, the : 
: color of the moldy areas darkens until it may become almost 

black. Among other types of molds that may occur in butter are 
some that have a greenish color. Still others produce yellow or 
orange colored spots. It is of course evident that the more closely 
the color of the mold approaches that of the butter, the less notice- 
able the mold becomes. 

The molds will also injure the flavor of the butter. They cause 
a decomposition of the fat and produce a decidedly pungent or ran- 
cid odor. The various kinds of molds differ widely in the extent 
to which they injure the flavor. A very small amount of growth of 
some kinds may have a most marked effect.
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CONDITIONS FOR GROWTH 

Molds are plants that in the presence of moisture and air can 

grow on almost any material of plant or animal origin. The 

amount of water that is absorbed from damp air by organic matter 

will be sufficient for their growth, free water is not essential. Their 

development on walls, clothing, paper and leather is evidence of 

this fact. 

The main mass of growth is in contact with the moist food. 

Branches extend up from the food into the air, and on these the 

seeds or spores are produced in enormous numbers. Their produc- 

tion out of contact with the moist food permits them to be easily 

transported by currents of air. These facts account for the pres- 

ence of spores on every object. They are thus to be found in the 

cream, on the tubs, the liners, and the wrappers. 

From what has been said it would seem that all butter should 

develop mold. In reality but a very small part of it actually does. 

This is due to the fact that whether the molds in the butter grdw 

or not is determined by many factors. Again not all kinds of 

molds occur in every sample. One kind of mold will grow under a 

certain set of conditions, another under quite a different set. The 

conditions in butter that influence the development of molds are 

the amount of oxygen or air, the amount of salt which is dissolved 

in the water of the butter, and the amount of curd or casein. Every 

mold must have oxygen but some can grow in the presence of very 

small amounts. Such molds, if present in the butter, will grow on 

or just below its surface. Others demand a larger amount of 

oxygen and will grow only on the surface of the butter on the 

wrapper, on the liner, or on the wall of the tub. Again the con- 

centration of the salt in norma] butter is sufficient to prevent the 

development of many kinds. Others may grow in highly salted 

butter. The lower the salt content, the more favorable will be the 

conditions for all molds. For this reason mold is encountered most 

frequently on unsalted butter. 

It is likewise certain that the development of mold in or on the 

butter is determined in part by the extent of its seeding with mold. 

If but a small number of mold spores or but a small amount of the 

vegetative growth is present, the development of the mold is less 

likely to occur than if a larger amount of mold’is present. Heavy 

seeding with mold results from the use of moldy cream, moldy tubs 

and moldy paper. Thé expression moldy cream, tubs and paper im- 

plies that the mold present is not confined to the spores that have 

been transported thither from their place of production, but that
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| the spores deposited therein or thereon have germinated and 
| growth has actually taken place. Many of the molds do not show i coloring until spores are produced. A considerable amount of 
i growth may take place on a tub or liner and not be evident to the 
H untrained observer. The use of such materials is very likely to re- a sult in moldy butter. 
i 

| 

SToraGe or TusBs anD PAPER 

ti Mold spores will always be present on the tubs and paper, since | it is impossible to handle them with out such contamination taking 
! place. The maker can, however, prevent the growth of mold on 
{ tubs and paper by storing them in a dry place. No growth will 
: usually occur unless they are stored for considerable periods in a ; damp atmosphere. 
j Mold spores will also be present in the cream. Growth of mold 
| on the cream is possible only when the cream has been allowed to 
i stand without agitation for several days. Development will occur 

| only on the surface. The cream may be seeded from musty cans, 
| and from poorly kept churns. The point that should be made is 
i that mold spores are certain to be present in and on every material 

and object used by the maker, but that if these materials and objects 
: have been so handled as to prevent growth of molds thereon, the j butter is much less likely to show mold growth than if these | materials have been stored in an unsatisfactory condition. 

PREVENTIVE MEASURES = 

; As was previously pointed out, the composition of the butter will } be an important factor in determining whether the molds thereon / are to grow or not. The maker must satisfy the demands of his i market with reference to salt, so this factor is not one that can be 
i universally used for the prevention of trouble. It is, undoubtedly, 1 the factor of greatest importance in inhibiting the growth of the molds ‘ 

in butter under present commercial conditions. The butter maker 
/ must, however, look farther for aid in preventing moldy butter. ! It is certain that the tub is often the origin of the trouble. Two 

| methods are open to the maker to prevent trouble from this source, 
one will be here discussed, the other in connection with paper. If 

} the mold is not able to secure air and moisture, no growth is pos- i sible. The exclusion of air and moisture from the molds onthe tub 
: is possible by coating it with paraffin. This is an almost perfect 

guarantee against trouble from the tub and a partial guarantee
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against trouble from the paper and the butter itself. When butter 

is packed, water is forced out, forming a film between the tub and 

butter. This water will soon be absorbed by the tub, air will be 

drawn in to take its place. Favorable conditions are now present 

for mold development. In the case of the paraffined tub, the water 

is not absorbed and there is little if any opportunity for mold growth 

even on the paper or butter, except on top of the package. The 

farther prevention of trouble is accomplished by making use of the 

non-resistance of molds and their spores to moist heat. 

Thom and Ayers have studied the resistance of many molds to 

heat. They have found that a temperature of 145°F. for thirty min- 

utes is sufficient to destroy all the molds that are likely to be present “ 

in milk and cream. They likewise found that a temperature of 

175° F. destroys practically “all spores within thirty seconds. The 

writer studied the effect of varying temperatures upon a mixture of 

spores of various molds. The results are presented in the follow- 

ing table. 

Time of Exposure Temperature 

122° F, 131° F, 140°F. 
1 Minute + _ — 
e268 ee =o — 

Pe “f =e = 
ante + se = 

tt Sees oe = — 
p> = = — = 

It is evident from these studies that if tubs, liners, wrappers and 

cream are subjected to a temperature of 150° for thirty minutes, 

or to higher temperatures for shorter periods all molds will be de- 

stroyed. The question concerning trouble from the cream is solved 

by its pasteurization. Any treatment that will accomplish what 

pasteurization is supposed to accomplish will destroy the molds in 

the cream. 

The tubs can be most easily and safely treated by filling or im- 

mersing them in hot water. The closer the water is to the boiling 

point the better. The tubs may be steamed with equally successful 

results. The only difficulty here is that the tub is not likely to be 

exposed to the jet of steam long enough for the treatment to be 

effective. The sudden expansion of the steam as it issues from a 

high pressure pipe reduces its temperature to that of boiling water, 

or, even lower. If one must wait for the tub to be steamed, the 

period of exposure is likely to be short. If the tubs are filled with 

hot water and allowed to stand for some time, it is certain that all
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e molds will be destroyed. The liners should bé treated in the same 2 way. 
be It is possible to accomplish the same result by the use of certain e chemicals. The one that lends itself best for this purpose is bleach- [ ing powder or chloride of lime as it is frequently called. It is car- 2 ried by every drug store. The content of one 12-ounce can is to be e added to one gallon of water, the mixture well stirred and the insol- e uble part allowed to settle. The clear, somewhat. greenish liquid, Possessing a pungent odor, should be poured from the sediment and stored in a cool dark Place. If approximately three ounces of this liquid is placed in each tub, and the tub is filled with clean water, c= . all molds will be killed in a short time—ten to twenty minutes. The cost of such treatment will not exceed one-half cent per tub. It is Ie essential that the -bleaching powder be fresh and dry, and that the F liquid be used within a few days after it is made from the powder, E otherwise the action is not likely to be effective. This method has an element of uncertainty which the use of hot water does not i Possess. It seems to me, therefore, that the butter maker will do ; well to place his trust in hot water as the most practical way for the if treatment of tubs and liners. The expense and labor connected with r its use is so slight, as be negligible. The larger part of the butter t made in our state is packed in tubs, thus the methods described i above will suffice for the majority of makers. = r Pound prints are in one way more likely to show mold, than tub f butter, and in another way less likely. Time is a factor of great ; importance in the development of mold. As a rule the printed but- ter is likely to reach the consumer more quickly than the tub but- : ter. Again it exposes a far greater surface to the air, a condition i that is conducive to the growth of molds, especially those that may be in the paper. The wrappers can be dipped in hot water. The ; dipping can best be done by taking a considerable number and fas- tening together with a spring clamp. Shake the package until the wrappers are somewhat separated; so that the hot water will reach i each wrapper, immerse the package for a few minutes. remove, f shake free from water, and use at once. The treatment of wrappers involves more work than the treatment of liners. The wet wrappers are also less easily handled. It would, therefore, not : seem advisable to treat wrappers unless there is some reasor. to sus- pect that the paper may cause trouble. 

i It was stated earlier that it seems apparent that there is more trouble with moldy butter than previously. This may find its ex- planation in the cream that is used. A white or pale yellow mold will develop rapidly on sour cream. Following this form still other
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kinds will appear. The use of cream that is collected from the farms . 
at infrequent intervals is certain to result in an increased amount 
of mold butter, unless the cream is carefully pasteurized. One of 
the tests widely used in the laboratories of the large butter com- 
panies as a check upon the work of the operator, involves the deter- 
mination of the number of certain molds in the butter, a number 
in excess of a certain standard indicates lack of care in pasteuriza- 
tion of the cream, or in cleansing the equipment. 

In the past, and I suppose at the present, many operators have 
had an erroneous idea of the cause of moldy butter. It has often 
been thought to be due to poor refrigeration in the ereamery, in 
transit or in storage. It is true that many refrigerators become 
musty, which is nothing more or less than evidence of mold 
growth on the walls. Such a refrigerator cannot be a direct cause 
of moldy butter, but only a contributing factor, since the temper- 
ature is likely to be higher than it should be. The higher the 
temperature, the more likely is mold to appear on the butter. The 
actual cause is to be found in the vegetative mold and spores pres- 
ent in the cream, and on the tubs, and paper. 

The methods of prevention of moldy butter may be summarized as 
follows: The cream should be collected as frequently as possible, 
the tubs and paper should be stored in a clean dry place. This wili 
prevent the growth of mold on the cream or on the tubs and 
paper. It will in no way be an effective guarantee against moldy 
butter. This guarantee can be secured only by pasteurization of the 
cream, and treatment of the tubs and paper with hot water or some 
other mold-destroying agent. The cost of this insurance against . 
loss by mold will be exceedingly small. 

THE VALUE OF SKIM MILK AS A FOOD 

E. B. Harr 

Countless farmers and dairy by-product manufacturers do not 
realize the feeding value of skim milk, buttermilk or whey. It is not 
an uncommon occurrence to find the whey tank at a cheese factory 
emptied into the pasture and its very great feeding value lost. With 
barley and whey alone pigs of 75 pounds weight will not only make 
good growth, but they will make money on such a ration. 

It is an axiom of nutrition today that little growth of animals 
can be secured by the use of grains or grain products alone. Then, 
you ask the question, how on any farm have our animals grown?
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i The answer to the question is that the grains are always supple- 
mented with milk when the animals are young and with milk, hay 

i or pasture when the animal is older. Today the commercial pack- 
i - ing industry is furnishing a third class of efficient grain supplements 

namely, tankage for swine. 
i We seem therefore, that either one of these three supplements, 

dairy products, tankage or the leafy portions of plants must be used 
with any grain if continued growth is to occur. But we are not 

i looking for a moderate rate of growth; we want the cheapest and 
f the most rapid rate of growth that can be secured for a unit of 

; food material consumed. Such materials as the grains plus alfalfa, 
j clover, or the leafy parts of plants will give continuous and vig- 
H orous growth, but it will not give the most rapid growth. The 
i reason for this lies in the poor quality of the proteins of a mixture 
! like barley and clover. When we add to a grain alone or a mixture 
H of grain and clover the dairy by-products like skim milk, butter- 
i milk or whey, or the commercial product tankage we have so 
| greatly improved the quality of the protein mixture that a maximum 
i rate of growth will result. 
i In milk producing sections the main reliance for a good protein con- 
{ centrate should be placed on the dairy by-product. A ton of tankage 
| @ costs $125. On the basis that milk by-products are as good as tank- 

fi age—and for growth they are better—100 pounds of skim milk or but- 
: termilk would be worth 60 cents. On the basis of the old rule of half 

the market price of a bushel of corn the value of 100 pounds of skim 
| milk would be about 70 cents. On the basis of pig feeding trials at 
i the Wisconsin Experiment Station the value of skim milk was 80 to 90 
f cents per hundred when hogs were selling at around $20 per hundred. 
: These figures are mere suggestions and cannot represent the real value 
; of skim milk in feeding. A man on a dairy farm and without tank- 

; age has no other possible material except skim milk with which to 
; supplement his rations and meet the normal growth impulse of his 

i young stock. The value of whey can be rated at approximately 60 per 
i cent of that of skim milk or buttermilk. While whey has very little 
i protein yet what it has is of wonderful supplementing character and will 

! turn a failure with a grain mixture, such as barley and oats into a 
z real commercial success. Perhaps on the basis of actual feeding re- 
: sults it should be given'a much higher rating. Both scientific evi- 

| dence and practical experience testify to the great feeding value of 
; dairy by-products when fed as supplements to grains, and no creamery 
! operator should fail to teach and practice this doctrine, for by such 

/ teaching there will certainly arise a better live stock industry. 

|
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The cities, condensaries and cheese factories are today offering good 
prices for whole milk. The temptation to sell all the milk produced 
on the farm is strong. The effect of this policy on the young stock is 
also apparent. Maximum growth and strong vigorous animals will not 
be produced in the same time by the use of milk substitutes. The 
growth period will be longer. Those sections of our country following 
the practice of selling all the milk from the farm are not the centers 
visited by buyers of good live stock. Farmers in our own state and 
in the center of the cheese industry are learning that it is folly to try 
to raise good calves without milk. Already they are following the 
sound practice of reserving a supply of whole milk for the growing 
calf. The animal is kept on whole milk—eight to ten pounds per day 
—for from seven to eight weeks and then gradually the supply is with- 
drawn until at the end of three months a small allowance of milk is 
still a part of the ration. Even at the end of five to six months one 
pound daily, or just enough to color the water is still in use. This is 
a splendid practice and should be the common rule rather than the 
practice of the few. There are calf meal products on the market that 
lay claim to a value equal to that of skim milk. As a usual thing the 
best of these will contain some animal protein and generally it is 
either milk powder or blood powder or both. These meals are expen- 
sive and cannot possibly be as cheap as the products produced on your 
own farm. 

‘ 

REPORT OF RESOLUTION COMMITTEE 

Mr. R. J. Mott on the Resolution Committee read the following reso- 
lution: 

Resolved, that we appreciate highly the many courtesies extended to 
us by the Chamber of Commerce and the citizens of La Crosse in their 
efforts to make our stay in La Crosse during this convention agree- 
able, and the thanks of this Association hereby extended to them in 
recognition of their efforts. 

Whereas, the Gibson Ice Cream Company has given the use of their 
cold storage facilities for the care of the butter exhibit and in many 
other ways have done what they could to make the Convention a suc- 
cess, therefore be it 

Resolved, that the thanks of this Association are due and are hereby 
tendered to the Gibson Ice Cream Company. 

The Wisconsin Butter Makers’ Association has a reputation for hold- 
ing successful conventions and the present convention is no exception
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; to the rule. We hereby tender our thanks to the officers for thei~ 
be efforts and to the speakers. 

; Whereas, Oscar B. Cornish, for many years a member of the Execv- 
tive Committee of this Association, and a charter member of it, has 

i been in the hospital recovering from the effects of an operation which 
| prevents him from being present, therefore be it 
i Resolved, that this Association regrets Mr. Cornish’s enforced absence 
i and extends to him our sincere hope for his speedy recovery. 
\ Whereas, we regret the resignation of our loyal secretary, Professor 
t Benkendorf who has served us faithfully for many years and who has 

done much to make this Association a success; therefore be it _ 
Resolved, that the thanks of this Association are due and are hereby 

: rendered. 
(i Whereas, God in his providence has seen fit to remove from the 
t scene of earthly labors, Thomas Corneliuson and Samuel Schilling, be 

it 
t Resolved, that in the passing away of these members, we have sus- 
i tained a distinct loss, and hereby tender our sincere sympathy to their 

i families. 
i Whereas, there is in this state a new organization named the Wis- 
} consin Dairy Council, organized f6r the purpose of promoting a knowl- 
1 edge of the benefits to be derived from the use of dairy products, anid 

Whereas, the recent discourses as to the value of dairy products in 
e the promotion of growth and health needs to be disseminated to the 

public through some agency, be it 
Resolved, that this Association heartily favors the work propose 

to be done by the Wisconsin Dairy Council, and pledges its support 
i in the work of promoting the Council. 
4 Whereas, it is generally known that the packers known as The Big 
: Five voluntarily went to the Attorney General of the United States 
i and offered to stop handling unrelated products except the dairy prod- 

ucts, and 
Whereas, we fear the release of the enormous capital formerly em- 

: ployed by the packers in handling these unrelated products will be 
, used by them to obtain greater control of the dairy business, and be- 

lieving that such control would be inimical to the best interests of the 
great dairy industry, therefore be it 

Resolved, that we commend the action taken by the Wisconsin Dair-7 
Protective Association, the Wisconsin Cheese Makers’ Association anid 
the officers of our Association in presenting to the Attorney General our 

: claims for securing relief and final expulsion of the packers from 
the dairy industry. 

Whereas, all evidence presented by different members of the Associe- 
: : tion was in favor of an 80 per cent butter fat standard and believing 

that the best interests of the dairy industry would be served by fixing 
: an 80 per cent butter fat standard, be it 

Resolved, that this Association declare itself in favor of an 80 per 
cent butter fat standard. 
Whereas, the state of Wisconsin has passed a law setting the stand- 

ard for moisture in butter, be it
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‘Resolved, that it would seem the height of wisdom for some uniform 
method to be employed by both the creameries and the dairy and food 
commissioner’s department in making these tests. 

Whereas, there has been a law passed in the state of Wisconsin for 
licensing “cream buying stations”; be it 

Resolved, that we go on record as favoring rules and regulations 
covering the sanitary conditions of such stations, and that the same 
rules and regulations be applied to these stations as those applied to 
the creameries of the state. 

Whereas, there has been a great deal of discussion pro and con of 
the branding law of the butter made from cream of whey; be it 

Resolved, that this Convention go on record as in favor of repealing 
this law. 

Motion made to adopt resolutions as read. This was amended to 
eliminate that part of the resolutions pertaining to the repeal of the 
butter law and the resolutions were adopted as amended. 

Mr. BeENKENDoRF: I want to thank you very much for the purse 
just handed me. I have been with you for ten years and have tried 
to give you good faithful work, and service. Some of the boys asked 
me about it, and regretted that I was going to leave; but I told them 
I had a bunch of fun out of it. I enjoyed my work for ten years, very 
much; I shall always treasure the friendships formed in the past ten 
years. I go about the state and meet them, this traveling man and ._ 
that one, and friends all over the state. I think a good part of that 
is due to the fact that I was your secretary, and I thank you for giving 
me the opportunity for these pleasures. I sincerely thank you. 

Motion seconded and unanimously passed that Mr. Lee be appointed : 
by the Wisconsin Butter Makers’ Association to represent them on the 
Board of the Wisconsin Dairy Council. 

Mr. J. G. Moore gave a talk on his trip to Washington; at his 
request no stenographic report was made of same. 

Mr. Horserc: I would like to make a motion to extend Mr. Moore 
a vote of thanks for that talk. 

Mr. BENKENDORF: Make it also for Mr. Farrell. 
Mr. Moore: You know, I only did my duty as I saw it. He has 

done his best for you fellows. I second Mr. Hoiberg’s motion that Mr. 
Farrell be given a vote of thanks for the work he has done in Wash- 
ington. 

Motion carried unanimously. 

Mr. BENKENDoRF: I move that we adjourn until that meeting is 
called by Mr. Hoiberg in June. 

Motion made, seconded, and passed unanimously to adjourn sine die.
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Unavoidable circumstances prevented the attendance of the judges 
appointed to score the butter; the exhibits were therefore judged by 

# Secretary Benkendorf and Mr. Axel Madsen, of the Dairy and Food 
Commission. 

JUDGES’ SCORES 

FIRST DISTRICT. | Arthur C. Schultz, Trempea- 
dS PUAD die wranin <n op anaeoeees oe 

LeRoy Montad, Deerfield.... 92.75 3 H. Lierrance, Sparta..... 92.50 
B. B. Cobb, Sun Prairie..... 91.75 Theo. Johnson, Whitehall... 90.75 
John Mogensen, Wyocena... 92.25 © ©. Yonkey, Tunnel City... 92.50 
Peter Olson, London........ 95-00) A. W. Zimmerman, Norwalk 93.25 
Rudolph J. Else, Johnson | F. A. Grawin, Kendall ...... 90.00 

Creek ..........-.....-.. 95.25) HB. Oakes, West Salem.... 91.25 
Albert Hoeffke, Marshall... 91.00] p.m, Jeffers, Galesville..... 92.25 
H. O. Zick, Dane, R.2......- 91.25 & G. Rasmussen, Melvina.. 92.25 
F. M. Werner, Waterloo..... 96.00) Julius B. Johnson, Ettrick.. 91.00 

H. J. Herreman, Black Earth 91.25 J. A. Betthauser, Oakdale... 93.50 
John Jorgenson, Lake Mills 94.50) 

| FOURTH DISTRICT 
SECOND DISTRICT | 

! Hod Doolan, Brandon....... 90.25 
Walter B. Meyer, Baraboo.. 92.50 p n. Korb, Fairwater...... 94.00 

Norman Mayenschein, Hills- | Art Wendtland, Plymouth... 93.00 
ATO. sscSn gc eseesecwcosda, See ee Jahnke, W. Wrights- 

C. P. Ofstun, Stueben....... 92.50! town .................00. 91.50 
Olaf Larson, Gays Mills..... 92.50) Abe Speich, Berlin, R. 2.... 92.50 
W. A. Moyes, Ironton....... 91.00) L. L. Bolstead, West DePere 
J. D. Simpson, Viroqua..... 90.00) RD. ...............0.... 94.00 
R. H. Banks, Reedsburg..... 93.00 Quirin Moersch, Peebles, 

E. G. Saltwedel, Loganville, [MES hengict csusinesslicon.- SelM 
R.D. ........++++++eee+++ 93.25 Kielsmeier Co., Manitowoc.. 92.00 

Harold Peterson, Cazenovia. 93.00 Hubert Bartel, New Holstein 92.50 
Wm. Sieger, Chaseburg..... 91.25) M. Christopherson, New 
J. H. Bogert, Stoddard...... 93.00| Wranken................. 94.00 
M. Michelson, Westby...... 93.00) 
Harry H. Wurster, Patch | FIFTH DISTRICT 
Grove... 2.1) sp cser esas AO Oe! 

Val Droessler, Louisburg, | Christ Muehrer, Wautoma, 

Re 2 eeeeseeeceeesee esses 91-50) RIS occ eeeeeeee eens s 92.00 
Svend Hoiberg, Westby, R. 3 94.50) James Larson, Union Center 91.25 
N. A. Galstad, Genoa........ 94.50) Chas. Sanford, Amherst Jct., 

| [MG Ds tucenseseencoucegece  Sauae 
John Rasmussen, Wautoma 95.50 

pee De Odin Christensen, Nelson- 
Ole Johnson, Oakdale, R.1.. 92.00} ville .................... 92.50 
Wm. Mehleis, Bangor, R.2.. 92.75) I. G. Searles. Wonewoc...... 93.50 
Loyal D. Allen, Tomah...... 91.00) Robert S. Anderson, North- 

WOME, 6 sees coms: Sees cae eae
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THOMAS C, CORNELIUSEN 
1865-1919 

“Green be the turf above thee, 
Friend of my better days; 

None knew thee but to love thee 
Nor named thee but to praise.”
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SIXTH DISTRICT | W. L. Karker, Brill......... 93.25 
esi | B. J. Lindvig, Grantsburg... 93.25 

T. J. Hass, Elk Mound...... 90.75 Lewis Nelson, Cushing..... 93.25 
L. H. Winter, Eau Claire.... 93.75 4 J, Rivard, Clear Lake... 93.50 
Frank Meisner, Boyceville.. 92.50 Andrew J. Swenberg, Fred- 

‘ Charles C. Goble, Rusk...... 91.00) rick, R.1..........2:+02. 93.50 
: R. P. Colwell, River Falls.. 93.00 ajfred B. Thorsson, Grants- 

F. L. Stolt, Prescott........ 90.25 WOES. os cose ch eke 
! A. B. Melsgaard, Meridian.. 90.00 ajbert Erickson, Amery 

Roscoe Mays, Bloomer...... 92-50/ Rog. D. No. 4............ 94.25 
Lyman H. Seyforth, Inde- Dudley Herrell, Frederic... 90.75 

! pendence .............-.- 91.75) Walter L. Olson, Dallas..... 94.00 
+ Jacob W. Ringger, Modena.. 92.50 g§ @ Enockson, Falun...... 92.50 

h Orin S. Melsby, Duran...... 92.00) Chris J..Back, Luck........ 92.00 
: | Elmer F. Erickson, Luck 

f SEVENTH DISTRICT | PUR ain eins ko ce cath sn. eee 
| | N. Geo. Nelson, Luck No.1.. 93.75 

Abert Long, Medford. ...... 92.50| A. M. Newman, Chetek..... 91.25 
; O. J. Krogstad, Withee...... 92.50 &. A. Danielson, Grantsburg 

: Theo. J. Arens, 1022 Hughitt ES Saye ae eee 
/ Ave., Superior............ 90.75) 
; Grant Winner, Humbird.... 90.25) E 

! J. W. Herreman, Eagle River 92.00. COMPLIMENTARY 
{ L. E. Kreinbring, Mason.... 92.50) wo, Sather, Houstin, 

J. S. Jorgensen, 216 Fourth ie 8. a... 
St., Green Bay .........-. 90.501 q Johnson, Fountain, 

1 Oscar Johnson, Prentice .... 91.50| “yinn.................... 93.00 
i Maurice Hanson, Washburn 93.00/ Ed. Wobbrock, Faribault, 
} Louis Peterson, Bonduel.... 93.75) Minn. R. D. 1......0. +5... — 92.00 

Nick Garlie, Shell Lake..... 90.25) arthur c. Pietsch, Lewiston, 

: PROD. x ndintic ne ah pa Kass vant eet 
EIGHTH DISTRICT John M. Schmidt, Litchfield, 

/ MOI nso 3 5h cote ehtn <5.85. ee 
Wm. R. Nichols, Centuria... 92.00 

STATE PRIZES 

! The executive committee offered this year as prizes four handsome 

‘ gold watches, gentlemen’s size, Waltham make, with hunting cases, 

= guaranteed for twenty years. They are all equal value and were given 

| to the butter makers exhibiting butter receiving first, second, third 

and fourth highest scores. 

| The following ruling was made this Fall by the Executive Committee: 

[ “Resolved, that it is the sense of the Executive Committee that only 
better makers from creameries, primarily engaged in the manufacture 

| of creamery butter, be allowed to compete for the prizes offered by 

the association. Butter sent by condensaries, city milk plants, etc. 
will receive only the usual complimentary score.” 

) : 

} 

'
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Stare Prize WINNERS 

Honor Prize : 
MENTING, WENEEIOQ S365 5c cas, oes Soc oes ce + oy. oo OOO 

State Prizes 
John Rasmussen, Wautoma.....................ccceccccseces 95250 
wibred “Thoreson, Gramtaburg =... 00.2... coe cee sec c cece vecccce 95.50 
Rudolph Else, Johnson Creek ...... 22.2.2... 0.0 ee cceee eee eens 95.25 
i A. Danielson, Granteburg.. <6... 66.00.0002 ccc eenccsececcue 95.25 

DISTRICT PRIZES 

District prizes will again be offered this year under the same rules 
as governed this contest at previous conventions. 

As there are eight districts there will be thirty-two prizes offered in 
all. They are as follows: 
First Prize—A twelve piece set silver knives and forks, best Com- 

munity silver, Georgian pattern. 
Second Prize—A fine Gold Filled Waldemar Chain, with fine square 

Boston links—offered by J. B. Ford Co., Manufacturers of Dairy- 
men’s Cleaner and Cleanser, Wyandotte, Mich. 

Third Prize—A fine Gold Filled Pocket Knife. 
Fourth Prize—Set of Gold Front Cuff Links. 

District Prize WINNERS 

1st District. 
AS ECG AUR Gio e = sing = so oivras 4 6G oad « kos 6 Ss oe oo a od eonaon 
Bocond—Leroy Mustad < oo... 5- 8.5 nek ccc ecceessseees es. Deerfield 
Third—John Mogensen Pretec ed ccwewsccesccceeccecsccoes ee WYOCENA 
Pourth—H. J: Herreman. ...5-3..5:..........0+-+..+...-Black Earth 

2nd District. 
First—Svend Hoiberg tee e ence ener cece tte ce cece ee ee eee cece» WEStbY 
Second—N. A. NN gs ps oa Te ng ewe vent ied ws 37 em 
Third—E. G. Saltwedel sae e eee be eee cceseeeceecs cece cees + + LOganville 
Fourth—J. H. Bogert eee eee cece wee ececeeececccssseesess Stoddard 
Fourth—R. H. Banks... 2.00.00... 00. eeteeeseeeee sees. JReedsburg 

3d_ District. 
First—J. A. cg. ctpesen ee EEL ey ee 
Second—A. C. MOU nih 6 <n sis oir SES 5 bles 2 Se a gigs Soa a ck. etme Third—A. W. NOIR os wien keg esa Foc axes od ins: <5 ORI Third—Wm. Mehleis Tastee te Ree ceeeeeeeeeeeseceecstecens+ ++. BANZOF Fourth—J. H. Lieurance.... 2... 0.2... ee eee eeeeeseeesss s+. Sparta Fourth—C, C. WOR or padih reed Ua sreawosed le cli. cPanel City 

8—B. A. %
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4th District. 

r Wirkt—Quiren Moerseh <5. 52. 2.5.52 os ocd dacs ck oan wale 000s 91 Pee 
Second—Arthur Wendland ......... ..................+.....Plymouth 
Pated—Abrabam Syete o.oo. vee bs cea heoe enc 0 es 
Fourth—Kielsmeier Co. ...............20200e00++e000000+s.Manitowoc 

5th District 

MMe) OE SORIION, Ss Sn 55 ds we DE ba hog SG Se One hl 
Second—James Larson .........5...4......+-.:3-+++-+.-Union Center 

6th District. 

Wirst—Prank Melanee 00s c-o6 cscs sds estes vl - eve «esos. BOpeewille 
Second—Lyman H. Seyforth............................Independence 
Tete —-Chatles |G Gowle cis <3.) 32 e~ o-oo x 0h sh 53s ae eR 

| MROaa lh LB 50 gas oa ce ec deuce wiles Sere we a 

7th District. 

| First—Maurice Hansen .......................0000e++++.+.Washburn 
Bacend— Abert LAKE 625. Sah kee lak tease eee ee 
Third—J._W. Herreman. .... 5 sccius goss dos ocsck 5320 Maple River 
Fourth—Grant Winner... <2... < sek ec cc Suse's (cbs oenecs os umbivd 

3 8th District. 
First—Albert Erickson nih Esa sae apm isigies ductus hae Ot ene eaters oe ae 

: Second—Dudley Herrell ................cccseeeeeeeeceesess Frederic 

.
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S. B. SHILLING 

Pioneer butter maker and well-known 
writer whose passing away last 

summer was a shock to his many 

friends in Wisconsin
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: NAMES OF MEMBERS OF THE WISCONSIN BUTTER 
MAKERS’ ASSOCIATION 

LIFE MEMBERS. 
NAMES ADDRESS 

: Fulmer, F. B. Moose Jaw, Sask., Canada 

ANNUAL MEMBERS 

EXHIBITION MEMBERSHIP LIST 

FIRST DISTRICT ] THIRD DISTRICT 

LeRoy Montad, Deerfield. | Ole Johnson, Oakdale, R. 1. 
B. B. Cobb, Sun Prairie. | Wm. Mehleis, Bangor, R. 2. 
John Mogensen, Wyocena. | Loyal D. Allen, Tomah. 
Peter Olson, London. | Arthur C. Schultz, Trempealeau 
Rudolph J. Else, Johnson Creek. | J. H. Lierrance, Sparta. 
Albert Hoeffke, Marshall. Theo. Johnson, Whitehall. 
H. O. Zick, Dane, R. 2. Cc. C. Yonkey, Tunnel City 
F. M. Werner, Waterloo. | A. W. Zimmerman, Norwalk. 
H. J. Herreman, Black Earth. F. A. Grawin, Kendall. 
John Jorgenson, Lake Mills. | H. B. Oakes, West Salem. 
W. H. Zinterer, Ft.. Atkinson. | D. E. Jeffers, Galesville. 

E. G. Rasmussen, Melvina. 
| Julius B. Johnson, Ettrick. 

SECOND DISTRICT | J. A. Betthauser, Oakdale. . 

Walter B. Meyer, Baraboo. | FOURTH DISTRICT 
Norman Mayenschein, Hillsboro. 
C. P. Ofstun, Stueben. | Hod Doolan, Brandon. 
Olaf Larson, Gays Mills. P. N. Korb, Fairwater. gi 

W. A. Moyes, Ironton. Art Wendtland, Plymouth. * 
J. D. Simpson, Viroqua. H. E. Jahnke, W. Wrightstown. 

R. H. Banks, Reedsburg. Abe Speich, Berlin, R. 2 
E. G. Saltwedel, Loganville, R. D. | L. L. Bolstead, West De Pere, R. D. 

Harold Peterson, Cazenovia. Quirin Moersch, Peebles, R. 1. 
Wm. Sieger, Chaseburg. Kielsmeier Co., Manitowoc. 
J. H. Bogert, Stoddard. Hubert Bartel, New Holstein. 
M. Michelson, Westby. M. Christopherson, New Franken. 
Harry H. Wurster, Patch Grove t 
Val Droessler, Louisburg, R. 2. FIFTH DISTRICT 
Svend Hoilberg, Westby, R. 3. 
N. A. Galstad, Genoa. Christ Muehrer, Wautoma, R. 5. 
A. A. Lafts, Seneca, James Larson, Union Center,
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Chas. Sanford, Amherst Jct., R. 2. -Louis Peterson, Bonduel. 

John Rasmussen, Wautoma. Nick Garlie, Shell Lake. 

Odin Christensen, Nelsonville. 
I. G Searles, Wonewoc. 
Robert S. Anderson, Northland. EIGHTH DISTRICT 

Wm. R. Nichols, Centuria. 

SIXTH DISTRICT W. L. Karker, Brill. 
B. J. Lindvig, Grantsburg. 

T. J. Hass, Elk Mound. Lewis Nelson, Cushing. 

L. H. Winter, Eau Claire. A, J. Rivard, Clear Lake. 
Frank een Boyceville. Andrew J. Swenberg, Frederic, R. 1. 

Deal hier Falls Alfred B. Thorsson, Grantsburg. 

ane is Albert Erickson, , Be Fs 5 

F. L. Stolt, Prescott. See = 
aa ea Dudley Herrell, Frederic. 

Lyman H. Seyforth, Independence. ee ee 

Jacob W. Ringger, Modena. Chris J. Back, vane : 
a 5 : 

Orin 8. Melsby, Durand. Elmer F. Erickson, Luck No. 2. 
N. Geo. Nelson, Luck No. 1. 

SEVENTH DISTRICT A. M. Newman, Chetek. 

‘Albert Long, Medford. E. A. Danielson, Grantsburg, R. D. 

O. J. Krogstad, Withee. ‘ 

Theo. J. Arens, 1022 Hughitt Ave., COMPLIMENTARY 

Superior. S : 

Grant Winner, Humbird. W. A. Sather, Houstin, Minn., R. 6. 

J. W. Herreman, Eagle River. c. O. Johnson, Fountain, Minn. 

L. E. Kreinbring, Mason. Ed. Wobbrock, Faribault, Minn., 

J. S. Jorgensen, 216 Fourth St., x Bi. 

Green Bay. Arthur C. Pietsch, Lewiston, Minn. 

Oscar Johnson, Prentice. John M. Schmidt, Litchfield, Minn. 

Maurice Hanson, Washburn. 

ANNUAL MEMBERS 

Ahrens, F. H., Hustler. Jy Borst, W. B., Phillips. 

‘Aicher, 165 W. S. Water St., Chi-| Bremden, H., Westby. 
” cago. Brierly, W. E., Downsville. 

_— Allen, A. B., 25th and University Brink, Alben, Nelson. 

Ave., Minneapolis. Budde, H. A., Ontario. 
Allen, C. L., Cashton. Borden, W. H., St. Paul, Minn. 

Arnoldi, C. L., Manitowoc. Campbell, A. W., Beaver Dam. 

Barber, A. H., Chicago. Carson, R. W., New Richmond. 

Benkendorf, G. H., Madison. Carswell, Robert, c/o J. G. Cherry 

Bettner, A. A., Wausau, 411 Grand Co., St. Paul, Minn. 

Ave. Chapiewsky, A. G., Bangor. 
Christ an. ap A eS 1d 

Betz, Theo, Grand Rapids. en oe 
Bernaman, E. H., Downing. Clark, A. V., Reedsburg. 

Bixby, H. F., Galesville, R- 1. | Cook, S. B., Cumberland. 
eee ee W., c/o Coyne} Crosby, R. R., Madison. 

* 2 Ci 5  B Dairy x 
Blood, F. J., Chetek. eS airy Record, St 

Bogaerts, P. J., Swift Current, Sask.’ Cleaves R. C., Iola.
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aS +38 Holmen. 7 Kollmeyer, H. F., Loganville. avis, U. E., Chicago, Lawson, N. A., Madison. Doerer, A. W., Winona, Minn. Lee, C. E., c/o Gridley Dairy Co., r De Bow, W. B., Blair, Milwaukee. De Golier, H. M., London. Lemke, H. E., 292 Otter St., Osh- Dillon, H. P., Oshkosh. kosh. Dobbie, G. S., Beatrice Creamery | Leserman, L. M., 619 W. Randolph Co., Chicago. St., Chicago. Dodge, C. J., Windsor. Lloyd, J. E., Sparta. 
Earlison, S., Ellsworth. Limp, C. A., 117 Oak St., Wauke- Eckwright, E. R., Jim Falls, gan, Il, Farrington, E. H., Madison. Lounsbury, J., Allwood Sales Co., Fox, A. M., 168 W. So. Water St.. Milwaukee. Chicago. Luethi, C. F., Minneapolis. Fox, Peter, Jr., 168 W. So. Water| Luhm, Chas., Wautoma, Minn. 

St., Chicago, McCarthy, J. V., 192 N. Clark St., Farrell, J. J., St. Paul. . Chicago. Ford, J. A. Sparta. Madsen, Axel, Dairy & Food Com., Garlid, Geo., Durand. Madison. Glover, A. J., Ft. Atkinson. Marple, W. W., Beatrice Cry. Co., Gordon, W. A., Waterlov, Iowa. Chicago. . Green, R., Albion. Mayan, Theo., Winona, Minn., R. 3. Griffin, H. E., Mt. Horeb. Michaelsen, Wm., Arkansaw. Graham, F. W., 616 King St., La| Milles, J. H., Stockholm. . 
Crosse, Meyer, M. H., 888 44th St., Mil- 

waukee. panevernis, F., Mt. Tabor. Milnarik, Jas. T., 186 N. La Salle anson, H. A., Careyville. St. Chicago. Halverson, Emil, Balsam Lake. Mistele. W., Hustler. Hammerschlag, J. G., 1011 Majes- Mathison, Olaf, Woodville. s — Bie. Milwaukee. Moc N.-#: Tola andy, Fred, Wyeville. Mat * cE Hanna, J. K. 116 W. Illinois st, ee ee Mil- icago. he ie 
Hanson, Geo., Shennington. waukee. 
Hanson, O., Oakdale. Moran, J. ae pede Haukom, Otto, Cutler. asi eee Spot Clair i : é * Munshaw, F. A., Eau Claire. Hansen, E. R., 613 First Nat’l Bank, ‘Murden. We ©. King Ventilating Milwaukee. -. Go. Owatonna, Minn, Henry, Edw. J., 704 Park Ave., Al- cooly w. L., King~ Ventilating bert Lea, Minn, Co. je Owatonna, Minn. Hillstad, A. C., Portage, 614 Cass St. t Salem. Hoetye, W. C., St. Paul, Minn. Nuttleman, Adolph, West e Hoiberg, Hans B., Coon Valley. Nelson, J. M., Holmen. 
Hougan, A. C., St. Paul, Minn. O'Dell, Claude, Ripon. Hough, J. L., Whitehall. Oakes, S. E., Platteville. Husbloen, Edw., Ellsworth. Olsen Lauritz, West De Pere. Hunter, P. O., Wore Salt Co., Parker, John J., Camp Douglas. Detroit, Mich. 

.. Fall Creek. Huot, Le Beau, Cameron. | Payne, W, Wy’ Chippews Falls. Tuker, J. A. King Ventilating Co.,|baterson, 136 West Lake St., Chi- Owatonna, Minn. | cago. 
Jacobson, H. M., Galesville. | Picotte, W. D., 305 Court St., Chip- Jenks, Geo. E,, Hunter Walton Co., | pewa Falls. Chicago. | Prescott, A. G., panne City. , V. S., Holmen. Purves, J. T., Appleton. 
Pe H., ¢/o ©. Weaver | Pyburn, E. S., Vinton, Iowa. 

. & Co., Chicago. Peterson, P. E., Bayfield.
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Ramsdell, C. I, Madison, 908 E. Storey, C., Beatrice Cry. C 
eae Claire. Se eee a 

en: enry, Westby. Stueber, G. H., 529 Jack: : 
Robinson, J. D., Ontario. Wausau. ee 

aie A. J., Chippewa Falls,| Swan, C. S., Chippewa Falls. 
aa : ‘ Tucker, E. H., Lodi. 

; Ryan, E. J., Milwaukee Corrugating ; F E Go., Milwaukee. Tepes 1630 Lloyd St., Mil- 

peneescet Wm., Johnson Creek. Thompson, E. E., Mindoro, 
Schell, H., Norwalk. y 
Sanders, H. H., Fall Creek. tt wee 
Sherwood, M. _T. Dairy & Food Towle, T. B., Baraboo. 

Com., Madison. Uehli 
Schlenalmon, E. F., Fountain City. Ulri ae a ce Salem. é 
Sinkler E. F., 25 W. Kinzie St., Chi- ich, A. F. Dubuque, Iowa, Bea- 

cago. trice Cry. Co. 
Skogmo, Philip, 110 2nd St. N. Venski, W. J., Motordale, Minn. 

Minneapolis. | Vonderohe, G. F., Reedsburg. - 
| Skoglund, C. E., Amherst. | Voigt, W. A., Eau Claire, 4 

Sondburg, V. A., Winona, Minn. | Vroman, H. E., 26 W. Kinzie St., 
Sprecher, John U., Madison. Chicago. 
Speich, A. G., Berlin. Wagner, W. E., Green Bay. 
Sleyster, R. V., Cochrane. Warner, T. J., Wausau. 

Stenger, C. J., 152 W. So. Water St | Waskow, Frank, 346 W. So. Water 
Chicago. | _St., Chicago. 

Smith, Lucius, Wm. J. Haire Co., Waite, E. N., Bangor. 3 
Boston, Mass. | Weeks, M. E., 178 La Salle St., Chi- 

Smith, J. R., Merrell Eldredge Co., cago. : 
Chicago. Whitemore, E. J., Owatonna, Minn. 

Spielman, C. F., Boyceville. Wilford, F. H.. Milw., c/o J. B. 
Stewart, W. A., Eagle. Food Co. 

Zick, Otto H., Winter. 

‘ .
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ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION AND BY-LAWS 

OF THE 

: WISCONSIN BUTTER MAKERS’ ASSOCIATION 

ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION. 

Arricte Fixst. The undersigned have associated, and do hereby 
associate themselves together for the purpose of forming a corporation 
under Chapter 86 of the Revised Statutes of the State of Wisconsin, for 
the year 1898, and the acts amendatory thereof and supplementary 

é thereto, the business, purposes and objects of which corporation shall 
be the education of its members for a better practical knowledge of 
creamery operation, promoting progress in the art of butter making, in 
the care and management of creameries, the sale, transportation and 
storage of butter, and in the weeding out of incompetency in the busi- 
ness of butter making; the further object of the incorporation is to de- 
mand a thorough revision and rigid enforcement of such laws as will 
protect the manufacture and sale of pure dairy products against fraudu- 
lent imitations, and to suggest and encourage the enactment of such 
laws in the future as experience may from time to time demonstrate 
to be necessary for the public good of the dairy industry. y 
ArricLe Seconp. The name of said corporation shall be the “Wiscon- 

sin Butter makers’ Association,” and its principal office and location at 
Madison, Wis. 

Articte Tuirp. The Association shall be a corporation with- 
out capital stock. Any person who is a_ practical cream- 
ery operator, and is engaged as such, and who has at least three 
years’ actual experience in the manufacture of butter in a creainery, 
may become members of this corporation by paying $1.08 in advance 
and signing the Roll of Membership; provided, however, that mem- 
bers who, at the time of adoption of this amendment are nct en- 
gaged as creamery operators, but who have had at least three years’ 
practical experience as creamery operators, shall pe permitted to 
continue their membership in this corporation. 
Arricte Fourrn. The general officers of said association 

shall be a president, vice president, secretary and treasurer. The 
board of directors shall consist of three members of the associa- 
tion. All officers and directors shall be members actually engaged 
as creamery operators in the employ of a creamery, or creamery 

company, except the secretary, who may be a member not so en- 
gaged. The term of the officers of the association shall be for one 
year beginning July Ist, or until their successors are elected at the 
next annual meeting following their election, and until such suc-
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cessors qualify. At the first meeting of the members of the associa- 
= tion, there shall be elected a director for the term of one year, a di- pot 

* rector for the term of two years, and a director for the term of three 

"years, and thereafter there shall be elected at each annual meeting a - ; 
director for the term of three years, and each director shall hold his 
office until July 1st or until his successor is elected and qualifies. 
ARTICLE Firrn. The principal duties of the president shall be to 

preside at all meetings of the board of directors and of the members 
of the association during his term of office. He shall appoint all neces- 
Sary committees and sign all orders drawn on the treasurer, and per- 
form such other duties as may pretain to his office. 

The vice president shall discharge the duties of the president in the 
event of the absence or disability, for any cause whatever, of the latter. 
The principal duties of the secretary of said association shall be to 

keep a complete and accurate record of all meetings of the association 

or of the board of directors, keep a correct account of all finances fre- 
ceived, pay all moneys into the hands of the treasurer and receive his 
receipt therefor, and to countersign all orders for money drawn upon 
the treasurer. He shall safely and systematically keep all books, * a 
papers, records and documents belonging to the association, or in any 
wise pertaining to the business thereof. He shall keep a complete list 
of the membership, help formulate and publish the program for the 
annual convention, publish a full report of said convention after ad- 
journment, assist in such other matters of business as may pertain to 
the convention, and such other duties as properly belong to his office. ‘ 

The principal duties of the treasurer shall be to faithfully care for 
all moneys entrusted to his keeping, paying out same only on receipt 

of an order signed by the president and countersigned by the secretary. 

He shall file with the secretary of the association all bonds required by 
the articles of incorporation or the by-laws. He shall make at the 
annual meeting a detailed statement of the finances of the corporation. 

He must keep a regular book account, and his books shall be open for 
inspection at any time by any member of the association. He shall also 
perform such other duties as may properly belong to his office. 

The board of directors shall be the executive committee who shall 
audit all accounts of the association or its officers, and present a report 
of the same at the annual meeting. The executive committee shall as- 
sist in the necessary preparations for the annual convention and shall 
have sole charge of all irregularities or questions of dispute that may 
come up during any annual meeting. They shall determine the com- 
pensation that may be connected with any of the various offices. 

The board of directors with the other officers of the association shall 
constitute the executive board, which board shall decide upon the date 
and place of holding the annual convention, premiums to be offered at 
said convention, and such other regulations as may be necessary for 

the success of the annual meeting. 
Arricte Srxrw. The treasurer of the corporation shall give a bond 

in the sum of two thousand dollars ($2,000.00) for the faithful perform- 

ance of his duties. The said bond to be approved by the board of di- 
rectors before being accepted by the secretary. Whenever the cor- 

poration may so desire, the office of secretary and of treasurer may be
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